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FOREWORD 

The University of Jos Fine and Applied Arts Journal (UJFAAJ) is a peer-reviewed Journal which 

is gaining academic grounds in research publication.  The Journal is peer-reviewed and published 

twice in a year and welcomes contributions from academics, art connoisseurs, critics and art 

Entrepreneurs on topical visual arts issues. This volume which is a follow up of the maiden edition, 

was highly subscribed to by academics from various institutions of higher learning. From the poll 

of articles, after a rigorous peer-review process, some are featuring in this volume. It is hoped that, 

academics will keep up with the best global practices by doing researches and publishing the same 

for the advancement of the visual arts and astute promotion of visual culture across the globe. 

Articles not featured in this volume, it is hoped that such will be improved upon and resubmitted 

for the next publication which is just around the corner.  

The various areas of Art education, Art history, Ceramics, Graphics, Painting, Sculpture, Textiles 

and other emerging fields in the visual arts were well articulated by the various contributors. One 

believes that this journal will meet the frontiers of knowledge and meet readers’ expectations and 

a longing for more. I congratulate the team that has worked concertedly to bring this to reality; 

while encouraging colleagues to uphold a virile research and publication culture. 

 

Datiri, Y.C. Ph.D. 

Editor –in –Chief 

Head, Department of Fine and Applied Arts 

University of Jos. 
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EDITORIAL 

This edition features articles discussing issues and researches in Art Education, Art History, 

Ceramics, Graphics, Painting and Sculpture practices respectively. The contributors presented 

their various researches and studio experiments in logical sequences, drawing inferences and 

making recommendations for a better society where the visual arts drives development and keeping 

alive the cultural heritages of the society. Boyi, J. M., and Umbugadu, T. T. A Documentary 

Overview of the National Museum, Kaduna present a historical overview of the Kaduna Museum 

by explaining the concept of cultural objects in the museum and traces the historical background 

of Kaduna museum. Onoja, J. E’s contribution Entrenching Visual Culture and Art Appreciation 

Through Freshmen Research of Museum and Gallery Practices presents art appreciation and art 

gallery practices which he articulates that are synonymous with the lifeline of visual arts practice. 

Several visual arts galleries have been opened over the years to promote visual culture and 

appreciation of the teeming populace of art lovers and connoisseurs which new students are 

expected to learn the processes. Ajayi, N. O. and Adekoya, E. O.  Calabash Carving and 

Decoration in Nigeria: Trends, Prospects, and Challenges is the contribution of the duo dealing 

with historical survey of the art and craft of calabash carving and decoration in Nigeria with 

questions addressing how calabash grow? What is the process? Who are the carvers of calabash? 

Where does it start? What are the methods and techniques used in executing it? To what extent is 

calabash carving and decoration practised in Nigeria are some questions answered in the article. 

Musa, J.M., Abubakar, E., and  Isah, H. A.  The Adaption of ‘Step Down’ Building Technique as 

A Workable Approach to Efficient Ceramic Kiln Firing reports the design and building of a 20-

meter cube ceramic kiln at the Department of Industrial Design, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa 

University Bauchi using ‘step down’ building technique. In the same vein, Goroh, A. S., 

Sullayman, U.A. & Yawas, D.S Developing a Polymeric Composite Jar for The Processing of 

Ceramic Raw Materials assessed the possibility of substituting porcelain, the main material used 

in making mill jar with PVC plastic. It was noted in the study that jars made of PVC materials are 

capable of processing ceramic minerals just like jars made of porcelain. An Alternative Identity for 

Female Artists in Nigeria as presented by Otu, J., and Oladesu, J.O. brings to the fore the need for 

alternative perception of the female artists and their contribution to the visual arts landscape and 

beyond.  Their article holds that, there is a need for female artists to depict the female in the positive 

light since most male artists have and continue to depict the female identity in a subjunctive light. 

Female sculptors are carving a niche for themselves in the practice of sculpture.  A Perspective on 

the Challenges Surrounding the Practice of Sculpture by Female Sculptors in Northern Nigeria 

by Samuila, E. R. and Agada, L.O.A succinctly posit that art historians should take interest in 

documenting female sculptors artists’ works. This would add to existing literature on female artists 

in Nigeria. In the same vein, artistic propaganda used in both wars and their efficacy as fighting 

measures for fostering sympathetic support for the oppressed and its contribution in putting the 

crises to an end and restoring peace in both countries is the contribution of Ngwu, L. K. and Ubah, 

R. D. in Art as A Propaganda Tool: A Look at Uche Okeke’s Biafra Exhibit and the Political 

Posters of the Angola Mother Revolutionary Images. Peace and Conflict Resolution is a front 

burner issue and The Role of Media for Peace Promotion in Post Insurgent Environment advanced 

by Haruna, N.A. projects how the media aid de-escalation of conflict situations. Similarly, Tijani, 

I.  K. Advertising Agricultural Products: Using Social Media as Campaign Vehicle to Boost 
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Economic Opportunities draws attention to the potency of social media and recommends a good 

working knowledge of the elements and principles of design to create a successful design that will 

create a memorable brand awareness. The belief that everything in the universe has two forces 

which are different but together become one is a philosophy which The “Yin and Yang” Concept 

of Art Making: Exploring Dualism Through Process and Product in Obeagu, C. C. and Gushem, 

P. Os’ article explores how the theory of dualism can be used as a form of inquiry in understanding 

the restraint and mobility of thematic materials. Phenomenology Theories and Painted Objects 

from Vincent Van Gogh, Gani Odutokun and Irokanulo Emmanuel:  A Critical Assessment in 

Modernistic Philosophy of Image and Text delves into the realm of philosophy using paintings and 

thoughts of painting masters. “Negritude” and “Natural Synthesis” are concepts in the same 

direction advocating that African artists and those in the diaspora should look inwards to African 

culture and heritage in their artistic expressions either visual or literary. This is the position of 

Lamidi, A. L and Paul, J.O. While Damden, K. S’ paper on Religious Reaction on Human 

Representational Sculpture in Northern Nigeria: A Case Study of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria 

Campus presents worrisome view on how religion affects creativity and the built environment 

using Ahmadu Bello University as a case study.  

 

Jacob Enemona ONOJA Ph.D. 

Editorial Secretary/ Editor – UJFAAJ. 
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Abstract 

Cultural objects are art products created by humans which give information about the culture of 

its creator and users. Cultural object whether ancient or current, have significance because they 

offer an insight into technological processes, economic development and social structure among 

other attributes. These cultural objects have remained the only way through which history is made 

tangible. It is as a result of this development that humans placed high regard and value on these 

cultural objects due to their cultural and historical importance, and desire to have a safe place for 

keeping them is what necessitated the creation of museum. Museum is an important centre where 

the past and the present cultures of the people can be viewed, and it is a place that tells about man, 

who he is, where he came from and what he does. Kaduna museum is one among the network of 

museums that was established to acquire, conserve and protect these cultural objects. It is against 

this backdrop that this paper, seeks to shed more light on Kaduna museum and her cultural 

materials. The paper explains the concept of cultural objects and museum; it traces the historical 

background of Kaduna museum. The paper went further to discuss the composition/structure of 

Kaduna museum and analyses some selected cultural objects in the museum. 

 

 

Keywords: Documentation, Museum, Cultural Objects. 

 

Introduction 

Art is deeply rooted in Nigerian culture, and it has become a means of self-expression. Nigerians 

are known to have shaped the artistic world for centuries, especially in the area of visual art.  

Nwagbo (2014) and Gbadegesin (2018) avers that, terracotta objects, stone objects, wooden, and 

bronze objects from Ife, Nok, Benin and Igbo-Ukwu among others, are the rich cultural heritage 

that now placed Nigeria high in the world. Some of these cultural objects are relics or monuments 

mailto:talatuumbu2013@gmail.com
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of ancient time, which serves as people’s identities, they are interpretation materials, tools 

collected and preserved. Art objects depict the picture of a society, by unveiling the prevailing 

circumstances that necessitate its creation. In Nigeria, for example, art objects are not just created 

to be looked upon, but they are rather used in various aspects of life, which transverse between the 

two worlds of man (known and unknown).  

 

Nigeria as a nation according to Lamidi (2017), is made up of people, societies and civilizations 

of different and unique cultures. Some of these civilizations have created what is called traditional 

Nigerian arts, particularly in three dimensional forms and are utilized in different areas like social, 

sacred and secular purposes. The art works produced by these people and societies, reflect their 

culture, value, traditions, and cultural backgrounds. Often, such objects convey meanings far 

beyond their practical functions. That is why art, according to Ezenagu and Olatunyi (2014), plays 

significant roles both in the past and in the present cultures of people around the world; it has also 

shaped the human personality, long before the arrival of technology and creativity. 

 

More so, the early prehistoric people are known to be involved in carving objects, painting images, 

creating shelters and other structures. In fact, much of what we know about the prehistoric people, 

was based on the art they produced. The prehistoric art is one of the earliest cultures known to 

humanity. This is because they portrayed their cultures through their arts, writings, customs and 

intellectual pursuits. Art is an important aspect of culture and can be described as the display of 

the culture of a particular society. 
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Culture is therefore identified as the root of any given environment and society, it also transcends 

society. Therefore, the culture of any group of people means their art objects, relics, artifacts, Eco 

facts and features that are made and used for their daily sustenance. Many of the aforementioned 

issues constitute part and parcel of cultural objects in their time. It denotes the type of objects the 

people used on a daily basis to keep their civilization going. It describes in details all the objects 

the people made, and used in their religious worship, economic pursuit, social relations, and as a 

means of group identity.  

 

In fact, most of the cultural objects discovered during the colonial government were illegally taken 

out of Africa, against the wishes of the indigenous peoples. At some instances, the continent even 

experienced forceful taken away of cultural materials that were of special significance and highly 

valuable to the societies that created them. Most of these cultural materials were produced many 

centuries ago (Boyi, 2012). The human value placed on these cultural objects, due to their historical 

and cultural importance, and the desire to have a safe place for keeping them is what consequently 

necessitated the creation of museums around the world and Nigeria inclusive. Although museums 

are primarily western in origin, the concept behind museums has long been evident in other 

cultures. In Africa for example, many museums were created out of Sheer need to protect, preserve, 

and promote the continent’s cultural objects. 

 

In Nigeria, this development led to the establishment of Federal Department of Antiquities and the 

Antiquity Commission in 1979. It later created in its place, the National Commission for Museums 

and Monuments (NCMM) in September, 1979. The National Commission for Museums and 

Monuments according to Okpoko (2006) was given the adequate mandate or power to transform 
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the cultural environment of Nigeria through the network of its museums. The author further reports 

that, apart from the National Museums owned by the Federal Government and managed by the 

National Commission for Museums and Monuments, there are other states and privately owned 

museums, which are open to the public. These include Igbo-Ukwu museum, the Ofo-Nri Museum 

(owned by Igwe Osita Agwuna of Enugu-Ukwu) both in Anambra State.  

 

The author further states that, museums are also found in Higher Institutions of Learning 

particularly in the Universities. The university museums are meant for research purposes. They are 

run and maintained by the university authorities. These include Odinani Museum at Nri, Anambra 

State with the collections owned and run by Institute of African Studies, as a research outpost. The 

Institute of African Studies, Obafemi Awolowo, University (O.A.U), Ile-Ife also has its museum, 

as a research outpost. and Museum of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka. 

 

Presently, the National Commission for Museums and Monuments operates forty-three (43) 

museums across the country, to meet the cultural needs of Nigerians and foreigners alike.  Kaduna 

Museum is one, among the network of museums established by the National Commission for 

Museums and Monuments. In view of this therefore, the paper   defines concept that relate 

specifically with the main issues contained in the paper, as well as discusses the historical 

background of the study. The paper also discusses the composition of National Museum Kaduna 

and the relevance of Kaduna museum to education. 
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Concepts of Cultural Objects and Museum 

Cultural Objects: Cultural objects are ancient art products created by humans which gives 

information about the culture of its creator and users. Cultural objects whether ancient or current, 

have significance, because they offer an insight into technological processes, economic 

development and social structure among other attributes. These cultural objects created by humans 

have remained the only way through which, history is made tangible. For instance, the history of 

Greece cannot be complete, without making references to their ancient artworks like Vases, which 

have helped cultural professionals (like Art Historians, Ethnographers, Anthropologists, 

Archaeologist among others) in explaining how the society (Greek) used to function (Gardner, 

1984).  

 Museum: The word “museum” is derived from the Greek mouseion, meaning “seat of the Muses.” 

(seat of the goddess). In ancient Greece, mouseions were temples or sacred places dedicated to the 

nine goddesses of the fine arts and sciences, which later became repositories for the gifts and 

offerings of devotees. According to Hirzy (2009), the term mouseion was first applied to a state-

supported research institute in Alexandria, Egypt, founded by King Ptolemy I around the 3rd 

century BC to foster scientific studies. The Museum of Alexandria, as it is now known, was 

dedicated primarily to learning, and attracted the finest scholars in science, philosophy, literature, 

and art. At present, the word museum has been defined in varying ways by different authors and 

scholars. Britannica Concise Encyclopaedia (1975), for instance, states that, a museum is a public 

institution dedicated to preserving and interpreting the primary tangible evidence of humans and 

their environment. Some scholars, for example, Naqui (1981), Afigbo (1982), Okita (1982), 

Ambrose and Paine (1993), Alexander (1996) and Solana (1986) have also expressed their 

opinions on what a museum is, thus. 
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Ambrose and Paine (1993) define museum as “the treasure house of the human race, that stores 

memories of the people, their culture, their dreams and their hope”. Naqui (1981), maintains that 

the museum is becoming “a combination of treasure house, Databank, resource centre and even 

laboratory”. To the author, it can be variously used according to the purpose it has been created 

for. However, the most widely accepted definition of museum, is from the International Council 

of Museum (ICOM). This body, is a non-governmental organization made up of museum 

professionals. It defines museum as, “a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of 

society and its development, and open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, 

communicates and exhibits, for the purpose of study, education and enjoyment, the material 

evidence of man and his environment” (ICOM Code of Ethics for Museum, 2002). From the 

definition given by the International Council of Museums, it is true that museums are essential to 

the development of society, in the sense that, a museum exists in one form or another. However, 

some museum professionals and experts, according to Nyam (2008), have currently viewed the 

museum as an institution that serves the society by promoting knowledge, appreciation and 

conservation of the natural world and the cultural, scientific heritage of humans, through collection 

memories and sites. 

Historical Background of Kaduna Museum 

Kaduna Museum is located at Ungwar Sarki opposite the Emir of Zazzau’s House, along Ali Akilu 

Road, in Kaduna North, Local Government Area of Kaduna State. The building   that housed 

Kaduna museum (Plate 1) was the official secretariat of the defunct Northern People’s Congress 

(NPC). It was made available to the Federal Department of Antiquities by the defunct North 

Central State Government. Although the building was not originally designed for museum 

purposes, but it has lent itself very admirable, to the exhibition of cultural artefacts, dating back to 
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more than forty thousand years Kaduna, according to Nnaji (2000) is basically a product of British 

colonialism, for it was nurtured to serve the need of British colonial administration. As a city, 

Kaduna has remained the seat of administration for successive governments from the colonial 

period to the present time. It was also, the capital of both the former Northern Region of Nigeria 

and that of former North Central State of Nigeria. All the paraphernalia of government function 

situated in the city, had their origins in the colonial days.  

The author further affirms that, today it is the capital of present Kaduna State with 23 Local 

Government Area Councils and 47 development areas. According to Nigerian Atlas (2007), the 

state occupies the entire central position of the Northern part of Nigeria and shares borders with 

Zamfara, Katsina, Kano, Bauchi, Plateau, Nassarawa, Niger states, as well as, the Federal Capital 

Territory, Abuja. The state has an area of about 48, 473 square kilometres. The global location of 

the state is between Longitude 0310 and 0900 East of the Greenwich meridian and also between 

latitude 0910 and 1130 North of the equator. 

The author further notes that, Kaduna museum is the (ninth) 9th in rank in Nigeria. It was declared 

open to the public on Thursday 20th March, 1975 by the Chairman of the then Nigerian   Antiquities 

Commission, Dr. S. O. Biobaku in the company of the Honourable Commissioner of Education, 

Lt Col Ahmadu Ali. The Antiquities Commission was then under the Ministry of Education. The 

first person to be at the helm of museum affairs was Mrs. Ann Craven, the head then was called 

"Head of station" but as years passed by the name "Curator" Metamorphosed. However, the 

National Museum Kaduna officially took off in1975, from that year to date; it has witnessed 16 

successive curators  
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However, there are some museum lovers in the course of history, who contributed their own quota 

to make the establishment of Kaduna museum a reality, they are: Mrs. Comfort Dikko, Mrs. 

Hannatu Ibrahim, Alhaji Shehu Abubakar (who later became the first museum society's chairman), 

and the then, Governor of the former North Central State Brigadier Abba Kyari. His Excellency 

Brigadier Abba Kyari, relentlessly made available the building which used to house the N P C 

headquarters for conversion into museum use and whose collection started in 1972 (Nnaji 2000). 

               

Plate I:  The Front and Side view of National Museum Kaduna. Source: Researcher 

 

 The Composition of National Museum Kaduna  

Kaduna museum, just like most Nigerian museums, has different sections and departments, which 

handle specific duties for the progress and general administration of the museum, as a whole. Such 

departments or sections include Administrative, Documentation, Craft Village, Museum Gallery, 

and Library. Among the few sections mentioned above, “The Museum Gallery” is the department 

that is directly responsible for all the cultural objects in the museum. Hence, the gallery not only 

forms the nucleus of the museum, but also keeps custody of all the museum collections, which are 

displayed in different sections for convenient viewing of the public.  
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The gallery of Kaduna museum is divided into six distinct sections, namely, Pre-historic, Nok 

Exhibition, Nigerian Ancient art tradition, household, social control and Kaduna and her 

neighbour. Each of these sections consists of a certain number of cultural materials, which varied 

in nature and cut across different themes, material as well as styles. The museum gallery which 

forms the nucleus of the museum is located in a one storey building. The galleries in the museum 

are divided into six sub-sections; each has its unique cultural material that is showcased for 

viewing. The first gallery is situated at the entrance of the museum, it is called the pre-historic 

section, the gallery displays materials from the early Stone Age, (old omen industry), the middle 

stone age, the late Stone Age, hand axes and cleavers (Acheulian industry). smelting in West 

Africa. The collections in this section of the gallery, portray the story of some of man’s past 

achievements in Nigeria.  

 

Plate II: Nok Terracotta Exhibition Section, Source; Researcher 

 The second section in the southern part of the ground floor of the main gallery, it is called 

the Nok exhibition see (Plate II). This section displays mainly terracotta sculptures of different 

sizes, themes, style and height. Some of the terracotta sculptures in this section depict human, 

animal and both human as well as animals’ figures, in various sizes. This section also contained 

some of the recent terracotta sculptures that were discovered from the various Nok sites. This 
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terracotta sculptures, as can be seen in the showcase glasses, were discovered by a team of experts 

as a result of a joint partnership between Goethe University Frankfurt, Main Germany and the 

National Commission for Museums and Monuments, which was later joint by archaeologists from 

the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and University of Jos, Plateau State between 2005 to 2014.     

          

Plate III: Showing ethnographic and archaeological materials in the gallery of Kaduna museum.                                                            

                                              Source; Researcher  

 The third section is tagged “Nigerian Ancient Art Tradition”, this section displays archaeological 

and ethnographical cultural objects from different part of the country. Its displays cultural 

materials, which are typically ethnographic in nature and are characterized by costumes, beads, 

wooden masks, as well as, masquerades drawn from different ethnic cultures in Nigeria, see Plate3. 

Other cultural materials of historical and artistic value include String Dancing Costume for Dodo, 

wooden helmet mask from the Ogoni People (in the Niger Delta region), different wooden face-

masks for the Ekpo masquerade, wooden face mask Odomu used by Idoma people of Benue state 

and wooden Gelede mask. 

It also displays traditional musical instruments, farming implements, weapons of warfare as well 

as carved wooden figures of different types like Ikenga, Epa Alaba, Ekpu, Ukim Oseo Iphn and 

Wurkum, and many more are display representing different ethnic groups/cultures in Nigeria.                                                                                      
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Plate IV: An Exhibition of Cultural Objects. Source; Researcher 

The fourth section is called the Household; the household objects are materials of embellishment 

and domestic utensils in traditional Nigeria society. They include doorpost, door panels, cooking 

pots, serving bowls water storage pots etc. The fifth section is called the social control. The objects 

of social control are to check mate unruly behaviour among the people in the society. They include 

masquerades Ekpo, Epa, Gelede, Mabaidike, Egungun, Karapoe.t.c. Objects used for social control 

differ from one society to another. Basically, they help to moderate people’s behaviour in relation 

to acceptable societal norm, thereby aiding the quick detection of deviants and check mating their 

activities. 

The seven sections of the gallery are called Kaduna and her Neighbours. This section of the 

exhibition showcases the way of life of the Kaduna people and her neighbours, they include 

agriculture implements like how, cutlass, sickle, calabash, basket and Raffia tray. The exhibition 

also includes entertainment exhibit like kim-kim Xylophone, Rattle, Waist Beads, Pottery Hand 

gong and Talking drum etc.  

Besides the main building which houses the gallery, there is an Administrative block where the 

curatorial unit, conservation as well as research, planning and publications are housed. There is 
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also, a new ultra-modern structure housing the two temporary exhibition halls, the children activity 

room, the education unit, the heritage and the site unit, the Public Relation office and the Curator's 

office. The museum premises also boast of having a craft village                                     comprising 

of four houses, built in the Habe style (a traditional Hausa house). This complex displays the 

Nigerian cultural environment, where craftsmen and women in different professions are engaged 

in displaying their talents and skills, using the traditional technological method of production 

(Plate V).                                                            

                                                   

                                 Plate V: Craft Village in Kaduna Museum, Source; Researcher.        

The Relevance of Cultural Objects in Kaduna Museum to Education 

The cultural material in the Kaduna museum tells the story of man and how humanity has survived 

in its environment over the years. It houses cultural objects from different cultural background 

created by human in the past; the museum houses the cultural soul of the nation through its vast 

collections from different part of the country. The cultural materials in the museum carry 

information that can and should be used in enriching and improving the school curriculum in 

various disciplines. In view of this, there is the need for educational visits to the museum in order 

to develop, encourage and cater for all interest groups, as we approach the turn of the century, it 

has become very necessary and important for our museum to ensure that they become children 

friendly. 
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The National Museum Kaduna is presently having children playing ground and also providing 

facilities for school children. The museum also regularly hosted children from primary and 

secondary schools from across the state. According to Emmanuel, (1999), Education is critical for 

development, the author further stresses that, education that is devoid of the cultures of the people 

in the society is empty and incomplete. One of the fundamental objectives of the museum is to 

educate, and it is only the museum that has the capacity and the ability to impart cultural education 

effectively, as it houses the tools and materials for doing so, in its collections (Cultural materials).  

In our modern society, the museum enriches the educational process by exposing children, schools 

and indeed the public, to their history in positive ways. They assist the future generation to 

understand and appreciate their history and culture and take pride in the achievements of their 

forbearers. More so, a properly articulated museum education programme will become an essential 

component in the overall education system of the society. The museum was established in order 

to use her collections to promote a better understanding of the collective heritage of the people in 

the state, which will help in fostering the commonality of those things that unite the nation and its 

people.  

The educational unit of Kaduna museum is saddle with the responsibility of making available to 

schools, colleges, groups, and individuals, all her cultural materials and facilities in the museum 

in order to aid learning among students and pupils at all level of education. In doing this, it will 

enhance the aesthetic appreciation and emotional enjoyment of these ancient works. Besides, it 

will also add to the intellectual understanding of the circumstances and periods from which the art 

pieces came and the message they pass to the current generation. The education unit of the museum 

embarks on programmes to enlighten the public on the role of the museum for cultural awareness 

and technological development. Such programmes include, organizing outreach programmes, 
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lectures, seminars/workshops on various topics related to cultural studies for students, teachers 

and the public, all with a view to educate them. 

 Conclusion  

In view of the above discussions made so far, the point being stressed by this paper is that, Kaduna 

museum is made up of different departments/ sections and each of this departments or sections has 

a unique collections and the cultural materials in the museum represent objects from families, 

groups, societies and communities that created them, and every object has a history and a 

background where it came from. The museum uses it cultural materials to educate the public 

because they serve as visual aids to schools around Kaduna and its environs. It is the museum that 

has the capacity and the ability to impact cultural education effectively as it houses the tools and 

materials for doing so in its collection. The museum enriches the educational process by exposing 

children, pupils, students, and the public to their history in a positive way. However, the museum 

is saddle with the responsibilities of acquiring, conserving and keeping custody of all cultural 

objects and other identified objects of historical importance. The museum makes available its 

collection to the public and they serve as visual aids, they are useful for formal teaching in schools, 

colleges and universities like catalogues of the museum collections or booklets describing projects 

based on displays or filmstrips or worksheets. 

Recommendation 

There is a need for educational planners to work closely with museum experts on how the 

educational resources that are available in the museum can be integrated into the school curriculum 

and the learning process at all levels. The museum on its part should develop educational 

programmes for the various tiers of the school system, namely, primary schools, secondary 
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schools, polytechnics and the universities among others. More so, the museum must be innovative, 

people-oriented, community minded, professional and children- friendly for them to play a major 

role in the development of Kaduna museum  
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Abstract 

Art appreciation and art gallery practices are synonymous with the lifeline of visual arts practice. 

Several visual arts galleries have been opened over the years to promote visual culture and 

appreciation of the teeming populace of art lovers and connoisseurs. This paper explores the unique 

role of visual arts galleries in Jos Metropolis and the attendant challenges faced by practitioners 

and patrons. The research relies on art historical methods of enquiry by depending on first hand 

oral interviews with the patrons of the galleries, critique of works in the galleries and drawing 

inferences from the information and artworks analysed. The purposive sampling was used to 

choose gallery types and the contents in them in order to document, make a comparative analysis 

of the peculiarities of their services and their entrepreneurial prowess. The paper further looked at 

some challenges encountered by the researchers and proffered some solutions by recommendations 

to aid in the promotion of art appreciation and gallery practices in Jos Plateau State and environ. 

 

Keywords: Art appreciation. Visual culture, gallery, museum, gallery practices.  

 

 

 

Introduction 

A gallery is a place where visual arts are displayed for appreciation and possibly for collection by 

art lovers and connoisseurs. Over the years, several galleries have evolved to serve various 

purposes in various fields of human endeavours. The caves of the early humans served as their 

gallery spaces, where they display their thoughts and religious inclinations through sympathetic 

magic. Such artworks have intrigued scholars over the years and more researches are being carried 
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out on and from the cave galleries. It is important to note that, galleries have spanned the 

prehistoric, early, modern and contemporary art periods.  

The place of galleries in the promotion and preservation of the visual arts and appreciation cannot 

be overstated. This is because works created in studios by visual artists, are displayed in galleries 

for the public to engage with. Ikpakronyi (2002) is of the view that galleries of art existed before 

museums. It is therefore important that galleries, especially indigenous art galleries should be 

studied on an ongoing basis by researchers and students in order to improve on art appreciation 

and visual culture. Art appreciation is an area in the visual arts which has not received adequate 

scholarly attention in various art – based Institutions especially in Nigeria which forms a gap that 

this paper seeks to fill. While this statement might sound piqued, the reality of the matter is that, 

several students who passed through various art schools are not grounded in the act and art of 

visual arts appreciation, criticism and critical discussions on artworks through visits of art galleries. 

The art school is expected to train and harness students and scholars, to meet the growing dearth 

of knowledge in the society, as it relates to the visual arts. This can be checked through the early 

introduction of fresh students to the rubrics of art appreciation, aesthetic judgement, art criticism 

and gallery studies, to better position the students to fit into the visual space of the country and 

beyond. This article looks at gallery practices in Jos, the Plateau State capital in order to document 

the possible impact of art galleries to art appreciation and the budding entrepreneurship prospects 

in the visual arts.   

This paper relies on the qualitative research method in order to achieve the objective of articulating 

the role of an art gallery/museum to art appreciation. According to Introduction to Qualitative 

Research (2015), qualitative research is a form of “social inquiry that focuses on the way people 

interpret and make sense of their experiences and the world in which they live.” Thus, the 
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researcher and students adopted a qualitative approach in which observations and interviews are 

key instruments, while descriptive and analytical methods are used to discuss the subject matter of 

the paper. 

The Jos museum, as well as four galleries (Brains Gallery, Udubrae Gallery, Tapshak Gallery and 

the J.D Gomwalk Open Space Gallery) in Jos metropolis, constitute the population for this study 

and were purposively selected. According to Jen (2010), “population of the study is the people or 

objects that the researcher is studying or has studied.” The people being the 5 museums/galleries 

patrons and the objects are the artworks from the museum/galleries the paper relied on.  

The methodology was implemented through the use of fresh persons as research assistants. The 

essence being that: 

i) They would learn how to carry out art historical researches and  

ii) In the process, better appreciate the diversity of the art works they encounter. They were 

therefore divided into five (5) groups of tens (10) and twelves (12). A total of sixty-three 

(63) students were involved. 

Early Roots of Gallery 

On the Jos Plateau, Nigeria, one of the earliest gallery spaces is the Jos Museum, located at the Jos 

Museum Complex, museum road, Jos, Plateau, Nigeria. It houses various collections of artefacts, 

relics, weaponry, traditional architecture, various findings from Nok culture and other relevant 

works, within the culture such as, pottery products and other items of art historical and 

archaeological interests. Established in 1943 by Kenneth Murray and officially opened on the 26th 

of April 1952 by the then colonial Governor Sir John Macpherson, it is one of the oldest museums 

in Nigeria with several purpose built gallery spaces and a visual arts gallery.  It is important to 

note that, the gallery space which is situated within the museum has hosted several visual arts 
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exhibitions over the years and mostly by the Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA): These exhibitions 

have drawn several people to view traditional and contemporary artworks side by side.   

Members of group 5 (see Appendix) who visited the Jos Museum had interview sessions with 

some of the staff to get first-hand information on the modus operandi of the Museum and other art 

related findings. The Jos Museum situated in a serene vicinity in the heart of Jos boasts of the 

largest collection of the famous Nok findings. Visit was made to the gallery spaces, old relics of 

automobiles, weaponry, Nok terracotta findings, various currencies, pottery products from various 

ethnic groups and mask forms. The Museum space also has sculptural pieces and murals adorning 

various areas. The myriad of the traditional and contemporary works, adds to the educational visit 

which has enhanced in no small way art historical learning.  

Muhammad (2006) succinctly reports that: 

Tin mining was noted to have been a great spur to archaeological interest in the area, 

before the terracotta sculpture of Nok Culture was discovered and used to start the 

museum. Today, the Jos museum, said to be one of the best for archaeology and pottery, 

boasts of a number of relevant facilities, which add lustre to the zoological Garden. The 

Museum of Traditional Nigerian Architecture (MUTNA), the main Gallery, Library, 

Laboratory, Workroom, Studio, Darkroom, Auditorium, are all features and units which 

were over the years incorporated into museum. 

There are various sections ranging from curatorial to documentation. Although the place looks 

quiet, some form of academic work is constantly ongoing as researchers are seen viewing and 

documenting works, library spaces with few people reading and sometimes an influx of people to 

the Zoological garden.  
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Plate I: Group 5 members with the Jos Museum Curator Mrs. Bienyaam Yashim during the 

research visit. 

 

ass  

Plate II: Members of group 5 at the Jos Museum in front of one of the automobile exhibits 

Brains Art Gallery 

The Brains Art Gallery was established in 2009 (10 years ago) in a small container along Rwang 

Pam street in Jos, Plateau State Nigeria. It is pertinent to note that, great art practices stem from 

small beginnings. Oloidi (2009) opines that young artists set up art shops to make a living and 

solve unemployment problems. This can be likened to the story of Brains Ijachi the patron/ curator 

of the gallery. Brains Art Gallery is presently located at number 5b Tafawa Balewa Street, Jos 

Plateau State. Arc. Brains Michael Ijachi is the Chief Executive Officer of the Brains Empire which 

also houses the art gallery. He was born on the 25th November, 1985 and hails from Benue State. 

He has MSc. in Architecture from the Department of Architecture, University of Jos. He however 

now specializes in paintings, graphics design, Photography and Music production.  
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Brains is a self-taught artist who started practising art from childhood, his great passion for art was 

almost killed by his parents who never supported his dream of being an artist, especially his father, 

who wanted him to be a medical doctor in order to bridge the gap of the two Neuron-surgeons the 

family had, that passed on. Brains listened to his dad, but he kept on pursuing the dreams he had. 

During his primary school days, he always loved to sketch and created childlike art. According to 

Brains (2019); “when my teacher is teaching, I am sketching. I was scared of going back home 

because all my notebooks were full of sketches. That thing that was from birth kept speaking. 

When you persist on what is inside of you, you will achieve your dreams.” At the age of 10, Brains 

sketched his father’s portrait and pasted it on his father’s bedroom door, “I knew I was in for 

trouble, but I didn’t care about what my dad was going to do to me” says Brains. His dad saw the 

portrait but said nothing about it, the next day his dad bought him a sketch pad, pencils and eraser, 

he was very surprised, but it didn’t mean that he had the freedom to go ahead to be an artist in the 

future. Brains kept on pursuing his dreams; he later studied Architecture at the University of Jos, 

and has an MSc. degree in Architecture. 

Brains art gallery has been a vision since 15 years ago, but started existing 10 years ago. It was 

tough from the beginning, but he never gave up on his dreams. Brains reports that, “When I first 

started, I sometimes didn’t have any customer for a whole year, and then I decided to start sowing 

seeds from my works”. One of the days he had an exhibition in the United States, while at the 

airport, he saw a white lady named Miss. Esther Campbell and decided to give his most appreciated 

painting “Sunrise” to her. “I was moved by the Holy Spirit to give her for free”; said Brains. It was 

the same painting “Sunrise” which measures 25 x 30 cm that saved Esther Campbell from suicide 

years later, when she had emotional trauma, she always saw life in the painting and the day she 

wanted to commit suicide, when she opened her curtain and light shone on the painting, she saw 
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the beauty of life again and she changed her mind. The more Brains sowed seeds in the lives of 

other people, the more his business expanded. 

The artist has several commissions and important works in cooperate and private collections. 

Although there are no scholarly curatorial services in the gallery, the gallery is a hub of aesthetic 

delight, to art collectors and connoisseurs, who have followed the practices of the artist over the 

years. His gallery serves educational and entrepreneurial purposes among other things.  The 

argument perhaps is, can we call Brains Art Gallery a full-fledged gallery or an art shop? What 

qualifies a place to carry the status of a gallery? These are some questions which scholars always 

raise in order to place in context visual culture and art appreciation as a whole. 

 

Plate III: Members of Group 1 in a group photograph with the CEO of Brains Art Gallery, Arc. 

Brains Ijachi (in the middle wearing a white cap) 

 

The oeuvres of Brains in the gallery, consist of drawings, paintings and wood burnings. Some of 

the works are not for sale, but precious treasures kept by the artist, over the years; while others are 

on display for patronage, in order to improve the economic base of the artist. The visit was laced 

with fun and witty educational sayings on art. 
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Open Space Gallery- Murals at The J.D Gomwalk Secretariat Junction 

The freedom enthused in the visual arts is seen in this gallery space, in this sense, serving as a 

conceptual gallery space. The J.D Gomwalk Secretariat junction plays host to several mural 

paintings showing the tourism potentials of Plateau State. The gallery mural exhibits which was 

commissioned by the Plateau State government to add flavour to the yearly Plateau State Carnival 

consist of colourfully embellished known landmark landscapes, figures on pillars with traditional 

Plateau attires and other accoutrements of the rich cultural heritage of Plateau State. The flyover 

turned gallery is indeed a spectacle to visitors and lovers of art to Jos the Plateau State capital.  

Some of the mural panels features prominent landmarks on the Plateau, Like the Assop waterfalls, 

Riyom rock formation, Basalt rock formation, mining site, Crater lake, symbolisms of the Plateau, 

twirls of various colours, to enhance the murals and sketchy imageries of cultures in Plateau State 

The works are the creative ingenuity of Mr. Mark Rwang (Plate IV) who worked with other artists 

to achieve the artistic feat. The gallery is still in the making due to paucity of funds to complete 

the project from the patron. One feels the gallery space looks like a one stop point of the historical 

and aesthetic overview of Plateau State. The space is animated when one is in motion in a vehicle 

as the images take the semblance of a moving landscape in an animated movie.   
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Plate IV: The researcher Dr. Jacob Onoja with hand clasped around Mr. Mark Rwang (fourth and 

fifth from the left respectively) with some of the assistants on the project commissioned to 

embellish the Flyover bridge and environ. 

 

Plate V: Members of Group 2 with Mr. Mark Rwang-the artist during the research visit. 

 

Udubrae Art Gallery 

The serenity of the Jos Museum is the location of Udubrae Art Gallery which showcases works of 

Mr. Ezekiel Udubrae, selected works of the members of the Society of Nigerian Artists (SNA) and 

other budding artists. The gallery space is large with an extension, which serves as a meeting point 

for artists, training sessions and display of works in the making. The gallery started in 1994 at the 

craft village of the Jos museum and moved to the current location still within the museum premises 

and was officially opened and incorporated on Wednesday 29th June, 2011. 
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Plate VI: Members of Group 5 during the research visit to Udubrae Art Gallery, Jos Museum 

Premises. 

 

Udubrae who is currently the chairman of the SNA Plateau State chapter, is an energetic senior 

citizen, whose passion for the visual arts, especially the painting genre is uncanny. Onoja (2019) 

reports that, “Udubrae’s burning passion for art and its promotion led to the establishment of his 

private gallery called ‘Udubrae Art Gallery’ which exhibits predominantly his paintings and other 

art forms created by him and works of people he has mentored or encouraged in art practice”. 

Mr. Ezekiel Udubrae was born in the year 1952 in Delta state. He is the second child out of the six 

children of his parents. He started having interest in art, when he was in primary school and started 

exhibiting in the year 1978. He has several solos and group shows to his credit. Udubrae is married 

to Mrs. Christiana Udubrae, who happens to be a textile and fashion designer and also a bead 

maker. Mr. Udubrae has six children, two boys and four girls. He revealed that, out of all his 

children, only one of his son is interested in the practice of art. 

 Udubrae came to Jos in 1994 and fell in love with the local round huts and also found Plateau 

rocks very fascinating, for this reason, majority of his works depict the culture and show huts, rock 

and people going and coming in different environments based on his philosophy of “life is a 

journey”. He stated that his philosophy is in line with the fact that, life is a journey and also most 

of his paintings show people going to different places. His works are based on expressionism and 
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imaginative composition (abstraction and naturalism) and form a bulk of the collections in the 

gallery. He uses oil paint as a medium for most of his works and recently he started using acrylic 

to paint. His works are done on canvas, scrolls and mats. He is one of the first artists to use 

traditional small and big round mats for his paintings which are in display on the gallery for 

collectors and visiting expatriates. 

The history of the gallery cannot be complete without how he rose through the ranks in the civil 

service as a clerical staff to the prestigious directorial cadre at retirement. He started saving money 

to set up Udubrae art gallery which he retired to from the civil service. Beside works which are 

constantly on exhibit in the gallery, he engages himself in several exhibitions both at home and 

abroad with catalogues to show for the various engagements. He has exhibited in other galleries 

in America, China, London, the Netherlands and African countries. Udubrae is of the opinion that 

you can’t retire from art but instead, you can retire into art. He also enthuses that you can't make 

a living without practising art. 

 

Tapshak Art Gallery. 

The Prof. Luka Tokan Bentu’s art gallery, is one gallery whose opening, pulled the roll call of the 

who’s who in the academia, the political and artistic landscape of Plateau State and beyond. People 

assembled on Monday 25th January, 2016 for the official opening of the art gallery, put together in 

memory of Late Professor L.T Bentu (an established academic and painter). The Gallery is located 

at the Tere House, No. 60, Murtala Mohammed Way Jos, Plateau State. Dorcas Bentu, the CEO 

of Tapshak Entertainment, whose drive for the promotion of the visual arts and preservation of her 

father’s artistic legacies led to the institutionalization of the gallery.  The gallery patron, Dorcas, 

studied Ceramics at the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria and is currently overseeing the day to day 
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running of the gallery. Onoko (2016) succinctly reports on the opening of the gallery and captures 

the views of several high profile members of the society, including Prof. Sonni Gwanle Tyoden 

(Deputy Governor – Plateau State), Dr. Emmanuel Wesley Okachi (Guest Lecturer),  Senator 

Suleiman Adokwe ((art connoisseur) and Abdullahi Muku (Director General, National Gallery of 

Art (NGA)) who eulogised the visual arts and the defunct roles played by Professor L.T Bentu in 

placing mechanisms for gallery and art practice in Nigeria and beyond.  

Professor L.T Bentu who the gallery is christened after is a revered artist and scholar from Panyam 

district of Plateau State. He died on October 19th 1996 as a Professor in Painting and the Head of 

Department of Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. A man known for his activism and zeal 

in contemporary Nigerian art, he was the Vice President of the Dele Jegede led SNA in 1989. His 

timeless works have been exhibited in Cuba, Egypt, Ethiopia, Japan and several times in Britain. 

He presently has two if his works permanently on display at the London Museum. Some of his 

works done before his demise, according to his family, have been put under lock and key for 

maximum protection and just 14 were marked for sale with some in the gallery. He was known for 

easily spotting talents, nurturing and growing them into colossi. This was besides being a humanist, 

mentor, prodigious scholar, creative czar and the astute administrator he was. Prof. Bentu was 

famous for his quote “art is a part and reflection of the cultural heritage of a nation. No nation 

could be respected unless the people respect and appreciate their own artistic heritage”. 
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Plate VII: Members of group 4 in front of the Tapshak Art Gallery. 

The Gallery has works from several artists across Nigeria. However, outside the opening 

ceremony which attracted several dignitaries, today, the gallery displays works of the progenitor 

and other artists in the academia, but with little scholarly and engaging practices like artist 

workshops, seminars and public lectures, to sensitize the public on art collection and promotion. 

 

Conclusion 

In concluding this paper, the treatise of Akínwándé (2019) in an article titled The Nigeria Lagos 

Art Sin is apt: 

There are no art galleries in Lagos. What we have are spaces where works of art, mostly 

paintings and sculptures are being sold. The traditional role of the gallery in 

representation, creating visibilities for the artists either via publications, exhibitions, 

biennials, getting grants, awards, residencies, and cultivating dedicated collector base for 

the artist is virtually nonexistent. Instead, the thousands of artists in the city are forced to 

wait for group shows anywhere, hotel, restaurant, just to have their works being shown. 

So if the artistic conversation is driven by commerce, then the chances of staging critically 

acclaimed shows are not profitable. 

 

From the foregoing, the visual arts space and gallery practice in Jos – Plateau State also suffers a 

similar fate like that of Lagos, which is believed to be the hub of visual arts practice in Nigeria. 

One is of the opinion that, galleries should be more engaged in publications, curatorial services, 

promotion of young thriving talents and other visual culture activities which will not only promote 
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the visual arts, but add to the gross domestic products for tourism, exports and placing the visual 

arts in a vantage position for entrepreneurial prowess. Furthermore, with the several challenges 

faced by art galleries, prospective artists and gallery patrons should not be deterred to seek better 

ways to improve on best practices in gallery set up and create productive programmes of 

residencies, workshops, auction sales and constant publications of collections in galleries for 

posterity. 

During the galleries/museum visits by the various groups, some problems and issues were 

encountered, which either delayed or made the group exercise/assignment more tasking to 

accomplish or limited the desired outcomes.                                                                                  

Some of these challenges include but not limited to: 

1. Locating the various galleries/museums, as most of the galleries were moved/relocated 

2.  The Paucity of finances to transport, feed and report the project during the various visits.  

3. Lack of group co-operation and poor team management. 

4. scheduled plans were disrupted due to weather conditions. 

5. Some groups had problems trying to convince the patrons to take pictures of the works 

discussed on display.  

6. Having a busy schedule that hindered the students from concentrating on the project for 

optimal results. 

7. Some groups had to come back and get letters of introduction and present same to the 

various gallery staff/patrons. 

8. Lack of power for adequate lighting of the space in the gallery.  

9. The curators were not around in most of the gallery to provide sufficient information 

about the works in some of the visits. 

10. Inability to meet with some of the artists one on one.  

 

This paper therefore, recommends the following, to advance art appreciation and gallery practices. 

1. Gallery spaces should be more engaging with constant publications, to sensitize the public 

of new works and artists. 

2. There should be improvements and constant maintenance on the physical facilities to 

encourage visitors and tourists to attend exhibitions and other visual arts related shows.  

3. Entrepreneurship can be encouraged by creating collaborations with foreign galleries, 

learning from them and giving works on loan in order to bolster local artists on the 

international art scenes. 

4. Students should be introduced early to art appreciation and visual culture, to help them 

build a healthy culture of developing better gallery practices after their training and position 

them for future research. 
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APPENDIX 

Group 1 

 Francis Godwin Terese, Adama David Emmanuel, Golji Cyprian Nenfort, Dazo Poret Hezekiah, 

Adanchin Malan Aaron, Macham Mercy, Ikwuakam Okechukwu Emmanuel, Ebozoje Edith 

Amailohi, Dakas Timothy Hosea, Kopji Geraldine Danjuma and Ntal Cash Joel 

Group 2 

Kefas Blessing Wapdiye, Akunda Tordue Raymond, Davou Magdalene, Atomigba Laadi 

Stephanie, David Dennis, Gochuk Kopbam, Nurudden Ahmadu Malau, Benjamin Praise Chigozie, 

Bivwam Oholiab Daniel, Nduke Chukwuemeka Emmanuel and Alexander Yasuk Kromtit 

Group 3 

Kwapdima Nenrot Patient, David Mafeng Pam, Sohnan Nannim Gana, Gonna Nenbanmum 

Nishiwe, Ayuba Courage, Idoko Emmanuel Agada, John Fidelis Wambutda, Irimiya Haji 

Munyembapi, Kishak Peter Tompang, Agbo Faith Blessing, Anaesthesia Onyinyechi and Dayit 

Desmond Kasham 

Group 4 

Ojiaku Daniel Chidi, Dang Kingsley, Okewu Eunice Onyegahi, John Victory Jonathan, Paul Sati 

Danladi, Ayika Stephen Atahama, David Anointing, Danladi Maren Makingat, Samuel Lawuyi 

Popoola Longwan Ignatius Longwan and Amanda Nweke  

 

Group 5 

Alexander Emmanuel, Bot Jang Anthony, John Favour Okpunyi, Kasim Sadic Genesis, Freeman 

Ruth Nanyil, Bunyok Katherine Shangni, Aywila Dorcas Amali, Aliyu John Majeji, Aduku David 

Anibe and Nadabo Mishael Konze  

 

Reviewed Works 

DEFENCE 

 

Defence, Brains Ijachi, Pencil on paper, 18 x 24 inches, 2004. 
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Defence is a pencil on paper art piece and measures 24 x 18 inches in size, according to the 

interview with Brains, Defence is his first professional and successful art piece. 

 It is a drawing of a man not smiling and holding a spear which shows and depicts the image of a 

warrior or a protector, the man was drawn with a spear to show that men are protectors of women 

[both young and old] and the man looking serious and not smiling shows he is in charge as the 

protector and the bread winner to the beautiful lady drawn standing right beside him and smiling, 

which shows a form of relaxation and contentment. The main message this art piece is trying to 

pass is that men go through a lot just to make their family/spouse contented and comfortable. 

The serious look on his face represents his efforts and trials of making his family happy while the 

spear he is holding on right hand shows the protection he gives to his family. 

Behind the beautiful looking lady, is a camel, which the artist used to show the kind of comfort 

the man is giving to the lady, the camel shows that the man is trying everything within his power 

to give a life worth living to the lady. 

The Defence art piece also challenges men who are not willing to take responsibilities of their 

family and loved ones to know their duties and stand strong and firm to protect everything in the 

interest of their family. 

Defence passed and communicated the message the artist intended to pass across. 

Lot of principles of art have been carefully observed in the art piece, the workspace was properly 

managed by the artist, and the tone variation properly blends as proper amount of light and shade 

is on the art piece. The shading technique used in the art piece was the blurring method of shading 

and was wonderfully/carefully used by the artist. 

The facial expression on the two main subject matters in the art piece is extremely amazing, most 

artists have issues achieving facial expressions as it requires so much detailing but that was 

successfully achieved by the artist and is a well-done work.    

The man’s hair style and the clothes they wore show that, the depiction is one of 19th or 20th 

century, all this were put together by the artist to communicate his message across and it was 

successfully done, which shows a form of Rhythm and unity. 

Art is a creation of vision to reality and the artist successfully did that, all descriptions made by 

the artist tally with the work piece. 

 

 

ASSOP FALLS  

 

Assop Falls, Mural painting under execution at the J.D Gomwalk Secretariat Junction- Jos. 
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Assop falls is a water fall and one of the tourist sites located at Riyom Local Government Area 

(LGA) council of Plateau State. The Artist depicts the water falls on the inner parts of the walls of 

the fly over to the left side of the panel in colours.  

The painting is a large mural painting such that the viewer, or art enthusiast are expected to stand 

approximately twenty meters away from the painting before they can capture the view as a whole. 

The mural shows some rock formation in large scale to the left and a little bit of some vegetation 

at the top, a large scale of vegetation to the right with a little bit of some rock formation to the right 

with part of the rocks covered by the vegetation and water as the primary subject in the mural 

flowing in between the rocks and vegetation in a forceful manner, splashing on parts of the rocks 

and vegetation both at the sides and also at the foreground flowing down to the right.  

The work depicts the tourism potentials on the Jos Plateau to woe potential investors in the visual 

and tourism industry. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Mr Udubrae’s painting title "Technology" shows how life is. In this painting, it shows everybody 

has his or her particular home town where he or she is coming from and will also return (Life is a 

journal). The image shows some students get education through technological aid, because every 

hero or master start from a local place or village and by hard work progresses to the next level of 

life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ezekiel Udubrae, Technology, 60 x 90 cm. 
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The Flutist  

Joseph Yawus, The Flutist, Oil on Canvas. 2015 

  

The Flutist was painted by Joseph Yawus (popularly called Jojo), the painting was done using oil 

on canvas in the year 2015. It shows a flutist from the people of Jarawa in Plateau State. The 

painting showed the usage of two colours Black and White in their various shades and tints. The 

painting is significant of the rich cultural heritage of the Jarawa ethnic group of Plateau State and 

the love and value Nigerians have for music and culture. The artist used his dexterity to make a 

poignant statement on the use of black and white as symbols of cohesion in culture. 

 

 
The Researcher Dr. Jacob Onoja in front of the Jos Museum during one of the research visits. 
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Abstract 

Nigeria as a nation is very versatile and rich in cultural heritage and traditions. Most of these 

cultural heritages and traditions are embedded in the arts and crafts of the nation which calabash 

carving and decoration (Igbá fínfín) is not left out or undermined; other crafts includes tie-dye 

(Àdìrẹ), pottery (Ìkòkò mímọ), leather designs, ivory carving, thorn carving, horn carving, wood 

carving (Igi gbígbẹ́), stone carving, canoe carving and building, blacksmithing, basket, mat, chair, 

and table weaving, fan, hat, bag, and textile weaving (Aṣọ Òkè or Aṣọ Òfì). This study takes a 

historical survey of the art and craft of calabash carving and decoration in Nigeria, how does 

calabash grow? What’s the process? Who and who carves calabash? Where does it start? What are 

the methods and techniques used in executing it? To what extent is calabash carving and decoration 

practised in Nigeria? What are the prospects of this craft? Is there any trend surrounding it? What 

are challenges militating against this craft? All these questions were answered in this study while 

the writers conclude this paper with recommendations and the way forward of the craft. 

 

Keywords: Calabash, Carving, Decoration, Trends, Prospects, Challenges.   
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Introduction 

Calabash carving and decoration is an ancient craft that is common among Ọ̀yọ́ people (Yorùbá) 

in the Southwest, Haúsá in the North, and Ìgbò in the East area of Nigeria. This means that calabash 

whether carved, decorated or unprocessed; it is common in the communities of every Nigerian 

because the three major ethnic groups of the country have been making use of it before 

amalgamation in 1914 and independence in 1960 for various purposes.  

Ibrahim-Banjoko (2009) affirms that calabash (Igbá) is planted and gourd (Àdó/Ṣẹ̀kẹ̀rẹ̀/Akèrègbè) 

grows freely in our villages and some are planted too. These gourds according to him are fruits of 

a plant not very much different from cucumber; a leguminous crop, it grows out of rubbish heaps 

at the outskirts of villages in Nigeria, Africa, and some parts of the global world (p. 162). Both the 

gourds that grow as a legume (cucumber or gourd) and the calabash that grows as tree are rarely 

grown as economic crops by the farmers nowadays. Hence, they in are varieties of shape, size, 

and monochrome brown colour (Oyegun, 2013: 105).  

The comprehensive knowledge, nature, process, techniques, purposes/ values and ills/challenges 

of calabash carving and decoration (Igbá fínfín) are the targets of this study and they are broadly 

enumerated.        

Calabash carving and decoration is a cultural and traditional concept that cannot be overlooked or 

undermined in the art and craft of Nigerians specifically and Africans generally. The 

process and technique of executing it are not totally different from other carvings like wood, stone, 

horn, thorn, and ivory. It is only the medium that is different, and which is extensively discussed 

in this paper.  
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What is Calabash Carving and Decoration? 

Carving according to Brown (2010) is a reductive process, which means that material is removed, 

by cutting, chiselling, and abrading, to shape the form (p. 94). This means once the material has 

been removed from a block of plaster, aerated concrete, stone, wood, or calabash it cannot be 

replaced. Therefore, carving is a very disciplined and energetic activity that should be carefully 

planned. Another scholar says, sculpture by cutting away (subtraction) known as carving is the 

process involves the removal from unformed mass in a bit until a finished sculptural form is made 

(Okunlola, 2010: 92). 

Therefore, calabash carving can be seen as the cutting off the unwanted area of the calabash to 

form a desirable design. This design depends on the shape and the end use of the calabash be it 

spiritual/religious design, social design, cultural design, traditional design, historical design, or 

economical design. More so, it can be intricate, geometric, abstract, and natural in form. 

Calabash decoration on its own involves both cutting off the unwanted area of the calabash, and 

painting with different colours certain area of the calabash to form a desirable design. This design 

also depends on the carver’s/decorator’s creativity and the end use of the calabash by the consumer. 

The Growth of Calabash and Process 

Long before the first food containers were fashioned or the earliest musical instruments crafted 

from other materials, nature made a way for man by growing them as plants (Okeke, 2017). The 

multipurpose calabashes are planted while gourds grow freely and at times planted in our villages 

and communities. It has served and still serving different domestic obligations, purposes and needs 

in Nigeria and some parts of the world. Gourds are fruits of a plant not very much different from 

cucumber that grows as vines and most calabashes are the family of pumpkins, melon, and luffas 

(sponge plants), that grows as trees. 
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Plate I: Calabash that Grows as Tree. 

  

Calabash fruits are of different sizes and shapes but mostly round, cylindrical and bottle shaped 

forms, these make them ideal and appropriate for several purposes. They are cultivated by planting 

seeds directly or transplanting two to three weeks old seedlings. Stems/pegs are planted against a 

framer for the vines (gourds) to climb thereby pruned to yield more fruits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate II: Gourds that Grow as Vines.  

Source: https://connectnigeria.com 

 

Although some gourds are ready for harvest within two to three months, to be used as utensils but 

they are reserved for longer periods for maturation to take place and this can be justifying when 
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the heavy green fruits change its colour to yellowish brown, at this point the pulp of fibre and seeds 

are separated from the hard shell after they have been dried up by the sun. 

The demand for food crops like maize and cassava has discouraged farmers from planting calabash 

on their farmlands. This has an adverse effect on the carvers. Calabash is no longer abounds in the 

farm like it used to be, the reason being that calabash is a crop that is planted once in a year and 

the farmland becomes useless thereafter, because farmers can no longer plant any other crops on 

it. However, if one plant maize; one can also plant other tubers like cassava, yam, cocoyam and 

others on the same piece of land. This is one of the reasons farmers don’t plant calabash like they 

used to do in those days (Okeke, 2017). Despite modern incursions, the artistry of festooned 

calabashes remains unparalleled, and presents a standard of the ideal beauty of primal craft rich in 

cultural history.    

 

History/Origin of Calabash Carving and Decoration 

Calabash carvings are located traditionally and socially in various communities (towns, villages 

and cities) in Nigeria, Africa and the world at large (Ibrahim-Banjoko, 2009: 162). Some particular 

places are very popular with this art in Nigeria.   Fadipe, (2012) cited in Akintonde & Areo, (2013) 

affirms that Oyo was founded in the fourteen century by Ọ̀rányàn now known as Ọ̀rànmíyàn; a 

direct son of Odùduwà, first king (Ọọ̀ni) of Ifẹ̀ (p. 50). Ọ̀rányàn was said to be the youngest of the 

Odùduwà’s seven children. He was a valiant warrior who reigned as the fifth king in Ilé- Ifẹ̀ before 

he established Ọ̀yọ́ (Johnson, 1921 cited in Akintonde & Areo, 2013: 50). Therefore, the origin of 

calabash carving in the Yoruba speaking area, Ọ̀yọ́-Akẹ̀sán and Ìsẹ́yìn town in Ọ̀yọ́ state can be 

traced back to fourteenth century. These two towns are notable for calabash carving. Other places 

include Ìgbò of Imo, Abia, and Anambra states, Ibibio of Cross River state, the Fúlàní, Bori, 
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Yungar, and Bata area of the Northern states of Sokoto, Kano, Jigawa, and Kwara. This craft is 

also popular in some other African countries like Republic of Benin, Ghana, Togo, Chad and 

Equatorial Africa (Oyedun, 2013:107, Ibrahim-Banjoko, 2009: 162, Osagie-Erese & Ogunsina, 

1989: 58). 

 
Plate III: Ọ̀yọ́ Calabash Carver with Hand Shake Design at Work. Osae-Brown, (2016). 

 

The calabash carvers according to Osagie-Brown (2016) are situated behind the huge palace of the 

Aláàfin of Ọ̀yọ́, Ikú-bàbá-yèyé; Ọba Làmídì Adéyemí III, the custodian of the Yorùbá tradition. 

She affirms that from the long rows of stalls occupied by the carvers, its highly rude shocking to 

discover that only a few stalls are taken, since Ọ̀yọ́ is known as the home of this primeval craft. A 

man called ‘Bàbá Ìbejì’ works skillfully on one of the unprocessed calabashes strewn on the 

ground, with consecrated concentration which a craft of this nature deserves, he begins to trace out 

creatively, Osé Ṣàngó (the wand of Ṣàngó; god of thunder). He opened a rusted can, picks up an 

overused chewing stick and begins to paint the image, carefully traced out the lines. He then smiles 

with satisfaction as he put the brush away and placed the calabash on a raised platform in the sun 

to dry. 
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Plate IV: Some Carved Calabashes with Modern Design from Ọ̀yọ́. 

Source: www.yoruba.com/2016/04/yoruba-calabash-carvers-afingba/ 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate V: Nigeria. Calabash Carver, Ọ̀yọ́, 1960s by John Hinde cited in Okeke, (2017). 

 

 

 

The craft of calabash carving started from Ọ̀yọ́ Ilé. That was what the modern day Ọ̀yọ́ town was 

called at that time. It was a time when skilled carvers used to carve white calabashes for Aláàfin 

and his chiefs, including other Ọbas in the environs. Ancient Yorùbá gods served as a source of 

inspiration. Then, emblems of gods such as Ògùn, Ọbàtálá, Ọ̀sun, among others, were 

commonplace designs creatively carved by the carvers on their calabashes.  More so, various 
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images like masquerades (egungun), Ẹdun (god of fertility), Odù and Ẹsẹ̀ Ifá – white stokes marked 

on Ifá tray or board during divination were common images drawn and carved on the calabashes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Plate VI: Ọ̀pẹ̀lẹ̀ (Ifá Oracle) Odù and Ẹsẹ̀ Ifá – White Stokes Marked on Ifá 

Board                                                  during Divination (Fategbe, 2015). 

 

Today, such designs are rarely sought after by consumers because of varying religious beliefs. No 

doubt, the incursion of modern thoughts has influenced the efficacy of the Afínná, which has 

produced more modern designs. Beautifully carved calabashes with different religious inscription 

like Jesus Never Fails, The Lord is My Shepherd, such is Life, Happy Home, Happy married Life, 

are used for decorations in different homes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate VII: Calabash used for Decorations in Different Homes, (Okunlola, 2010:124). 
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As the secretary of the Calabash Carvers Association of Ọ̀yọ́ town, Olaniyi’s expertise traverses 

many crafts like Ṣẹ̀kẹ̀rẹ̀ (local cymbal, rattle or maracas), Bàtá and Gángan (the talking drums.) 

He explains that civilization has introduced a new phase to his craft. “There are inspirational quotes 

carved into those ones hanging on the walls”, he says as he pointed at the moth-ridden wall. “We 

have the image of the map of Africa on the calabash. There are other designs like bell, common in 

religious circles; all these are carved on the calabashes in different forms. There are some 

calabashes which possess handshake design on them. These new motifs make our works different 

from our fathers’ works, because some images are no longer meeting the new trend of fashion. 

There are other motifs and designs that our people consider attractive enough and they buy them” 

he added. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate VIII: A Calabash with another Form of Modern Design. 

Source: www.yoruba.com/2016/04/yoruba-calabash-carversafingba/ 

 

Aside from the map of Africa and Nigeria, other designs come largely from the inspirations of the 

carvers. The moment they set at work with the Afínná, they observe the calabash to get the design 
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most appropriate for it. The Afínná then guides the carvers on what to do which looks exactly like 

what they have in mind. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                          Plate IX: From the North, Ajayi, (2011). 

 

Tools for Calabash Carving and Decoration. 

The tools for carving and decorating calabash are simple, small, few, and easy to fashion and use 

compare to wood carving and other carvings like stone, horn, or tusk. Oyedun (2013) and Ibrahim-

Banjoko (2009) affirms that these simple tools can be understood easily, they include: 

• Jalbal – a multipurpose needle 

• The ordinary valve from an old car 

• Variety of strong iron pokers 

• Variety of dyes 

• Variety of oil paints 

• Different degree of sandpapers 

• A set of knives 

• Nails  

• Brushes  

• Scraper 

• Kerosene stove  

• Set of chisels and 

• Set of gouges (p. 106 and p. 164). 
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Method/Techniques of Carving and Decorating Calabash 

There are various ways of decorating the calabash. The designs could be intricate, abstract, natural, 

geometric, traditional, cultural, religious or social depending on the end use of the calabash. In 

essence, Oyedun (2013) and Okunlola (2010) affirm the four major techniques of effecting designs 

on calabash and gourds which includes: 

1. Scraping Technique: Here the carver prepares his design in any motif of his choice on a 

paper; transfer it on a tracing sheet and later on the calabash outer surface. With the aid of 

simple carving tools like a set of knives, scrape off the unwanted areas (areas where the 

pattern or design did not touch) in order to make the design stand out very prominently. 

2. Painting Technique: Prepare your design with any chosen motif on a paper; use tracing 

sheet to transfer it to the calabash surface, u can equally sketch your design directly on the 

calabash. With the aid of a brush, gently paint out the sketched design in moderate colours 

on the calabash and allow drying properly. 

3. Engraving Technique: Here you prepare your design with the specific motif of your 

choice; then you transfer it on the tracing paper to aid its easy on the calabash surface. Use 

engraving knife to cut the designed lines deep into the skin of the calabash; treat the cut 

lines with indelible media like white or coloured chalk. You can also treat the cut lines with 

red-hot engraving rod; a form of scorching or burning. 

4. Carving Technique: As usual, you prepare your design on a paper and transfer on to a 

tracing sheet, scrape off the entire shinning outer skin of the calabash, lay your tracing 

sheet bearing the design on the scraped calabash skin and transfer by tracing. Use the 

carving knife to cut the designs in order to project the design in low or high relief (p. 106-

107 and p. 125). 
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Other techniques of decorating calabash are scorching, mounting beads, cowries and coins. 

They are intricately set with spring to cover the body of the calabash. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate X: Nigerian Girls Carrying Large Gourds (Akèrègbè) and Calabashes.  

Source: Photo by Robert Moore in Okeke (2017). https://connectnigeria.com 

 

 

 

There is even a Yorùbá song about this Akèrègbè that show its core value, it goes thus: 

’Kèrègbè tó fọ́, dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn odò, 

’kèrègbè tó fọ́, dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn odò, 

Orí burúkú dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn mi, 

’kèrègbè tó fọ́, dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn odò. 

Àìríjẹ/àìrímu dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn mi,  

’kèrègbè tó fọ́, dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn odò. 

Ogun ìdílé dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn mi, 

’kèrègbè tó fọ́, dẹ̀yìn lẹ́yìn odò.  

This can be translated thus; 

Broken gourd departs from the stream (2ce) 

Misfortune departs from me, 

Broken gourd departs from the stream. 

Poverty departs from me, 

Broken gourd departs from the stream. 

Lineage spiritual battle departs from me, 

Broken gourd departs from the stream etc. 
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Prospects of Calabash Carving and Decoration 

The carved, painted, or decorated calabashes functions in different ways which include: 

1. Domestic: Dried harvested calabash and gourds are used as domestic/ home utensils for 

food bowls, trays, drinking cups, storage flasks for water, palm wine tapping and storage, 

storage of milk, storage of beads; anklets; and gold, storage of cowries, storage of 

traditional herbs and concoctions, bowls for washing plates and cloths, soap case, sponge 

case and host of others; but civilization has taken over all these. The uniqueness of the 

ornamented calabash called 

Igbá Àdému (a calabash that comes with a base and a lid) makes it a functional saucer in t

he king’s palace.  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate XI: Uncarved and Small Right Angularly Carvedcalabashes for Domestic Use;  

Drinking, Cutting Ẹ̀bà, Àmàlà, and Semovita. Ajayi (2019) Field Work.  

 

   

 

 

 

Plate XII: Big Right Angularly Carved Calabash(Ìgbakọ) for Domestic Use;  

Frying of Gàrrí. Ajayi (2019) Field Work. 
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2. Traditional and Spiritual: Calabash is widely used in the king’s palace during traditional 

ceremonies. It is used by those conferred with chieftaincy titles to carry Kolanuts and Bitter-

kola for traditional rites and rituals, especially during the worship of most deities and gods 

i.e. Ṣàngó, Ọya, Ọ̀ṣun, Ògún, Ọbàtálá, Ṣànpọ̀nná, Ẹlẹ́gbara, among others at their various 

designated shrines. Calabash forms part of costumes for masquerades in some African 

communities. It is also used for other traditional ceremonies in Yoruba land like the famous 

Ọ̀ṣun Òṣogbo festival (Arugbá – calabash carrier or bearer). The specifically carved 

calabashes are employed by the Aláàfin of Ọ̀yọ́ to serve Kolanuts for his guest because of 

the beauty. Likewise, the biggest unprocessed calabash known as Pàkátà is used for washing 

clothes, hawking of food items like meat, cow-skin (Pọ̀nmọ́), fish (smoked and fresh). It is 

also used to carry and convey sacrifice by the priest, herbalist, or whosoever it may concern 

to appeal to the gods or ancestors either for spiritual healing, cleansing, and peace in the 

land, goodness, success, mercy, or general wellbeing. However, the small ones are used to 

store charms of different kinds, herbs powder, herbs soap, water and concoctions before 

incarnations are cast on them to perform magical power, hence; it is spiritual. Also, during 

war and hunting expenditure, small calabash gourds (Àdó) with cowries stacked to it as 

charms are being attached to the war or hunting jacket to aid the spiritual (magical) power 

of such hunter or warrior. In the same manner, extraneous materials like cowries, shells, 

beads, seeds, coins or glass are used to decorate calabashes for special spiritual purposes. 

3. Decorative and Aesthetics: Carved and decorated calabash gourds are used majorly to 

beautify our homes. This is done by hanging them on the walls and corners of living rooms, 

reception halls, hotel, bar, restaurants, offices etc. some are even placed at conspicuous 

locations.  As part of innovation and modern design, some beautifully carved calabashes 
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have different inscriptions, quotes, and phrases like “Jesus Never Fails”, “The Lord is My 

Shepherd”, “Such is Life”, “Happy Home”, “Congratulations”, “Small World”, and host of 

others.  All these and other attractive designs are carved on calabashes for mere aesthetics 

and decorations depending on the consumer’s choice. 

4. Music and Entertainment: Various sizes of calabash gourds are decorated by covering 

the whole body to the neck with network of woven fibre of cowry shells (Owó Ẹyọ̱), beads 

(Iyùn tàbí Ìlẹ̀kẹ̀) and also seeds for making “Ṣẹ̀kẹ̀rẹ̀” (rattle or maracas), a musical 

instrument in Yoruba land and some Igbo speaking areas of Nigeria. The Hausas of the 

Northern part also produces “Gòjé” (violin) from calabashes and gourds, and used as 

musical instruments. 

                                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate XIV: Various Sizes of Ṣẹ̀kẹ̀rẹ̀ (Maracas or Rattle), 

Large Gourds used as Musical Instruments. Ajayi (2019) Field Work. 

 

Plate XIII: Goje (violin), Musical Instrument from Calabash and Gourds         

Source: Wikipedia (2019), Oduntan (2017). 
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5. Souvenir and Gift: Both carved and decorated calabash gourds are also used as a gift for 

the celebrant and as well as a souvenir at important occasions like wedding, birthday, house 

warming, coronation anniversary, and other occasions and festivals. A Fulani marriage is 

not completed without the presentation of decorated calabash to the bride. Likewise, in the 

Republic of Benin, there is a specially carved and decorated calabash which is traditionally 

used as a present from a young man to the girl he wants to marry (Ogumor, 2003: 140). He 

affirms further that, every design cut in such calabashes represents a proverb and are read 

as love letters. The design of a snake, for instance, means ‘If a serpent attached you, I will 

cut off his head and so will I kill any rival’. The curly-tail chameleon means that ‘Mawalisu, 

the moon goddess, and the sun, will see that all goes well and the marriage will take place’. 

The Go bird means that ‘it is as easy for the fist to go into the big break of the Go as for a 

man to take the woman he loves’. The eyes mean that ‘let your heart be soft so that my eyes 

may always gaze at you’ and the cross-shaped design means ‘by the grace of Mawu (God; 

Ọlọ́run) we will do what we want’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate XV: Republic of Benin; Carved and   Decorated Calabash used as a Present from   a Young 

Man to the Girl whom he Wants to  Marry (Ogumor, 2003: 141). 
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6. Tourism: Well-designed calabashes are usually the centre of attraction for tourists who 

throng the Ọ̀ṣun Òṣogbo festival annually from different parts of the world. These tourists 

buy the calabash as souvenirs.  

7. Commerce: Nigerians who resides abroad find a lucrative trade in the craft of calabash 

carving and decorations and unprocessed ones, like a case of an Abẹ́òkúta man who lives in 

Brazil, known as king of Brazil usually order and pack calabashes from Ọ̀yọ́, and are sent 

through Apapa Wharf to Brazil as the need arises, but the man at times come to Nigeria 

biannually. Likewise, the biggest unprocessed calabash known as Pàkátà is used for 

hawking of food items like meat, cow-skin (Pọ̀nmọ́), fish (smoked and fresh), among others.   

8. Fishing Floats and Containers: Unprocessed/uncarved calabashes and large gourds are 

characteristics of the Argungun fishing festivals in Nigeria, where they are used as floats 

and containers for storage of fishes during the fishing festival. Argungun is a river side 

town; a festival that is celebrated yearly between February and March in Kebbi State, about 

103 kilometres from Sokoto. It is the leading tourist attraction in the area. It originated in 

1934 when the late Sultan Dan Muazu made a historic visit. In tribute, a grand fishing 

festival was organized. Since then, it became a celebrated yearly event (Oyedun, 2013: 398-

399).   
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Plate XVI: Uncarved Calabashes and Large Gourds Used as Floaters and Containers  

for Storage of Fishes during Argungun Festival. 

Source: https://connectnigeria.com 

 

The festival justifies the end of the harvest period and the starting of another fishing season. 

Argungun fishing festival is among the oldest festivals in Nigeria.  

 

Plate XVII: Ornamentally Carved Calabash Designs (Igbá Ọlọ́nà). 

Source: www.yoruba.com/2016/04/yoruba-calabash-carvers-afingba/ 
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Challenges of Calabash Carving and Decoration. 

The belief of the Christianity religion and Islamic religion that calabash usage is fetish and 

paganism in nature have really bestowed serious set to the consumption of calabashes and gourds 

either for domestic use or decoration in both carved and uncarved ones.  

Unfortunately, civilization and modernization have really affected the craft of calabash carving 

and decoration in the sense that what calabashes were used for in the past have been taken over by 

modern items like plastic; glass; and aluminium cups, plastic; glass; aluminium trays; and bowls, 

and food warmers. In the ancient days, ornamented calabashes were presented as a gift to the bride 

but, nowadays, it is rarely practised as sophisticated gadget seems to attract more demands and 

consumption.  

The demand for food crops like maize and cassava has discouraged farmers from planting calabash 

on their farmlands which affect its supply.  The search for white collar job is another challenge 

militating against the production of calabashes, most people wanted to work in the towns and 

cities; only a few still embark on farming and the few are no more interested in planting calabash 

due to low economic status of the crop and the nation entirely.   

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

Africans will always be Africans, calabashes and gourds are our cultural and traditional heritage; 

no doubt about it. Its values in African race cannot be undermined even in the Western world, 

therefore, religion and civilization should not sweep away our rich culture and tradition. In our 

own house, we still use small calabash to drink cooked malaria herbs (Àgbo Ibà) and other herbs, 

which has nothing to do with our religion.  
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To this end, we are advising Nigerians to patronize made in Nigeria goods; we should not run 

away from calabash usage. We recommend that, the farmers should dedicate farmlands for the 

planting of calabashes and gourds while other farmlands should be consecrated for food and cash 

crops, so that calabash carving, decoration, and usage will not become craft and crop of history to 

our born and unborn children. The surplus production of calabash both carved and uncarved will 

motivate the demand for it by the consumers. If calabashes could be exported to Brazil, Jamaica, 

and other parts of the world, it means it’s a lucrative crop, therefore; farmers should not relent their 

effort in its production. 

On the part of government; especially local government, soft loans should be granted to farmers 

for the planting of calabash alone to encourage them in the production. Also, after harvest, there 

should be a feast or festival organized by the traditional rulers in conjunction with the local 

government where everybody will serve his or her food with calabash; as this will encourage our 

people in the usage of calabash.  In the nearest future, we hope it will pick up again as people will 

fall back to its usage because it’s a heritage and tradition that cannot be ignored or abandoned. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper reports on the design and building of a 20-meter cube ceramic kiln at the Department 

of Industrial Design, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi using ‘step down’ building 

technique. The reports provide a step by the approach to the building technique beginning from 

the design, excavation, building and firing of the kiln to bisque and gloss temperature of 900OC 

and 1200OC in 3 hours 30 minutes and 6 hours respectively using kerosene. The results showed a 

reduction in firing cycle and the volume of fuel consumed when compared with firing a 10-meter 

cube ceramic kiln built using a different building technique. This clearly indicates that, ‘step down’ 

building technique is a viable approach to efficient fuel use and reduction in firing time. 

 

Keywords: Ceramic, Efficiency, Energy, Firing, Kiln, Processing. 

 

Introduction  

 

Ever since man discovered fire, his expedition for the control and containment of heat for better 

and efficient energy use has been on the increase. An example of such desire to control and 

maximize heat for ceramic processing is evident in the trends and development in ceramic firing 

starting from the hearth theory through the use of bone fire to the evolution of kilns that could fire 

on a variety of fuels such as electricity, biogas, solar energy and a host of others. These 

achievements  in kiln building were made possible with the increase in the understanding of 
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thermal behaviour of refractory materials and kiln building techniques; which led to the building 

of a more secure, firm and heat tight  structures capable of withstanding thermal shock and 

expansion, slagging, spalling and other deleterious forces associated with everyday kiln usage 

(Ward, 2017); as well as firing up to high temperature within a reasonable time frame, with 

minimal amount of fuel and less emission of Greenhouse Gases (Coronado, Blanco, Quijorna, 

Alonso-Santurde, & Andrés, (2015). However, giving the global rise in the demand for making 

production processes more efficient, attempt was made at exploring the use of ‘step down’ building 

technique at the Department of Industrial Design, Abubakar, Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi, 

with a view to increasing the efficiency of ceramic kiln as well as savings in fuel and firing time.  

Energy Efficiency in Ceramic Processing 

 

Energy efficiency and reduction in the emission of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) in the production 

process is now a global issue of concern not only to environmental policymakers and climate 

change advocates; but also to manufacturers of ceramic products as well as stakeholders in the 

ceramic profession. In view of this, concepts such as Integrated Pollution Preention and Control 

(IPPC), integrating material and fuel efficiency in kiln building and firing as well as the use of 

Best Available Technology (BAT) have been adopted globally in ceramic kiln building and 

processing with a view to cut down on fuel consumption and the emission pollutants such as 

carbondioxide,carbonmonoxide, chlorine, flourine, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, volatile 

organic compounds, metals and particulate matter. Given this backdrop, it is certain that, a large 

chunk of GHGs emission from ceramic processing is from fuel combustion and the firing of 

ceramic materials such as bricks (Lourenço &Vasconcelos 2015;  Coronado, Blanco, Quijorna, 

Alonso-Santurde, & Andrés, 2015).  Similarly, a  poorly insulated or leaking kiln will invariably 

lead to long firing cycle, large fuel consumption and the emission of gaseous pollutants (Kumari, 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9781782423058000073#!
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Krishan and Sharma, 2015). However significant savings in volume fuel could be achieved, 

through improving control of the combustion process, recycling and recovery of the heat generated 

during firing and the prevention of leakages by making the kiln firm, tight and secure (Kumari, 

Krishan and Sharma, 2015).  

The Quest for Efficiency  in Ceramic Processing in Nigeria 

 

Kiln and firing are the two most important aspects that determine the success of ceramic firing 

process. For example, while the kiln provides the enclosure for housing ceramic wares, and the 

control over the rise and fall of heat (Zakin, 2019); firing provides the heat energy required for the 

physical and chemical transformation of clay into ceramic. This, therefore, makes choosing the 

right quality of kiln building material and the source of energy very significant in the success of 

ceramic production process. In this regard, Etuokwu (2013) reported on the building of a ceramic 

kiln using a refractory brick formulated from a mixture of sawdust, kaolin, clay and sodium 

silicates. The results of the study indicated that, a 5.5 cubic meter ceramic kiln could fire up to 

1160OC in 3hrs 25 min. The report also indicated that, another kiln built with the same material 

could fire up to 1165OC in 3hrs 30 using 10 L of kerosene. However, given that, both kilns were 

fired using different fuel and the dimensions of the second kiln were not reported; it therefore 

became difficult to compare their fuel saving and time efficiency. 

Alongside choosing the right fuel and building material, other efficient and fuel saving strategies 

that needs to be considered are combustion and the firing system, the size of the grate area, 

chimney high, burner clearance from the bag wall as well as the nature of the bag wall (Echeta, 

2009 & Olsen, 2001). In this regard, Echeta (2009) experimented on the efficiency of ‘blind batt 

bag wall’ and the ‘eyeing bag wall’ was carried out. The results of the experiment showed that, 
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the ‘eyeing bag wall’ fired faster and saved a lot of time with minimal fuel. Similarly, Eweka 

(2009), Onu, Odenigbo, Agbo and Chimezie (2017), Egede (2012) and Ekong (2013) have also 

reported on the design of various types of burners with successes recorded in terms of performance 

efficiency and fuel saving 

Types of Kiln Design and Building Techniques 

 

Numerous kiln designs and types of building techniques have been documented (Olsen, 2001). For 

example, kilns are classified into Tamba tube kiln, the La Borne tunnel kiln, the Climbing chamber 

kiln, the Kyoto bidai climbing kiln, the Aso per glumso kiln, Bizen kiln, Ninodaguia kilns, 

Morovet medieval kiln, Enamel (raku) kiln, Circular updraft kiln, Breda bottle kiln and the 

Umbrella kiln (Peterson, 1992, Olsen, 2001). However, depending on the type of fuel (gas, wood, 

kerosene and electricity), the location of the kiln, the wares to be fired and the anticipated firing 

temperature; kilns could also be classified into sprung arch kiln, the catenary kiln, and the barrel 

kiln. Kilns are also classified based on burner position (burner pot) and mode of heat circulation 

into updraft, downdraft, and cross draft the fuel firing system (Ward, 2017). However, it is 

pertinent to state that, although the design and building methods of these kilns vary, the principle 

upon which they operate is the same. The following subheading provides the procedure for kiln 

wall building using step down technique. 
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Kiln Wall Construction 

 

Techniques for building kilns such as the header curse, stretcher course, alternate header and 

stretcher course, rowlock and soldier course have well been reported (Olsen, 2001). However, the 

choice of whatever technique to use will depend on the builder’s style, the stability and rigidity 

required as well as the purpose of the kiln. In the header course technique (Plate I) bricks are laid 

lengthwise across the wall with one brick (21/2 x 9") butting against the next brick. This type of 

arrangement has been found to aid in developing a substantially stable kiln with minimum hot face 

exposure. However, in stretcher course, (Plate II) bricks are laid lengthwise making the 21/2 x 9" 

the hot face (Olsen, 2001). Nonetheless, while 3 to 4 layers of header course is known to provide 

a rigid wall, the all stretcher course is weak and therefore cannot stand alone without support when 

the wall is high. On the other hand, alternating between header and stretcher courses (Plate III) is 

known to provide excellent stable wall. This technique also eliminates the issue of having joints 

running above each other in a straight line. In the rowlock technique, bricks are laid either end to 

end or side to side. This way the wall is giving some form of stability and rigidity.  

 

  

 

Plate I:  Header course 
 

 

 

 

Plate II: Stretcher course 
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Plate III: Alternate header and stretcher course 

Ceramic Mortar 

 

Ceramic kiln mortars themselves are refractory materials made intentionally not only to serve as a 

binder between bricks but to also help in firmly securing the kiln against the effect of deleterious 

forces (thermal expansion, thermal shock slagging and spalling) associated with everyday kiln 

usage. Mortars are classified either based on temperature or the manner in which they set.  For 

example, the America Society for Testing Materials (ASTM C178-47) has classified mortars based 

on temperature, those that can withstand 16000C (super duty), 15000C (high duty), 14000C 

(medium duty); while Olsen (2001) has classified mortars based on their ability to set. The ready 

mixed air setting mortar, dry air setting mortar and dry heat setting mortar. However, Olsen (2001) 

suggestions that; to prevent leakages from kiln, both mortar and the brick must be able to fuse and 

create a bond between them. This therefore means that both mortar and the brick be made of 

materials capable of fusing together. 
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Aim of the study 

 

This study is aimed at determining the firing efficiency of a ceramic kiln built using “step down’ 

building technique 

Materials and Method 

Kaolin and sawdust was sourced from Gudum and timber processing markets in Bauchi for the 

building of the kiln. The building which was based on Olsen’s principles of kiln building was done 

and test fired using the following tools and equipment: Jack saw, plumb, hand trowel, 12 feet 

measuring tape, head pan, hammer, range and shovels, digital thermocouple thermometer model 

343. 

Kiln Design 

 

Kiln designers have the responsibility of making sure that, their designs meet international safety 

standards, and must be tight enough to prevent heat loss as well as having the ability to maintain 

its structural integrity after many periods of usage (Zakin, 2019). In view of this, free hand sketches 

of the proposed kiln were made for observations, alterations and modifications to ensure its 

reliability. This was followed by a full dimension drawing. 

Kiln Foundation 
 

The earth was excavated and the foundation of dimension 75 x 78" was laid by blending a mixture 

of concrete, cement, sand and water. A 6-inch brick wall was built up from the foundation up to a 

height of 33" (Plate IV). Infilling of the foundation was done first using broken refractory materials 

as hard-core material; this was followed by the addition of sharp sand. In between the sharp sand, 

polyethene was led to serves as damp proof core material. Powdered kaolin was laid on the sharp 
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sand followed by layer of dense brick and another layer of light insulating brick. This was done to 

prevent the downward sippage of heat. 

 

 

 

 

 

     Figure 1: kiln floor plan      Plate IV: Kiln foundation 

The spaces in between the bricks and the walls of the foundation were filled with mortar made 

from a mixture of sawdust, kaolin and water 

Mortar Developed from Kaolin and Sawdust 

Air setting mortar with the potential to withstand medium-duty temperature (14000C) and to 

provide the required bond between bricks, resistance to mechanical and thermal shock and stress, 

as well as to making the kiln air-tight and to prevent the penetration of slag between bricks (joints) 

was compounded from a mixture of Kaolin and sawdust in the ratio 50:50 (Etukwu, 2013). The 

bricks made were sun-dried to expel moisture and fired to 1200OC. To ensure strong bond and 

fusibility between the mortar and brick, both mortar and brick were made of the same constituents 

(Olsen, 2001). The kaolin in the mixture was to provide the required refractoriness and insulating 

capacity while the sawdust is to serve as a binder. 
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Building of kiln using ‘Step down’ Technique 

 

The ‘step down’ technique involves laying of bricks in stepwise format with one bricklaying 

halfway between the other (plate v). This was done to ensure the trapping of heat between the 

bricks. For efficient insulation, mortar was smeared on the top, bottom and face of the brick to 

ensure tightness, firmness and rigidity. 

      

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

Plate V:  Bricks laid using step down technique 

Building of Arch 

The kiln arch which provides a roof for the kiln was made from a constructed wooden frame (plate 

vi) and overlaid with a ceiling board (Plate vii). The Sprung and bonded arch were employed in 

the building of the kiln arch. The selection of sprung and bonded arch was based on its best 

performance ability (Olsen, 2001). 
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   Plate VI: Arch wooden frame         Plate VII: ceiling board over arch 

 

The arch rise is 47 " while the distance from the arch rise to the skewback is 25”. The rise of the 

door is 10" down to the floor. All the values arrived at for the arch rise and the skewback was 

based on formulas recommended by Olsen (2001) and Ward (2017) 

 

 

Skewback 
 

The skewback whose function is to maintain the stability of the kiln was made by stepping down 

the inner wall of the kiln at 90O. This provides a 9 " surface for the wooden frame to rest firmly. 

Although Olsen (2001) recommend skewbacks of up to 60O, however, given that, the building 

technique (step down) been experimented upon in this study is at variance with the conventional 

systems (header course, stretcher course, alternate header and stretcher courses, and rowlock and 

soldier courses), the researchers attempted to experiment the use of 90O; which also eliminated the 

use of wedge (Plate viii). 
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 Skewback     

     

 

 

Plate VIII: Arch resting on a skewback 

Chimney 

Given the importance of chimney height in enhancing kiln draft and firing efficiency; a chimney 

height of 124 " was chosen (Plate ix). This value was arrived at using Olen’s fifth principle of 

design which requires a 3 feet of chimney to every downward pull plus 1 foot of chimney to every 

3 feet of horizontal pull. This relationship is denoted by  3 × 𝑑𝑝 +
ℎ𝑝

3
= 𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑚𝑛𝑒𝑦 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ  

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

  Plate IX: chimney under construction 
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Firebox (grate area) 

 

Having established that, the size of the grate area or fuel combustion area depended on the type of 

firing fuel (Ward, 2017), the following have been recommended by Olsen (2001) as a guide for 

the building of a combustion area. (i) Wood fuel: 10:1 (grate: horizontal section of the kiln), (ii) 

Coal: 1 square foot of grate to every 6 to 8 square of floor space, (iii) Oil: 1 square foot of 

combustion area to every 5 square feet of floor area and (iv) Gas: 4 1/2" minimum channel 

combustion space between ware and wall. However, given that, the fuel used in the ceramic section 

of the department of Industrial Design, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi is kerosene 

and the firing behaviour of volatile kerosene is similar to gas; the researchers adopted the 4 1/2" 

minimum channel combustion space between ware and wall. With the size of the grate area 

determined, the Kiln chamber width and height were put at 19" and 34 " respectively. 

Results and Discussion 

Test Firing the Built Kiln 

 

The 20 cubics meter kiln built using ‘step down’ technique (Plate x) was test-fired first to bisque 

and then to gloss temperature. The kiln attained bisque firing temperature of 900OC in 3 hours 30 

minutes using 20 L of kerosene (Fig. 2, plate xi) while gloss firing temperature of 1200O C was 

attained in 6 hours using 38 L of kerosene (Fig. 3). The temperature reading of the kiln was 

measured using a portable digital thermocouple thermometer model 343. This results showed that, 

the firing efficiency of the kiln built using ‘step down’ technique is higher than, that of a 10 cubic 

meter kiln built using alternate header and stretcher courses; with a bisque and gloss firing 

temperature of 900OC and 1200O, fuel consumption capacity of 25 and 45 L of kerosene and firing 

time of 4 hrs and 6 hrs 30 min. This inferred a reduction in firing cycle, the volume of fuel 
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consumed and GHG emissions, and a clear indication of the triple benefits of the building 

technique on the environment (reduction in GHG emission), economic (money saved from fuel 

purchase) and the social aspect of firing (time saved in firing). 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate X: A 20 cubic meter kiln built using ‘step down’ technique 

 

 

Fig. 2: Relationship between bisque temperature and firing time 
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Plate XI: Ceramic wares fired to 600OC 

 

 

                        Fig. 3: Relationship between gloss temperature and firing time 

Conclusion 

 

‘Step down’ technique was successfully applied to the building of a 20 cubic meter ceramic kiln 

at the department of Industrial Design, Abubakar Tafawa Balewa University Bauchi using a 

ceramic mortar compounded with kaolin, sawdust and water in the ratio of 50: 50. The kiln was 

fired effectively to bisque and gloss temperature of 900OC and 1200OC and the results showed a 

reduction in firing time, temperature and volume of fuel (kerosene) used. The application of the 
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‘step down’ technique has therefore been shown to be a viable approach to efficient ceramic kiln 

firing  

Recommendation 

 

Given the role of the ‘step down’ technique in increasing kiln efficiency and a reduction in firing 

time and temperature, the study, therefore, recommends the application of this technique in the 

building of furnaces and kilns in all institutions of learning, small and large scale ceramic 

industries.   
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Abstract 

This study assessed the possibility of substituting porcelain, the main material used in making mill 

jar with PVC plastic. The experimental research methodology design was adopted. The production 

of the jar was made in relation to the size proposed by the study. Materials used for the production 

of the jar were PVC resin, stearic acid infused with calcium carbonate as a filler. They were locally 

sourced, including the equipment used for the melting of the PVC material. The cast pieces were 

machined to various sizes required for the production of the jar. The cast and machined PVC parts 

were glued together in stages with the use of ABRO PVC adhesive. The jar was subjected to a 

series of test grindings, running for more than six hours continuously in the grinding operation. 

The cast PVC jar was used to mill 2mm grains of feldspathic materials and 2mm grains of quartz 

materials, including 3kg glaze batch separately at different occasions to achieve fine particle sizes 

that passed through an 80 mesh size. The milled glaze was further applied on two bisque wares (a 

cup and a mug) and was fired to a temperature of about 1250⁰C. Impact and tensile tests were 

carried out on the materials in order to ascertain their strength. 9 joules and 11 joules, 5.6KN and 

6.8KN respectively were found to be the differences that exist between the strength of the cast and 

industrially made PVC materials. It was noted that jars made of PVC materials are capable of 

processing ceramic minerals just like jars made of porcelain.  

 

Keywords: Porcelain-jar, PVC Composite-jar, Ceramic, Processing, Raw-Materials 

 

Introduction.  

 Nigeria ceramic pottery studios have failed to meet the need of the immediate communities 

because of the failure to procure equipment that will turn out enough output (Bazunu, and 

Odokuma, 2008). The problem was ascribed to the shortage in acquiring sufficient and different 

resources due to high cost. Sullayman (1991) observed that institution of learning and the local 
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community are still using the old methods of ceramic production that is sluggish and deficient of 

existing industrial growth tendency to improved quantity, independency and export prospect.  

Eweka (2009) is of the view that it will be difficult for institutions of learning and the local 

communities to satisfy the immediate community with enough ceramics wares because the country 

has no local processing plants for ceramic raw materials. This situation is said to be accountable 

for the low rate of production and the ‘lack of dynamism of current technological growth trends’ 

as noted by Sullayman (1991) which would have improved excellence, quantity, availability, and 

export. 

 

There is no doubt that Nigeria does not produce good ceramic equipment and is lacking in the 

aspect of refined raw materials that ceramist will lay their hands on, the situation is so bad that 

some pottery studios have folded up while some manage to stay in production for a few years 

before they fold up. Sculptors in Nigeria have an upper hand in terms of accessing spare parts for 

their work than ceramist because equipment for sculpture is readily available in stores while 

ceramic equipment is scarce this is because most ceramic equipment are imported into the country 

and are highly exorbitant. The situation normally discourages would-be potters since only a few 

entrepreneurs of pottery usually succeed.  

The only significant factor that could bring progress in ceramic production is self-reliance. There 

is the need for Institutions of learning, private workshops and studios to be self-reliant in most if 

not all aspects of functions from raw material sourcing to management and from production to the 

sales of the products if they are to succeed (Datiri, 1998). Cardew (1969) in Ewule (1988) notes 

that ‘pottery craftsmen’ are individuals with distinct aptitudes, therefore, the acquisition of skills 

to operate in pottery studios should never be a problem because all competencies may have been 

mastered this would warrant them to tackle various problems as they surface. 

Ceramic raw materials processing in pottery studios is essential because raw materials are reduced 

to nanoparticles sizes (2mm or less) (Brown, 2011). The benefit of reducing these raw materials 

to smaller particles is to save time, energy and cost during firing because materials melt more 

easily if they are well-grounded (Henrik and James, 1991).  The need to have a mill in a pottery 

studio is paramount to a ceramist. This is because it gives him/her the confidence to manage 

materials effectively and efficiently. Yet, some potters lack them for a couple of reasons such as 

cost and awareness (Carlströme, 1997).  

 

The challenge potters are facing in Nigeria today is how to process ceramic raw materials in 

various studios without depending on other sources. This is due to the inability to access affordable 

and locally produced ball mill. Usually, porcelain is the only accessible conventional material 

known all over the world used for the production of porcelain jar(s) for processing or grinding 

ceramic raw materials. These foreign jars are usually brought into Nigeria through importation 

with all the component, and accessories attached that makes it a whole (complete miller) processor. 
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Ironically, these mills are scarcely found in the market and if at all, are available; they are very 

expensive due to the exchange rate.  

The scarcity and the high cost of ceramic processors have made this work possible to ascertain the 

possibility of replacing porcelain (the chief material used in constructing mill jar) with a jar made 

of ceramic and polymeric composite materials. This is to serve as a cheap alternative to the costly 

and breakable imported porcelain pots. 

 

Materials and Methods 

     Materials Used are: 

• Calcium Carbonate.                                        

•  Polymeric materials composite, (PVC resin and Stearic Acid)  

•  PVC adhesive,  

•  Stainless containers. 

•  Oven 

• PVC adhesive 

• Battery-powered charcoal stove.  

 

Raw Materials Sourcing and Procurement 

This aspect comprised the primary collection of materials and the equipment used in the production 

of the polymeric and composite ceramic jar. PVC resin is the chief plastic material used for the 

production of plastic PVC pipes it forms the basic raw material where other additives such 

as stearic acid are added in order to assist in averting the ‘processing of the " coke " in the PVC film 

‘and also acts as a heat stabilizer. Calcium carbonate, on the other hand, enhances the ‘base 

properties of polyvinyl chloride’ by increasing rigidity to the polymer matrix as well as increasing 

‘impact resistance’ as particle sizes of the material reduces (Kal, 2016) 

 

Samples of Ceramic and Polymeric Materials. 

 

         
Plate I:    PVC Resin.                      Calcium Carbonate.                   Stearic Acid  

Samples of Ceramic and Polymeric Materials Used. 
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Melting Procedures  

Battery Powered Charcoal Stove (BPCS). BPCS is locally made cooking equipment built with a 

fan inside a box. The box has a round, constructed hollowed and folded pan that leads to the fire 

chamber where the charcoal was stocked. The fan in the box propelled and produced air with the 

help of the battery in the box that served as the source of energy to keep the fire in the stove 

burning. This was found effective for the work because it produced and maintained stable and 

continuous heat into the oven as long as charcoal is stocked into it. With this melting process, the 

ceramic and polymeric materials were made easier. Because of this, the battery-powered charcoal 

stove (PBS) was procured. 

 

Battery Powered Charcoal Stove 

 
          Plate II:  Batter -Powered Charcoal Stove Used in Melting Ceramic/ PVC Materials. 

 

Production Procedures 

Mould Construction for the Jar 

 

A metal plate and stainless containers were purchased and were used for the production. The metal 

plate was machined to create grooves to serve as sitting for the mould. The circumference of the 

containers was measured and these measurements were used to make the grooves such that the 

containers fitted into the grooved plate without much allowance as shown in plate 2. 

 

Metal Plate Being Machined. 

                 
Plate III a:    Shaping and Machining the Metal Plate 
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Testing the Fitting of the Mould. 

 
Plate III b: Testing the Container on the Grooved Plate.                 

 

Metal Lock 

A metal pipe was cut and machined to the size of the plastic lid for the jar. The lock was designed 

to properly protect and preserve materials meant to be milled so that no spillage of materials of 

any kind will be experienced. 

  

Pre-Melting of the Materials. 

Trial Test for Melting of Ceramic and Polymeric Materials 

Various polymeric resin (PVC) melting procedures were examined to include the use of steam 

from boiling water, use of a grill stove or campfire, and or an improvised double boiler over a 

campfire and oven. The melting temperature for PVC materials ranges from 100oC, 250oF, and 

130 ⁰C to 160 ⁰F depending on the type (Casino, 2008). The trial of the above melting procedures 

experimented. It was noted that ‘oven melting technique’ was the most favourable and was adopted 

as the melting procedure for this work this is because PVC is prone to burning if exposed to too 

much heat and flame. In order to check this problem, an oven was purchased together with a 

battery-powered charcoal stove (BPCS) so as to avoid the flame, and also to enhance and maintain 

the gradual increase of heat in the oven.  

 

The melting point for PVC highlighted above shows that the melting temperature for the type of 

PVC (granular PVC) procured for the research is 130-160 ⁰C. With this melting point, the melting 

of the material was made easier and faster. Four different tests were carried out on different 

occasions to know precisely the quantity of materials required for the production of the jar. The 

materials were measured using percentages and subsequently by weight in kilogrammes.  

The breakdown is as follows. 
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Table 1a. 70:20:10 % Ratio of Materials. 

                     

 

 

 

 

                

   

 

Table 1b.   75:15:10% Ratio of Materials. 

         

 

 

                                            Table 1c. 80:10:10% Ratio of Materials. 

 

 

 

 

 

         Table 1d. 85:5:10% Ratio of Materials. 

 

 

 

 

Table 1a-d:   Percentage Ratio of Test analysis of Materials Used for the Production. 

Materials Percentages

  

Weights 

PVC resin                 

  

70%

  

700g 

Calcium Carbonate 20%    200g 

 Stearic Acid 10% 100g 

Total   100% 1000g 

Materials

 

  

Percentages Weights 

PVC resin                                                                                     75 % 750g 

Calcium Carbonate       15 %   150g 

Stearic Acid                10 %    

  

100g 

Total

  

100%    1000g 

Materials Percentages Weights 

PVC resin                   80%    800g 

Calcium Carbonate                 10%  150g 

Stearic Acid               10%      50g 

Total                           100% 1000g 

Materials Percentages Weights 

PVC resin                    85% 850g 

Calcium Carbonate      5 %   100g 

Stearic Acid                 10 %   50g 

Total 100% 1000g 
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The result of the test shows that test number 1d with the composition 85-5-10 % appeared more 

feasible than the others, and thus, it was picked for the study. 

 

 

       
Result of materials in table 1a  Result of materials in table 1b 

(70:20:10 % Ratio)    (75:15:10% Ratio) 

 

     
Result of materials in table 1c Result of materials in table 1d 

  (80:10:10% Ratio)   (85:5:10% Ratio) 

 

Plate IV a-d:   Results of the Test Conducted on the Materials in Order to Determine     

  the Amount to be Used for the Casting of the Jar. 

The test results in table one with Ratio 70:20:10 % above shows a severe burning of the materials. 

This might be because of the high amount of calcium carbonate in the batch. Though calcium 

carbonate serves as a hardener and to provide strength to the PVC, too much of it is a nuisance to 

the batch and will be prone to burning. The test result with 75:15:10% ratio where fifteen percent 

of calcium carbonate was added into the batch shows a little improvement on the first test with a 

slight burning effect. The last two test results with 80:10:10% ratio and 85:5:10% ratio of calcium 

carbonate in the batch turn out to be the best of all the test because less burning was experienced. 

The last test with 85:5:10% ratio of calcium carbonate was adopted for this research because of 

the white pleasing outcome of the piece. This invariably means that any of the last two recipes can 
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be used in the production of the PVC jar. Steric acid in the batches remains constant because it 

serves as heat stabilizer.  

Jar Production procedures 

The stainless containers used as moulds were fixed right into the grooved metal plate. Afterward, 

it was placed inside an oven constructed with pan (OMP). A batch of weighed polymeric and ceramic 

materials (PVC resin, stearic acid, and calcium carbonate) were mixed and fed in the gap between 

the moulds, after which the oven was closed. The battery-powered charcoal stove (BPCS) was 

filled with charcoal, thereafter, the batteries were fixed and some drop of kerosene was sprinkled 

on the charcoal. The stove was ignited and it was pushed under the oven when the fire had been 

set. The battery in the stove powered the mechanism in the BPCS that helped to blow air which 

kept the charcoal burning. This helped in the gradual development of heat into the oven. This was 

allowed for 35 – 40 but not exceeding a maximum of – 45 minutes for the materials to melt. After 

the melting of the materials, the molten plastic was allowed to cool gradually as shown in plate 4. 

An oven made with pan (OMP) was designed deliberately for melting of the materials meant for 

the construction of the PVC jar. The OMP was designed such that it has shelves made in stages 

inside the oven. A cover was also attached to the oven; under it was a vacuum created for 

positioning the PBCS. The cover was flipped open to drop the materials inside; as well opened to 

remove of the molten Plastic. The PBCS was ignited and placed under the OMP.  

 

 
Plate V:          OMP with PVC/Ceramic Materials. 

Oven Made of Pan Used for the Melting of the Polymeric Materials. 

  Removing the Jar from the Mould 

The molten plastic (PVC jar) and the covers were brought down from the oven. After cooling the 

moulds were removed as shown in plate 4, 5 and 6 
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           Plate VI:   Chipped Out Cast Jar.                                    Plate VII:      Cast Cover. 

 

 

Machining the Covers, Neck, and Corks to Desirable Sizes 

 The cast plastic covers and the neck produced were machined to various sizes required. These 

parts were machined to shape, and surface finishing to achieve a smooth surface on the jar. 

 

    
Plate VIII:  Cast Neck / Cork for the Jar. 

 

Joining Together Parts of the Jar 

The cast PVC parts were glued together in stages with the use of ABRO PVC adhesive, starting 

with the neck to the upper cover (Cap) of the jar, and subsequently to the end cap and finally, the 

locks were fixed. These parts were brought together after the application of adhesive, directly on 

the area needed to be joined without allowing it dry.  

  

 
Plate IX: End Caps of the Cast Jars Fixed. 
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In this stage, all parts designed and machined for the jar were assembled by coupling them together. 

The plate shows the final outlook of the mill jar.  

  

 
Plate X: Assembled PVC Jars. 

                                      The Final Outlook of the Cast Polymeric Composite Jar. 

 

Dimensions Used for the Jar. 

 

Illustrations Showing Component Parts and dimensions of the Jar by numbers as indicated in 

table 2 below. 

  1            3            

   

 

      (a)                       End Cap.               2              (b)                Upper cap 4 

                                                                                         

                                                                                                                                                9 

      5                                                               6 

                                                                                      10 12     

       7 (d)            Neck       11           

  5                             Jar                                       13               

          (c)                                           7 (e) 

                                      8                                                 14                         Cork                  15 

Fig. 1:         Separate Parts and Dimensions of the Cast Jar. 

Each Part of the Jar was Made and Machined to Specified Shapes and Dimensions as illustrated in Fig.1 

and Table 2.  
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Table 2:    Dimensions of the Cast Jar. 

S/No. Part Item Considered Size 

1 End cap  (cover) thickness 2cm. 

2        diameter 27cm 

3 Upper cap 

(cover) 

Opening Diameter. 13cm 

4  Thickness 1.5cm 

5 Jar  Thickness 2cm. 

6  Diameter:-Out-out 

                -In-in 

27cm. 

23cm. 

7  Height 21cm 

8  Circumference 84.857cm 

9 Neck  Diameter: - Out-out 

                   In-in 

13cm 

10cm 

10  Height 11cm 

11  Circumference 40.285cm 

12  Thickness 1.5cm 

13 Cork  opening Diameter 13.5ccm 

14  Thickness 2cm 

15  Circumference 42.423cm 

 

 

             Cover 

 Neck 

Cork  

 

 Upper cap 

 

Jar 

 

 Endcap 

Source:  Auto CAD by the Researcher. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 

This study arises from the need to replace the imported conventional porcelain jar used in the 

processing of ceramic raw materials, which are highly costly, fragile and are hardly found in the 

local market, for a cheaper, sturdy, and durable PVC jar. Polymeric composite materials using 

PVC resin, stearic acid, and calcium carbonate was used for the production of this jar. These 

materials were formulated in batches with the use of graded scale in kilogrammes. The batches of 

the materials were further subjected to melting test processes before the final production of the jar. 

The essence of the test was to determine the right amount of each material required in the 

formulation so as to serve as a guide in the production of the jar. 

The cast jar was used in milling of some materials. 3-kilogram batch of glaze was milled to achieve 

an aggregate of micron sizes that could pass through 80 seize mesh. The milling was successfully 

achieved in two hours. The milled glaze was further applied on two bisque wares (a cup and a 

mug) and was fired to a temperature of about 1250⁰C. The gloss firing was done in order to test 

the likelihood of plastic chips on the glaze as a result of the grinding effect of the milling media.  

 

Results of Milling Exercises of the Glaze Materials 

                         
Plate a:  2mm Grains of Un-Milled Quartz.                                  Plate b:  2mm Grains of Un-Milled            

                                                                                                                  Feldspar tic Materials. 

                          
    Plate c:  Fine Particle Size of Milled Quartz.                             Plate d:  Fine Particle Size of Milled                                  

                                                                      Feldspar tic Materials. 
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The results of the milling exercises of these materials (Quartz, feldspar and the batch of glaze) 

achieved within four hours of continuous grinding and running of the mill. 

 

 Impact and Tensile Tests.  

 

Some pieces of PVC plastics both cast and extruded pipes were cut and taken for impact test and 

tensile test, at the Materials Science Laboratory of the Metallurgical and at the Strength of 

Materials and Heat Treatment Laboratory both at the Department of Engineering, Faculty of 

Engineering, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. The test was conducted in order to ascertain the 

impact and elastic resistance properties of these materials at the operational level of the mill during 

the grinding (milling) process. An impact test is a unit of energy; the international system unit of 

energy or work, equal to the work done when the application point of one newton force moves one 

meter in the direction of application (Askeland, 1984); while tensile test is the assessment of 

mechanical properties such as stiffness, yield strength, tensile strength, ductility, toughness, impact 

resistance, creep resistance, fatigue resistance and others, for determining the service life of 

equipment or an item (Xiao and Leach,  2005)   

Charpy Impact Testing Machine (CITM) was used in the testing of the PVC materials at the 

Materials Science Laboratory. The machine is graded in joule, ranging from1 joule to 25 joules. 

25 Joule is the highest reading of the entire graded joule. The strength of a material is determined 

through the level of reading of the joule (applied force) at which the material got broken at the 

release of the flinging arm of the joule. The results of the impact and tensile tests conducted on the 

two different plastics are indicated in fig. 3a and 3b. 

Impact Resistance Test Analysis of Cast and Industrial PVC Jar Mill. 
                                              

 

                                           Fig 3a:         Ind. PVC Jar.     Cast PVC Jar. 

Impact Energy
0

5

10

15

Ind PVC Jar Cast PVC Jar
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Cast and Industrial Pieces of PVC Test Result Conducted at the Materials Science Laboratory of 

the Metallurgical and Materials Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, ABU, Zaria.    

 

 At the Strength of Materials and Heat Treatment Laboratory, 500 kilonewtons (kN) maximum 

capacity testing machine was used in testing the materials. The Machine was designed to test 

different types of materials, including metals, plastics, rubber, textiles, paper, yarn, wire, 

adhesives, ceramics, timber, foils, composites and finished components in tension, compression, 

flexure or shear. The test was carried out in order to establish the flexure capability of PVC 

materials. The result of this test is as expressed in Fig. 3b.   

 

Tensile Test Analysis of Cast and Industrial PVC Jar Mill. 

 

 
                              Fig 3b:       Ind. PVC Jar.     Cast PVC Jar. 

 

Cast and Industrial Pieces of PVC Test Result Conducted at the Materials and Heat Treatment 

Laboratory, Mechanical Engineering Department, Faculty of Engineering, ABU, Zaria. 

  

The results in Fig.3a and 3b indicate that the instrument used in the testing of the specimens were 

able to break the pieces of the cast and industrially made PVC jars at 9 joules, 11 joules and at 

5.6kN and 6.8kN respectively.   

By this result, therefore, there is an indication that (because of the strength) no amount of force or 

impact exerted by the tumbling of the usual milling media in the jar can cause the jar to break. It 

is also an affirmation that PVC pipes are good materials for use as a container for mills used in the 

processing of ceramic materials. 
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Conclusion  

The problem of this study is to develop a composite PVC jar for grinding, instead of the 

conventional porcelain jar for the processing of ceramic raw materials. The design and 

construction of the jar were given much attention based on the size proposed by the study. 

Materials used for the production of the jar were locally sourced including the equipment used for 

the melting of the PVC material impregnated with calcium carbonate as a filler.  

The jar underwent a series of test grindings. 2mm grains of 2kg of feldspathic materials and 2mm 

grains of 2kg of quartz materials, including 3kg batch of glaze was milled separately at different 

occasions to achieve fine particle sizes that passed through an 80 mesh seize. 

The expensive and fragile ‘imported’ conventional porcelain jar which is rarely found in Nigerian 

markets; used for processing ceramic raw materials, could be replaced by a jar made up of PVC 

material.  

A functional and durable jar can be made from a matrix of composite materials involving PVC 

and conventional ceramic powders, provided the appropriate batch formulation is adopted. 
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Abstract  

The world has been so phallocentric that it has made the woman to hold on the ideology that her 

identity only thrives by the male power. But the last five decades see various epistemological 

attempts at revealing the roles culturally played by both males and females in the subjugations that 

make the female complicit. The variety of social formation and hegemony that has led to the female 

miss-representation seeks an alternative identity. 

Keywords: Identity, artists, female, roles, male 

 

 

Introduction  

The female character in all cultures was constructed to be an aesthetic totem, along with restricted 

mobility that had subjected the female to chores. Most societies, if not all had made the female a 

‘second person’, a gapping distance that modernisation has helped to bridge in closing the gap to 

the man. These chores range from culinary skills, cleaner, good wife material, virgin and skills in 

and out of bed, and the capacity to bear and rear children. Parts of her identity clause are courtesy 

and being polite in her use of a few culturally accepted words. Makama (2013: 115) explains that  

…there is the commonality of general beliefs system that the best place for 

women is in the ‘kitchen’. This trend has brought about tremendous 

misrepresentation of women right at the level of the family down to the 

circular society. The Nigerian society is patriarchal in nature which is a 

major feature of a traditional society. It is a structure of a set of social 

relations with material base which enables men to dominate women. 
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In recent times, the character of the female continues to evolve to an active audience with every 

perk of the phrase. This continues to elevate her public representation in the same cultures that had 

subjected her into passivity. The paradigm shift now continues to change the ideology of her ability 

to articulate her mind to a status of being a poignant asset to the cultures’ collective.  

This need for an alternative perception continues to impact across several cultures and 

geographical locations in the West for example in America, where, Beyoncé an African American 

singer has an all-female band and dancers with an evident mix of the racial divide. In Nigeria, 

Yemi Alade in her music video from a song titled Johnny presents the female as subject while the 

male is an object. These narratives are directed at seeking an alternative identity for the female 

such that it cuts across various artistic platforms, with the aim of liberating her from being 

perceived to be less than what she is worth. The Inference is drawn from Uko (2004: 94) when he 

posits  

Wazobia’s reform program indicates a burning ambition to free women 

from the shackles of repressive and retrogressive tradition. Consequently, 

she rejects activities that enhance female oppression and backwardness, and 

through her pronouncements and actions, a female image emerges that is 

positive, courageous and modern.  

Uko’s position is inspired by what Wazobia said as a clarion call to Nigerian women from a play 

written by Tess Onwueme titled The Reign of Wazobia;  

Wazobia: Arise, Women! 

      They say your feet are feeble 

      Show them that your feet carry the burden 

      Of the womb p27 

The call is made out to the Nigerian woman across the entire ethnic divide. The author reveals the 

need for women to first give themselves the much needed voice rather than relying on the men to 

lend them a voice. It implies that there is an existing ideology in most women that the voice of the 

man should cease to be the primal outlet to alleviate the woman’s plight. Vera (1999:1) holds that 

“A woman writer must have an imagination that is plain stubborn, that can invent new gods and 

banish ineffectual ones”. For the challenges and aspirations of the female to be seen and perceived 

correctly, they must come from the discursive minds of the females that experience it. After all, a 

male gynaecologist does not have the experiential capacity to describe the pangs of a woman in 

labour no matter his years of experience on the job.    
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Females in the Fine Arts 

Drawing is an art form that serves as a basic course that guides all students into making painting, 

sculpture, graphics and ceramics among others. This is to enable the would-be artists to get 

prepared to practice art in any chosen area of specialisation. The crux of this preamble is the 

intrusion of some male students on a few of their female classmates. The author having undergone 

the Fine Art undergraduate programme; observes that a handful of female students that are 

ordinarily weak at drawing allow some willing male classmates do their class and home works for 

them. On the long-run, such female students that are not willing to work hard to learn the rigours 

of developing their drawing skills are made to offer either Art History or Art Education courses. 

This is one of the points at which very few fail to hold a front at challenging the social formation 

of what a female identity should be.     

Ndidi Emefiele is a practising artist that makes paintings depicting the female with the aim of 

challenging the stereotype for the woman cooking and rearing children. She rather focuses on the 

woman’s threatened emotions and her contributions in a reflective way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emefiele in an interview conducted by Adie Vanessa Offiong in 2013 explained that “Last year, I 

took a critical view on the subject of temptation and a woman’s undoubted effect to her sultriness, 

her emotions and her curves. There’s so much about the woman that can’t be summed up in a 

Figure 1 

Ndidi Emefiele 

Keep the tears from falling 

122 by 122cm 

Acrylic on canvas 

Source: Daily Trust newspaper 

Figure 2 

Ndidi Emefiele 

Still they rise 

70 by 80cm 

Acrylic on canvas 

Source: Daily Trust newspaper 
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million paintings.” The painting in figure 1 avers the need to remain strong in character and brevity 

despite the unsavoury condition a woman goes through. The dark background against which the 

woman is depicted is suggestive of the sour condition she finds herself. The folded arms across 

her chest suggest resilience, and the eyes with their sublime look call for the need to remain stern 

and focus on an end to her pains. The mode of dressing perhaps alludes to a woman at either the 

middle or upper-class which might be informed by her own experience. The work in figure 2 is 

the profile of a woman with a curly hair staring at an open window that lets in rays of light. The 

shadow cast from what looks like louvre blades have drawn stripes on her face and upper body. 

The title suggests that despite some harsh situations that women encounter, she is strong enough 

to rise from them. Emefiele depicts images of women that have the capacity to rise over her 

challenges so long as they remain resilient.  

From a doctoral thesis written by the first author in 2015, about seven female cartoonists that 

practised cartooning in Nigeria, Aderonke Adesanya is the only one that has advanced the need 

for an alternative perception of the ideology of the female identity through most of her cartoon 

strips. She postulates, through her depiction of the female, that the male is the object. Most of her 

comic strips are replete with the female character such that when a male character is depicted, it is 

done to reveal her moral side.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Ronke Adesanya, VIRGINIA in TALES OF A CITY GIRL, 

Vanguard newspaper, no date (Scrap Book, Kashim Ibrahim Library, Ahmadu Bello University 

Zaria) 

  

Above, she discusses the need for shared responsibilities in the first panel of the strip so as to give 

a balanced view of gender roles. In the two remaining panels, she portrays a woman living up to 

her expectations as a wife and a male that reciprocates this in return. She made the comic strip 

portraying aspects of a woman’s lifestyle and delved into the twists, turns and details of a woman’s 
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mind that most men cannot easily come by except from a very close sister or female relation. On 

the next page, VIRGINIA in figure 4 is depicted in a serial of A Woman’s World? She uses this 

episode to serialise an inquiry at the way of life of many women that seems to set the tone for 

many to believe that women actually are all the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: VIRGINIA in A Woman’s World? Ronke Adesanya; Vanguard newspaper, August 

15, 2002 

Adesanya as a female decides to present the negative lifestyle of some women through a woman’s 

eye so as to better present this without the bias and poor information that a male narrator would 

have had to depend on to prevent a narrative of a derogatory ideology of the woman. The constant 

use of female figures in Adesanya’s comic strip is indicative of the thinking of radical feminists. 

Lindsey and Beach (2002: 326) explain  

Radical Feminism ...believes that sexism at the core of patriarchal society 

and all social institutions reflect that sexism. Women’s oppression is from 

male domination so if men are the problem, neither capitalism nor socialism 

will solve it. Radical feminists desire to create separate institutions that are 

women centred-those that rely on other women rather than men.  

Throughout the narrative in most of Adesanya’s strips, the women are depicted to rely solely upon 

one another, while the vices seen in men and boys are highlighted consistently in the narrative of 

her comic strips. This stance in her work is perhaps intended to query the male domination that 

only pays lip-service to the challenges faced by many women. She posits a gender centred self-

reliance rather than a cross-gender type so as to prove that there are possible long lasting solutions 

in the female gender without relying on men. Adesanya worked among a good number of male 
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cartoonists who also make comics, yet her depictions differ greatly from those of her colleagues. 

Deepwell (1998: 3) posits thus,  

Any research about women artists quickly brings one to the question of 

value, to questions about how frameworks for interpretation in art history 

define ‘major’ and ‘minor’ artists and validate particular research areas and 

topics and how ideology works to construct some subjects as ‘appropriate’ 

for research while excluding others 

These hurdles of choices that women’s works are unable to pass have led to the exclusion of the 

works of female cartoonists in a period where women practice in about every area of expertise and 

profession the world over. The artistic indices set by some male scholars to decide whose work 

fits study and display at exhibitions leave one with wonder if the set rules of criticism are not 

violated in favour of the males.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Lucy Azubuike, Female genital-mutilation, photography, 60cm by 45cm, 2006 

Source: National Gallery of Art 2010 exhibition catalogue 

 

Lucy Azubuike studied Fine and Applied Arts and went further to be trained as a photographer 

and has since used it as medium of expressing the ideology of who a woman is. In local parlance, 

it is observed that the fidelity of the woman is always brought to question despite the fact that the 

male is known to have the greater ‘advantage’ at being promiscuous. In figure 5 is a branch of a 

tree she found and with her intuition finds a potent call for the need to stop female genital 

mutilation. This practice is not done to protect the worth or value of the female but it is done in 

favour of the male identity due to the hegemony that exists in such cultures. The value placed on 

the female child falls lower than that placed on the male child in many cultures. This to a large 
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extent continues to inform why many berate the female ability to excel in some career choice. This 

is a peculiar stereotype that cuts across many professions until recently when women increasingly 

gain employment in their choice places without prejudice.  

Achebe (1960: 6) explains that 

His full name was Obiajulu- ‘the mind at last is at rest’; the mind being his 

father’s of course, who, his wife having borne him four daughters before 

Obi, was naturally becoming a little anxious. Being a Christian convert-in 

fact a catechist-he would not marry a second wife. In particular, he would 

not let the heathen know that he was unhappy. He had called his fourth 

daughter Nwanyidimma- ‘a girl is also good.’ But his voice did not carry 

conviction. 

Achebe’s depiction of how the Igbo culture views the female child is similar to many other African 

cultures. Such a view can be changed when women themselves begin to openly have a positive 

ideology of self-worth so to attain the desired identity. One of such open paradigms is drawn from 

Vera (1999:1) in a scene she saw in a film titled Sankafa where “…a pregnant woman whipped to 

death on a slave plantation...” The other women ran towards the dead woman protesting with their 

sugar-cane cutters raised to protect the already dead woman. This proactive attitude is what is 

expected to further improve the identity of the female and increase her power in her cultural milieu. 

Teboh (1994: 150) elucidates that:  

A great deal of literature has been published about African women. Some 

compelling popular imagery goes so far as to reduce her to the anguished, 

helpless mother holding a famished child...a group of anthropologists and 

historians both African and Western have worked in the face of this 

stereotype to explore and explain the subtleties of West African women’s 

actions and positions in African societies. 

 

This widely held position of women in Africa seems to cripple some of them into a state of self-

inflicted inability to find ways out of the discrimination they suffer both physically and 

psychologically. The growing inquiries into women’s participation in their liberation from cultural 

hegemony are not directed at gender separation, but a coalition with the male gender where women 

participate actively as prompted in Adesanya’s strip in figure 3 of page 4. The question of what 

makes a weaker sex will only further show the importance of the female, than reveal who is better, 

and at what. Since man by himself draft cultural practices and also subsumes to hit within each 

cultural milieu, it is now absolutely important to have an amendment that is balanced. The 
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inference is drawn from a TEDTALK presentation by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie in 2012. She 

avers that “…for a happier and fairer world of men and women who are true to themselves… we 

must raise our daughters differently...” The paradigm she calls for in every culture is aimed at 

liberating the female gender from the shackles that have been imbued in her as though a genetic 

trait that can never be changed.  

She goes on to depict a present situation that characterises most cultures the world over, that,  

We do a great disservice to boys in how we raise them, we stifle the 

humanity of boys in how we raise them, we define masculinity in a very 

narrow way, masculinity becomes this hard small cage, and we put boys 

inside the small cage, we teach boys to be afraid of fear, we teach them to 

mask their true selves, because they have to be, Nigeria speak, ‘hard man’.  

 

The narrative clearly shows why the male gender has it engrained in his psyche from a boy to a 

man that the world rests on his shoulder. The success of it lies at his feet and must, therefore, do 

everything possible to make work effectively and dare not share the process of its success with 

female gender. This is, in turn, played out to the female gender such that they are trained to believe 

that a larger percentage of the smooth running of the world, for example, marriage, lies with the 

man. She went to add that; 

…we do a much greater disservice to girls, because we raise them to cater 

to the fragile egos of men, we teach girls to shrink themselves, make 

themselves smaller, we say to girls, you can have ambition but not too 

much, you should aim to be successful, but not too successful, otherwise 

you will threaten the man, if you are the breadwinner in a relationship with 

a man, you have to pretend that you are not especially in public, otherwise 

you will emasculate him… 

 

For this, there is a need for women to unlearn this cultural narrative of a woman being passive to 

being an active partner. This will trickle down to the next generation of both sexes to live 

collaboratively. This collaboration is the type that will lead boys to learn early in life to cook and 

do chores that are primarily viewed as the basic preserve of female duties. The patriarchal 

superstructure must be unveiled from the masquerade-like appearance it is so as to enable all and 

sundry perceive the world and women in particular in their right perspectives. 

Conclusion  

As a teaser, how many males can plait a woman’s hair with the dexterity seen in the female 

practitioners? It is best to continue to attempt at stripping the culturally set superstructures that 
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have made it the ‘man’s world’. This will further and better reveal answers for the world’s 

mounting problems than seeking who is better at what. The right of who a female is must be 

advanced by practically preventing the various practices that make the woman the object and not 

the subject every time there is the need for a person to participate in an activity that is not gender 

specific. This article holds that there is a need for female artists to depict the female in the positive 

light since most male artists have and continue to depict the female Identity in a subjunctive light. 
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Abstract 

The visual art practise globally has gone through changes right from the Prehistoric period to date. 

In Africa, during the traditional era, women were involved in art works for domestic and utilitarian 

purposes. In the area of carving spiritual objects, women were mostly kept out of the practise due 

to cultural and gender issues. With the establishment of art schools in Africa, particularly in 

Nigeria, women have been found to specialise in various art disciplines, sculpture being one of 

them. Despite the numerous challenges facing women artists in our society, this group of artists 

are still involved in sculpture practise. A number of them from the southern part of Nigeria have 

been in practise since the 1970s, while the northern part of the country started noticing female 

sculptors in the early 2000s. The number of these professionally trained artists (sculptors) has 

continuously being on the increase. However, not all of these female sculptors are in active 

practise. This paper, therefore, seeks to examine the issues surrounding the practise of female 

sculptors living in northern Nigeria and their position in Nigeria’s art scholarship. Examples of 

works by some of the artists would be outlined to support occurring issues in the region. The paper 

adopts a purposive sampling technique in selecting the artists and their works. It is therefore 

recommended that, art historians should take interest in documenting other female artists’ works. 

This would add to existing literature on female artists in Nigeria.  

Keywords: Female Sculptors, Art Practice, Art Scholarship, Challenges, Northern Nigeria. 
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Introduction 

Over the years of art practice, female artists seem to have been few in numbers, compared to their 

male counterparts. Universally, these female artists face similar challenges which, of course, form 

part of the issues that have been militating against their visibility in the mainstream art. Records 

have shown that, where works of female artists appeared in the past, they were categorised into 

utilitarian art. At some point, such utilitarian art forms, done by female artists, were otherwise 

called “crafts.” Crafts in this context have failed to meet up with the criteria of being called art 

works. 

There are questions which seek for answers such as, who sets the rules which characterise a work 

of art to be called art? At what point can a work be called art? Are only the works of art done by 

academically trained artists qualified to be called art? Part of the answers to these questions come 

from the parameter used in categorising art works. Okpe (2004) explains that, “the privately 

sponsored art outfits and their so called jury set-ups, have almost all become complicated stock 

fish shops. They are only interested in the golden egg and not the chicken that lays it.” This is an 

indication that, certain bodies in the art circle consciously eliminate some sets of artists from their 

selection, simply because the interest is not on the artist but the art products. This also has, at most 

times, affected the female artists. The issues which seem to be hindrances to female artists practice 

are hereby given attention in this paper with a special interest on female sculptors living in northern 

Nigeria.  
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Circumstances of Practice and Media Employed by Female Sculptors. 

Female sculptors around the globe are surrounded by circumstances that influence their art practice 

and the choice of materials they employed. The challenges facing female sculptors, according to 

Widewalls (2016), are all the obstacles women have in art, in general. Female sculptors are, maybe, 

even more stigmatized, since it is believed that sculpture practice includes hard and difficult 

process of material-making, with a lot of physical effort, something that is usually meant to be a 

man’s job. This implies that, women who indulge in sculpture, which is strenuous in nature: a work 

supposedly allocated for the male gender, are seen as artists doing a queer task. Filani (2004), 

however, sees this group of female sculptors who dare the strenuous task as resilient, and those 

who back out are termed as non-resilient female artists, that were once active in practice and 

exhibitions. 

In traditional Africa, women were restricted in the kind of art they practiced. For instance, 

sculpture was kept for the male artists. According to Akatakpo and Ubani (2004), the Nigerian 

woman in her traditional role, was involved in making utilitarian objects only. Mostly, she was not 

involved with the sacred images, like her male counterparts had the privilege to do. While Idiong 

(2004) explains that, “the fearful task of carving religious objects became the sole responsibility 

of men, while the women were assigned the minor, profane or utilitarian lower art, now known as 

crafts.” On the other hand, Kleiner (2011) opines that, until the past decade or two, art production 

in Africa has been quite rigidly gender-specific. Men have largely been iron-smiths, gold and 

copper-alloy casters. Traditionally, men served as architects, builders, and carvers of both wood 

and ivory, and women were, wall and body painters, calabash decorators, potters, and often clay 

sculptors. 
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This still poses a challenge for female artists, to freely embrace sculpture as a female thing, because 

of the mind-set that had been created initially. However, formal education has greatly brokered 

this tradition and opened a fair playing ground on the choice of career by all sexes, as mentioned 

by Oyelola (2004), that academic institutions have no gender restrictions on the selection of 

courses. This implies that, be it male or female, one is not restricted to choose sculpture as an area 

of specialisation, which should be an advantage for the female artist. 

As the traditional African setting, as mentioned earlier, seems to have caused serious obstacle to 

females during the traditional era, Buhari (2004) argues that, in the traditional context, the female 

gender was not as disadvantaged as it is today. Contrary to the view on women restriction on 

certain functions in the society, women in traditional Africa were fairly treated and given 

opportunity to be leaders. For instance, in the Igbo community, women shared political power with 

their male counterparts, through the appreciation of their roles as mothers, which is symbolised by 

giving an oche stool to a woman, by her husband, as a sign of respect. Also the Gelede cult among 

the Yoruba, which is referred to, as “our mothers”, appease the powers of women. This argument 

however, did not address the issue at hand, where women could be seen as sculptors who produced 

works, which were used for such purposes: The question still lingers, were female sculptors 

involved in producing the oche stool and Gelede masks and other objects? 

Another circumstance that has hindered active participation in the visual art is, the early exclusion 

of females from attending formal education in Nigeria, which has created a gap between males 

and females in the mainstream art. Ojo (2016) reinforces that, missionaries started educating 

children using the British mode of study, only boys were sent to such schools and girls were left 

at home. As it appears, the missionaries had in mind, to give basic studies to Nigerians who were 
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willing to send their children to those schools. Buttressing on this, the males had the opportunity 

to learn art at the disadvantage of females, who were not in school then. As much as this created a 

gap in mainstream art practice, the situation should have improved over the years, based on 

Ikpakronyi’s (2004) observation that sculpture, which was traditionally a man’s job is now being 

practiced by women and women sculptors are beginning to emerge.  

One of the circumstances, apart from the traditional setting, that affect women participation in 

sculpture is marriage. According to Nietzsche (2016), women issues emerge from marriage, 

because they hope it will offer them financial security. It goes a long away to reveal that, female 

sculptors go into marriage with the hope, sculpture practice alone, might not meet their financial 

needs, hence, the need for a dependant, which in this case is the husband. Also, Oshinowo (2004) 

observes that, matrimonial commitments are the basic reasons that prevent female artists from 

active participation, while Filani (2004) opines that, “it has been said earlier that female talent is 

usually sacrificed on the altar of maternity and domesticity.” In all of this however, there are female 

artists, and in this case sculptors, such as Elizabeth Olowu, Funke Ifeta, Rose Kirumira, Mwandale 

Mwanyekwa and son on, who have remained resilient in sculpture practice, even in marriage. 

The problems female sculptors and generally, female artists face are complex. Ononeme (2004) 

lists some of them as: gender problem, uncooperative attitude of husbands, Pregnancy, 

childbearing, cost of sculpture materials and tools, physical and technical aspects of the profession, 

poor performance in sculpture academic work, and taboos arising from the misconceptions 

surrounding traditional artworks and beliefs. All are issues which create dearth of female presence 

in contemporary Nigerian art. Convincingly as it appears however, Filani (2004) is of the opinion 

that, the dearth of female artists in this case, is not premised on the inadequate number of female 
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art graduates, but largely on the non-resilience of the many female artists who once practiced and 

exhibited. Filani’s view holds a factual point, which probably, forms the biggest challenge that 

female sculptors and artists generally face, in art practice. It also serves as a clarion call for revival, 

among defaulting members.  

Gallery owners, museum curators and art collectors, from another point, are seen also as a 

challenge female sculptors encounter in art practice. Bader (2012) says, twenty-seven years ago, 

an anonymous group of artists known as the Guerrilla Girls, who used humour to exemplify gender 

inequality in the art world, surveyed the most influential galleries and museums in the United 

States of America and found that, most of them exhibited little to some extent, no work by female 

artists. Broiling over the treatment of female sculptors and to a larger scale, female artists, by 

museums and galleries, Heyward (2014) narrates that, “Elizabeth Sackler, the founder of the 

Elizabeth A. Sackler Centre for Feminist Art, at the Brooklyn Museum, has been tracking the 

gender inequality in the art world for years. She believes that the art market is only one problem 

of many, facing female artists,” which affects the production of art works, by female sculptors. In 

the Nigerian situation, Okpe (2004) as earlier submitted, had presented the outcry, on the behaviour 

of privately sponsored art outfits and their so called jury set-ups, who are only interested in the art 

artworks rather than the artists who produce them. The effect perhaps, is more on female artists 

than their male counterparts  

Some circumstances surrounding female sculptors’ practice, have influenced their choice of 

materials. A lot of them move away from using the traditional materials, perhaps, for the reason 

that, sculpture is termed a male job. A clear example can be drawn from a notable Nigerian female 

sculptor, Sokari Douglas Camp. According to Uhunmwagho (2008), Camp is mainly into mixed 
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media sculpture. She has been working as a sculptor, majorly on metal with additional wood, 

feathers, brooms and mirror. Filani (2004) adds that, Sokari Douglas Camp draws her themes from 

her Kalabari culture, thereby, employing modern sculptural techniques in creating large, figurative 

works, using steel. While Akatakpo and Ubani (2004) describe Camp as the first Nigerian artist to 

introduce animated art objects, where she uses materials like copper, steel wood, electric motors, 

fabrics and the likes, to create her works. At this level therefore, Camp’s venture into steel (as seen 

in plate I), has countered the view which, liken female sculptors to feeble artists, who use only soft 

materials, because they lack the strength to manipulate such hard media.  

 

Plate I: Green Leaf Barrel, Steel, Perspex, oil Barrel. Size: 190cm x 163cm x 143cm. Sokari 

Douglas Camp (2012). Source: sokari.co.uk 

One would have thought that, since Camp’s life has mostly been spent in Europe, she would 

perhaps, not be interested in producing works which are connected to her hometown, however, the 
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situation is different. According to Ikpakronyi (2004), Camp has further challenged men in the 

realm of metal sculpture, an area that is presently receiving attention not only in Nigerian visual 

art scene, but also at the international level. These accounts show that, despite the ethnic variation 

and gender issues, Camp’s works do not fall short of recognition: a lesson to be learnt by other 

female sculptors who might be nursing excuses of neglect. 

There are few female sculptors who adhere to using traditional materials in executing their works, 

one of such is Mwandale Mwanyekwa. According to Mwanyekwa (2009), she is a Tanzanian 

female sculptor whose main interest is using wood to create her figures. She is described as one of 

Tanzania’s outstanding wood carvers. Mwanyekwa’s sculptures explain her deep feelings for 

people, animals, cultural beliefs, relationships and the environment. Yayemarieba (2009) describes 

Mwanyekwa as a great Tanzanian female sculptor, surviving in a mainly male dominated art genre, 

an act that seems queer in nature. Not only is her appearance as female sculptor, but her choice of 

wood as the major material she employs in executing her works amidst male sculptors, is a lift to 

the women folk. Mwanyekwa has chosen to break away from what Idiong (2004), describes as 

occupational stereotype, low self-actualisation and incompetence among female artists. It is 

therefore, her passion for culture, self, animals and environment, which has greatly affected her 

works positively, not minding the dominance of male sculptors in her country, Tanzania.  
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Plate II: Self Portrait: Life Size, Ebony wood, 132cm x 27cm, Mwandale Mwanyekwa, 

2006.   

 

One of Mwanyekwa’s self-portraits is in plate II, the sculpture is carved from female Mpingo 

(Ebony) wood, which shows a smooth figure of herself. The mood suggests a calm posture with 

eyes half closed, a neatly tied headgear shows an elegant look of an African beauty, with long neck 

and bear chest. The black colour of the ebony wood gives a natural colour to the sculpture with 

stripes of orange stricken lines at some places. 

Circumstances Surrounding the Practice and Media Employed by the Female Sculptors in 

Northern Nigeria 

The female sculptors in northern Nigeria, like any other female, across the globe, is surrounded by 

issues which have direct or indirect effect on her practice. One of such issues is the background of 

the female sculptor residing in northern Nigeria. According to Nkom (2004), the female 
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background stands as a barrier between her and the society. This position is noticeable in some of 

the statements made by female artists in northern Nigeria. One of such is by Tser (2017) that,  

there are a lot of issues confronting my art practice as a female artist in Nigeria, especially 

in this northern part of the country. For instance, as females, there bound to be challenges. 

As a single person, you sometimes have issues with your parents because they feel one is 

just playing with clay. My father recently confronted me by saying, is there any difference 

between the plates that I make and those found in the market? Such views can limit an 

artist from moving further simply on the reason that you are under your parents. Not only 

the singles, even the married ones also face similar challenges. Some of the husbands do 

not encourage their wives to practice the art as expected. One of such can be drawn from a 

friend of mine whose husband made her changed to study Masters in Public 

Administration, instead of visual art. Also, when a female artist serves in a man’s studio 

and she starts travelling to places with him for exhibitions, many will start insinuating that, 

an affair is going on between the two, this also is a great challenge. 

  

This revelation is an indication that, marriage is one of the greatest challenges facing the practice 

of female sculptors, and to a large extent, female artists residing in northern Nigeria. Dauda (2017), 

one of the female sculptors being studied here adds that, “mostly, the married woman finds it 

difficult to manage family life and sculpture: The children, husband, relations, cooking and the 

likes, take the entire time of a female sculptor around here.” The artist’s revelation seems to agree 

with what Oshinowo (2004) observes that, matrimonial commitments are the basic reasons that 

prevent female artists from active participation, while Filani (2004) opines that, “it has been said 

earlier that, female talent is usually sacrificed on the altar of maternity and domesticity.” This 

shows that, the challenge to combine marriage and sculpture practice is cumbersome hence, their 

apparent absence in active practice, especially in northern Nigeria. 
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In addition to this, Kpur (2018) narrates issues which surround her art practice, right from College 

of Education Akwanga, Nassarawa state of Nigeria, to when she attended Ahmadu Bello 

university, Zaria, for her first degree. She explains that, being a mother and a student of fine art is 

hectic. To make issues complex, is when the female artist is specialising in sculpture. For Kpur, it 

became less difficult because her husband gave her support. At different times of her study, she 

left the children with the husband, while she was engrossed with her school work. in one of her 

works titled “Nine Months” in plate III, she depicted the travel of pregnancy. The entire message 

is on the woman, who passes through difficult moments during pregnancy.  

 

Plate III: Nine Months, Cecilia Anapine Kpur, Direct cement, 2014, Behind the 400 level 

sculpture studio, Fine Art department, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. Photograph: Samuila, 

Ezra Rabo. 

 Another female sculptor living in northern Nigeria, who has support from her parents is Doris 

Dauda. According to Dauda (2017), “my parents give me full support on my art practice, I do not 

have problem with that.” This may not be applied to all the female sculptors living in northern 

Nigeria; some may have support from husbands and parents, while others may not enjoy such. 
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Some of these challenges have affected the choice of materials by female sculptors in northern 

Nigeria. Dauda (2017) emphasises that, “access to material is one of the major problems I 

encounter. For instance, if I want to go into welding now, I have to buy the welding equipment 

which is very expensive.” This has narrowed her art practice to something simpler. She also states 

that, “materials for making fibreglass are not readily available and expensive when gotten.” Kpur 

(2018), Daduut (2018) and David share the same view that, cost of materials is largely seen as a 

problem to sculpture artists, within northern Nigeria. It is the cost of materials which prompted 

Judith Daduut to produce works in found objects. An example of such works is in plate IV titled 

“Greener Pastures.”  

The composition in “Greener Pastures” show that, Daduut utilised found metal objects to create a 

composition. The artist has been able to capture the energy which the two figures exact, in pushing 

the wheel barrow. Interestingly, the figures can easily be identified as male and female, by the 

choice of shapes that form them.  

 

Plate IV: Greener Pastures, Judith Dyedem Daduut, Found objects, 80x30cm, 2015, Artist’s 

living room, Rayfield, Jos, Plateau State, Nigeria. Source: Artist’s collection 
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The baby lies calmly on the mother’s back, in spite of the vigorous movement that the couple is 

involved. According to Daduut, the art piece expresses the constant search for food, basic 

amenities, health and wellbeing of man. This search has led people to migrate overseas, engage in 

illegal trades and scams, rather than investing in their country’s natural resources.   

Also, some of the female sculptors attribute such issues to the tedious nature of sculpture, which 

has added more to the problems of female sculptors in northern Nigeria. Dauda (2017) says, “after 

graduation, one does not have the luxury of time and energy to produce sculptures, instead, it is 

easier to paint than to sculpt.” Santas (2018) and Kpur (2018) equally narrate that, as married 

women, time is mostly a constrain for sculpture practice. As much as these appear to be problems, 

it has not justified the fact that, sculpture practice should be abandoned. Other sculptural works, 

which are not tedious, such as bee wax carving, lino cut and the likes, can be done, to keep the 

sculpture practice alive among the female artists living in northern Nigeria.  At this point, it is 

appropriate to state that, non-resilience by female sculptors has largely affected their performance 

in the region. 

More challenging is the attitude of people to sculpture. Daduut (2018) and Dauda (2017) reiterate 

thus, in northern Nigeria, most people prefer painting and drawing to sculpture. They prefer to see 

colours on canvas, which to them, are easier to carry than sculpture. Dauda adds that, “some have 

the notion that sculptures are idols and I feel it all came from the background of the two major 

religions that are in the region.” This statement is borne out of the experience she has, whenever 

people come to buy her works, they neglect anything that has figures on it. They would rather go 

for works with motifs and floral designs only. This formed part of the reasons for more paintings 

than sculptures, in her recent exhibition held in September 2017 at Jos, Plateau state Nigeria. One 
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of the sculpture pieces she exhibited in the earlier stated exhibition is in Plate V, titled “Flower 

Vase.” 

The work titled, “Flower Vase” executed by Doris Dauda, is a relief sculpture of an ornamented 

vase. Unlike the conventional flower vase, this piece is free hand made, with  

 

Plate V: Flower Vase, Doris Dauda, Fibreglass and Plaster of Paris (POP), 75cm, 2015, Artist’s 

possession. Photograph by Samuila, Ezra Rabo. 

ornamented designs. The vase looks like a figure wearing a necklace, while the motifs on the upper 

part of the vase, give a feeling of clothing on the object, which makes the figure to have an 

exaggerated neck. The stretched neck brings the feeling of a feminine figure, more so that, the 

lower part of the vase is crafted like human shoulders. The layers created on the lower part suggest 

female dress which has been worn. The use of fibreglass and Plaster of Paris is not common among 

the female sculptors in this study. This of course is a plus on the part of Dauda, whose works are 

mostly produced with a combination of such media. She explains that, fibreglass is her favourite 

medium, noting that, it is easier to work with. Not only that, she finds it suitable to use in 

manipulating forms, which carry messages to the viewers. 
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On materials that female sculptors in northern Nigeria employ in their works, these range from the 

conventional to the unconventional ones. Most of the sculptors in this study use the non-

conventional materials in their works. In this context, the unconventional objects include, plastic, 

metals, found objects, resin and plaster of Paris (POP), while the conventional materials are, wood 

and concrete. An example of unconventional materials used in creating sculpture is Deborah 

Maikarfi’s work titled, “Tyre Chairs”. She employs used car tyres to create chairs, which are used 

in public places. The artist equally uses the used car tyres to create installations. 

Majority of female sculptors in northern Nigeria are involved in producing sculptures in metal 

sheets and iron rods. Satsi and Santas produce their works largely with metal sheets and iron rods. 

The duo has large works in metal sheets, iron rods and found metal objects. Dauda gives reason 

for using fibreglass, simply as that, works can easily be manipulated using fibreglass, it is durable 

and not heavy to carry. Though it can be tedious in terms of procedure, yet, she still finds it 

enjoyable than welding. Enyilo appears in the scene with the use of plastic in her sculptures. In her 

work titled, “Faces of SAP”, she uses plastic to produce a three dimensional work. Also, the use 

of stoneware is unique to Esther Enyilo. Apart from Enyilo, there is no other female sculptor, 

within this study, that has done work in stoneware. Not only that, other female sculptors here have 

not engaged much, in ceramic sculpture like Enyilo. These and many more issues have been 

challenges that female sculptors in northern Nigeria are grappling with. 

Conclusion 

In a nutshell, the history of sculpture practice over the years has been dominated by male artists, 

however, there are pieces of evidence of females who have challenged the status quo. These female 

sculptors largely come from Europe and America, yet only a few are given due recognition in 
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scholarly activities, which is similar to Africa’s issue, where it becomes difficult to source for 

literature that talks about vibrant female sculptors in practice. In Nigeria, the majority of female 

sculptors that are practising are mostly from the southern part of the country, while in the northern 

part where this study focuses, there are few budding female sculptors who are in active in practice, 

as seen in this discussion, owing to the challenges outlined.  

This paper also shows that, majority of the female sculptors around the globe experimented with 

varied materials. Most of them are comfortable with employing unconventional materials in 

executing their sculptures. This is because they believe unconventional materials are perhaps, 

easier to manipulate, since such unconventional materials do not require so much energy to 

manipulate. The few that are using the conventional materials are inspired to do so in order to 

establish their competitive competence and capacity in relation to that of their male counterparts.  

The art practice among female sculptors residing in northern Nigeria equally revealed some 

challenges that impede their constant practice. Among them are cultural backgrounds, marital 

issues, tedious nature of sculpture and availability of materials. It is important to state that, despite 

the challenges outlined in the discussion, there are female sculptors in the region who are in active 

practice. These should challenge other female artists within and outside the region to constantly 

engage in art practice.    
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Abstract  

Human societies are frequently subjected to unfair treatment, in the form of subjugation and 

dominance leading to the feeling of marginalization, restiveness and sometimes war. Some African 

countries like Nigeria and Angola had experienced such unwholesome situation, which 

degenerated into Nigeria/Biafra War and Angola Civil Wars respectively. This paper examines the 

artistic propaganda used in both wars and their efficacy as fighting measures for fostering 

sympathetic support for the oppressed and its contribution in putting the crises to an end and 

restoring peace in both countries. Uche Okeke Biafra exhibit and the Angola Mother 

Revolutionary Images would be studied and analysed to find out the appropriateness of the two 

categories of works used in both wars. It is evident that such works targeting propaganda do 

influence the emotional reactions of both the people directly involved in the crises and the external 

bodies that could help them actualize their dreamt freedom, though its efficacy is not automatic. 

 

Keywords: Propaganda, Politics, and Works of Art 

 

Introduction 

Political injustice as unfair treatment of the masses in a nation, has always been confronted through 

different means by the groups that are feeling marginalized. In the war that ensued in Nigeria and 

Angola, both in the continent of Africa, artistic propaganda was employed in creating global 

awareness about the cruel treatment the masses were subjected into. Oxford Advanced Learner’s 

Dictionary explains propaganda as “ideas or statements that may be false or exaggerated and that 

are used in order to gain support for a political leader, party.” In the Nigeria/Biafra War, artists 

like Uche Okeke, Obiora Udechukwu and others created works of art in order to propagandize the 

suffering and harsh subjugation the Biafran masses were passing through in the hands of the 
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Nigerian soldiers. Similarly, in the civil war that happened in Angola, works of art, especially 

posters, were prolifically produced in support of Agostinho Neto’s socialist agenda. 

Wolff (2019a, p. 1), a Ph.D. candidate, University of California, Los Angeles, in a paper presented 

during a seminar, at the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, states that considering some of the global 

occurrences, artistic political posters targeting propaganda in times of national dispute have 

“featured in Vietnam, Eritrea, Mozambique, El Salvador, Angola, and Nicaragua,” and some other 

places. In most of them, the images of woman/mother revolutionary have always been dominant. 

Violation of human right and trampling on human dignity majorly prompt the search for possible 

resistant measures by the opposition group who may challenge the people in power in order to 

liberate themselves. Wolff (2019a, p. 3) points out that in a speech, Neto “lyrically describes the 

harshness of Angolan’s forced labour, their unwarranted segregation and impoverished living 

condition.” The Angolan citizens struggled to resist the Portuguese when they could no longer bear 

the sufferings. Resistance can be in the form of rebellion, riot, propaganda and sometimes might 

culminate into war. 

To this end, works of art were employed, as a means of propaganda, in visually expressing leaders’ 

maltreatment that brought about wars in Nigeria and Angola. Holness (1986, pp. 73–109) points 

out that one example of such works targeting propaganda could be witnessed in a poster that 

circulated in the United States of America, at the time of Civil Rights Movement and Vietnam War 

protest demonstrations, embodying an image of South African Soldier dragging the young 

Angolan man by the throat, which manifests the police brutality that the Angolan masses suffered. 

In another poster commemorating a decade of engagement in War of Independence in Angola, a 

photograph of a fighter waging guerrilla warfare against the Portuguese, was created illustrating a 

woman and her infant son, with a gun the woman is carrying, (Holness, 1986, pp. 73–109). That 
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picture shows that, the nation of Angola had been brutally manhandled to the extent of a nursing 

mother engaging in warfare, to support the struggle, instead of waiting to be defended by men. It 

is indeed commendable that the Angolan mother “rather than passively mourning or waiting for 

her revolutionary son, who fights for her, this mother is fighting for her son,” (Holness, 1986, pp. 

73–109) in support of the son’s mission. This type of mother/child artistic image exaggerates the 

nature of the actual incident, in order to attract sympathy and consequent support.  

The image of a mother with a child, carrying a gun at the same time, is quite touching and arouses 

sympathetic emotional feelings from the viewers who encounter it. Similarly, Uche Okeke’s works 

showing two aged women, malnourished from prolonged starvation, and who are eating from a 

plate containing infinitesimal quantity of food is no doubt emotionally moving. It is worthy of 

notice that the depicted level of their sufferings might not be holistically true, but might have been 

magnified to draw sympathetic attention. Okeke who exhibited such works in Germany during 

Nigeria/Biafra war was intentionally propagandizing the ugly nature of the happenings in the 

Biafran territory and hoped for external support that would help resist the atrocious acts being 

perpetrated on Biafran masses by the Nigerian soldiers. Women are seen by many as weaker sex 

deserving protection and should not be violated. This explains why artists used their images for 

propaganda during both Angolan and the Nigerian/Biafran Wars to foster support. It is quite 

understandable that women and children should not be the target of soldiers in any warfare, no 

matter the gravity of the fight. Being aware of this fact, artists deliberately do utilize the images of 

women and children in their work creation, especially when they are targeting propaganda. It is 

obvious that, the cognizance of people’s tender feelings for women galvanized the utilization of 

their images to foster external support, a fact that has been explored by many nations facing chaotic 
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situations, not only Nigeria and Angola.  Such images were used during Nigeria/Biafra War and 

Angola Civil War, to attract possible external supports.  

Though the Nigerian government used starvation as a measure to destabilize Biafrans, the images 

of the old women in the work of Uche Okeke may not realistically depict the gravity of hunger the 

Biafran civilians were subjected to. Such works of art are normally employed as artistic 

propaganda and can be used to attract support during the time of crisis. Likewise, the Angola 

mother/child revolutionary images can hardly be the actual happenings that were obtainable during 

the Angolan Civil War. As Wolff (2019a, p. 9) points out, there is no doubt that “many women 

combatants certainly fought for the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, but a woman 

carrying her baby and a gun at the same time was not, in fact, realistic.” Such artistic illustrations 

are normally means of propaganda to facilitate gaining support, in order to feasibly resist the 

leaders’ cruelty. 

 

Nigeria/ Biafra War and the Use of Art Works as Propaganda by Biafran Artists During the War 

Nigeria, as founded by Lord Lugard in 1914 has a multifaceted cultural background with diverse 

religious beliefs that created lots of dichotomy among the different tribes, right after the 

independence in 1960. Few years after the independence, there were coup and counter coup that 

instituted military governments, encounters that shattered the peace of the nation. Shortly after 

that, in 1966 the northerners carried out pogroms, killing the southerners domiciled in their place 

and destroying their property. The Gowon led Government that was in power by then could not 

properly address the problem, and the issues really degenerated. Wolff (2019b, p. 1) in a paper 

presented in an ArtTalk, at National Gallery of Art, Enugu states that “through the silence 

following the pogroms, and the subsequent war, a precedent was established in which leaders had 
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little or no accountability for their actions.” Otternberg, (2006, p. 213) corroborates the 

aforementioned facts, by Wolff, stating that:  

beginning in 1966, there were pogroms by Muslim Hausa and Fulani in northern Nigeria 

against Nigerians who had moved there for work from the more developed south. The 

attacks, which resulted in many deaths, were in part a reaction to a coup at the federal level 

involving Igbo military officers, and in part to resentment of southerners taking jobs in the 

north. They were largely aimed at Igbos who resided in the north in substantial numbers… 

much of that area broke away from Nigeria and declared itself the country of Biafra. 

  

The separation was not welcomed by the Nigerian government, who instantly declared war against 

the Republic of Biafra. The three years of battle was grave and “the majority of the violence took 

place on Biafran territory, causing its region to be destroyed and demoralized, in addition to its 

population that was decimated and starved,” (Wolff, 2019b, p. 1).  The attacks of the Nigerian 

soldiers were quite destructive and it affected both the Biafran military camps, coupled with the 

civilian residences. In order to ensure that the Biafrans were defeated, the Nigerian government 

prevented food supplies from entering into the Biafran territory. That brought about severe 

starvation and the Biafrans were disillusioned. Ottenberg (2006, p. 214) comments about Obiora 

Udechukwu, one of the artists on the Biafran side during the war, stating that “Udechukwu saw 

much hardship and he himself suffered from hunger and forced movement, but he also created his 

own art, mostly war images as did other artists… whose subjects include starving figures, a mother 

wailing over her dead child and refugees.” 

It was this nightmare scenario that the artists, including Uche Okeke propagandized in order to 

find favour from the external forces that they thought could salvage Biafra from the mess it was 

sunk into. Uche Okeke astutely produced works that stimulated sympathetic feelings and travelled 

to Germany; one of the World Powers that he thought could support Biafra, and exhibited the 

works there. Udechukwu who after returning from the north stayed in the east and other available 
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artists carried out artistic propaganda to boost the morale of the disenchanted Biafran soldiers. 

They created propagandist art works to restore the hope of the hopeless Biafrans and to supplicate 

substantial support from outsiders, which they expected could foster possible resistance. The 

images of starving women and children, undergoing excruciating pains were conspicuously 

manifest in both Okeke’s works and those of the other artists. Women and children images were 

more represented than that of the images of men, because they could easily affect one emotionally 

and were then preferred as better images of effective propaganda. Wolff (2019b, p. 2) comments 

that Obiora Udechukwu, in one of their conversations in December 2013, intimated her that “when 

the fighting broke out, he and many Igbo artists showed overwhelming support, for the Biafran 

cause.” She further states that “Udechuwkwu did not necessarily support secession from Nigeria 

in and itself, but he was outraged by the human right violations perpetrated during the pogroms.” 

Ottenberg (2006, pp. 213–214) while mentioning other creative artists that supported the Biafran 

cause, corroborates Wolff’s testament stating that “Udechukwu in the army on the Biafran side, 

served in propaganda units, working collaboratively with other artists, musicians, dramatists, and 

poets, to put on events for soldiers and refugees and creating war posters, strip cartoons, and other 

visual materials to strengthen the Biafrans’ will.” 

When the Biafran side could no longer withhold the rampaging hunger and vicious physical attacks 

of the Nigerian army, they gave up in 1970. Major General Chukwuemeka Odumegwu Ojukwu, 

the commander of the Biafran army, fled the country and war was declared ended. Even though 

the physical war ended in 1970, and Nigeria remained an undivided nation, the peaceful 

coexistence and unalloyed patriotism eluded the country. Wolff (2019b, p.1) highlights that at the 

end of the war, General Yakubu Gowon, the president of Nigeria by then, declared that there was 

“no victor, no vanquished.” But, the demoralized Biafran side expected actions to back up the 
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president’s speech. Good enough, there was sign of rebuilding Biafran badly affected 

infrastructures like that of “the quick reopening of the University of Nigeria, Nsukka, which 

seemed to speak to the success of the government’s reintegration policy, but that achievement was 

merely superficial,” (Ojukwu, 2002, pp. 346–357). Owing to the felt continued marginalization, 

the Biafran artists continued to create works bringing back the bitter memories of the war, though 

their intention for such aftermath artistic creation might just be for the sake of documentation and 

obviously could not serve the purpose of propaganda, which is the focus of this paper. Indeed, 

artistic propaganda can be a suitable tool for checkmating and resisting injustice, as an internet 

source titled “What Does Resistance in the Arts Look Like Today?”, asserts that “resistance is a 

challenging but yet a rewarding act that art can contribute greatly,” in its achievement. The artist 

as a common man, without governmental power, uses his works of art to address anomalies in the 

society without much fear of confrontation. As Rasheed Araeen postulates, in that same internet 

source titled “What Does Resistance in the Arts Look Like Today?” stating that “resistance can 

happen in art without a political platform.” But for efficiency, artistic propaganda should be used 

at the right time, as a kind of resistance, to stop injustice and end violence in a nation. It might not 

be appropriate to employ it after a war as it might provoke unnecessary agitation. 

  

Although Biafran artists continued the production of war images after the war, they only served as 

means of preserving the memory of the incidents of Nigeria/Biafra War, for the purpose of 

historical documentation, but no longer as propaganda to win external favours and support. Wolff 

(2019b, p. 2) analyses two post-war works by Udechukwu and she concludes that they are “visual 

acts of the remembrance of the war.” Judging The Exiles (Facing the Unknown) created in 1973, 

which was a print and the second one a drawing titled Air Raid Harsh Flute Series produced in 
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1989 she argues that “the two works simultaneously engage with and call forth memory: they are 

not only informed by Udechukwu’s own memories and experience of the war, but can also provoke 

memories in his viewers. The works act as mnemonic devices, which stimulate memory on both 

personal and collective levels,” (Wolff, 2019b, p. 2). The production of such works of art, that 

could be described as a lamentation, after the war could be necessary only if it can be appropriately 

employed to warn the future generations that war is not good, because it only shatters the peace in 

a nation and creates long lasting enmity. 

When a person is hurting and gets an opportunity to express his feelings, it reduces the pain. But 

the expression only becomes beneficial when it yields a positive result that ensures a lasting peace. 

The Biafran artists, as the defeated side, used their works of art to express their pains, which not 

only serve as an effective medium of documenting their past, but also help to keep fresh the 

memory of their ugly past to help forestall its further occurrence. As Wolff (2019b, p. 2) explains 

it, “the experience of these vanquished is confined to an untouched past and in danger of vanishing 

from national memory.” Adorno (1963, p. 91) supports the above propositions lamenting that this 

calculated forgetfulness prompts Biafrans, as the victims, to be deprived of the rightful thing being 

owed them, which they can still be entitled to, which is remembrance. Yes, as Christian virtue 

demands, it is good for someone to forgive the wrong done him, but forgetting it entirely might 

not be the right thing to do, especially if its remembrance could proffer useful solution on how to 

handle such matter in the future. Being conscious of the past gets one equipped to be able to handle 

effectively other events that might come up in the future. 
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Colonialism/Protracted War in Angola: The Employment of Artistic Images as a Means of 

Socialist Solidarity  

 

Angola went through colonial influence and experienced a prolonged war, shortly after its 

independence. Having gone through inhuman maltreatment in the hands of the Portuguese that 

colonized them, Agostinho Neto in 1956 formed the Popular Movement for the Liberation of 

Angola (MPLA). Wolff (2019b, p. 2) states that the MPLA after its formation “emerged as a 

dominant liberation force and political part,” which later saw to the realization of Angola’s 

independence in 1975. Neto in his poetry written in the 1950s and 1960s narrated the ordeal the 

country was subjected to and therein encouraged the Angolan masses to remain hopeful in the 

actualization of their dream of independence. Wolff (2019a, p. 3) further highlights that Neto 

brought in the propagandist ideology in his poem translated from the original Portuguese language 

as “Farewell at the Hour of Parting,” by introducing a black mother brooding over her beloved son 

who departed home and got involved in the battle for the freedom of Angola. 

  

The excruciating pain the Angolans were going through because of their forced labour prompted 

them to revolt against the Portuguese authority. Having little or no weapons, they converted their 

agricultural tools into fighting equipment and destroyed Portuguese property and crops. “The 

insurgency officially began with an attack on a Luanda Prison to free its political prisoners, which 

led to guerrilla warfare,” (Wolff, 2019a, p. 2). The fight was a prolonged one and the people 

explored every possible avenue to enable them to attain their freedom. Prominent among the 

utilized strategies was the creation of propagandist artistic posters containing armed women and 

mother/child revolutionary images. The woman/mother revolutionary images were majorly 

produced in support of the Neto led socialist group, the Popular Movement for the Liberation of 

Angola (MPLA), (Wolff, 2019a, p. 2). The image of mother/child actively involved in a war 
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creates sympathetic support to the socialists’ fighters who the world then saw as being deprived of 

all their human right privileges. 

A mother engaged in battle creates a soft spot in the heart of anybody with human conscience and 

therefore was an effective tool as an artistic propaganda to attract support, towards the realization 

of their cause. There were posters from British Columbia issued by the Liberation Support 

Movement Information Centre that comprised of a photograph showcasing an Angolan mother 

carrying a gun and her baby, who attempts to get hold of the weapon, the woman is holding. Seeing 

a nursing mother carrying her baby and gun at the same time, in readiness for a battle is an unusual 

occurrence that attracts human pity. The image was an effective form of propaganda that attracted 

external supports that helped MPLA in their battle for Angolan freedom. Wolff declares that the 

mother/child socialist solidarity poster as depicted “is not always the case. Instead of providing 

documentation of how Angolan women actually fought, the image communicates a deeper truth 

about the realities of these armed socialist conflicts and women’s real and allegorical roles within 

them,” (Wolff, 2019a, p. 10). She further posits that although women have really been engaged in 

wars as active combatants, their appearance in the socialist solidarity posters serves more as 

propagandistic images, showing them as “targets of enemy aggression or mourning the loss of 

their fathers, brothers, and sons, who died at the war front,” (Wolff, 2019a, p. 11). 

The essential role of mothers in the society was succinctly captured by Trotsky (1973, p. 45), who 

in a pamphlet avers that, the mother “in essence is a living point where all the decisive strands of 

economic and cultural work intersect.” The socialist solidarity poster containing the image of a 

battle ready mother signifies hope and a successful future for the nation. Highlighting the import 

of the propagandist mother image in Angola battle of freedom, Wolff (2019a, p. 12) explains that 

“once conceived as only an allegory for the motherland, armed mothers in the 1970s and 1980s 
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not only represented the forceful bringing about of a socialist revolutionary state, but they also 

served as symbols of its perpetuity.” Socialist battle of liberation empowers the masses, stabilizes 

the state and ensures a prosperous continuity. These very important socio-political facts, to a large 

extent, were actualized in Angola with the aid of artistic propaganda, majorly created as posters. 

No doubt, even though the women involvement in the war might not be as direct as the posters’ 

images showcase, their active role in the propaganda and socialist solidarity movement cannot be 

denied, in the Angolan battle for freedom. 

 

The Degeneration of the Civil War Crisis in Angola Through the Cold War External 

Influences and the Employment of Artistic Propaganda in Fighting Its Menace  

 

National disputes, insurgency and rebellion in different countries, especially in the Third World 

nations are sometimes ignited and/or encouraged by external bodies that have one interest or the 

other in the nations engaged in battles. Some of the developed nations do sponsor the opposition 

groups in countries where battles are taking place to ensure that their interests, in those nations, 

are protected. The nefarious involvements of these world powers in degenerating national 

disagreements have always been challenged indirectly through artistic propaganda and not through 

direct retaliation as in military combat. Typical example of Cold War interference was witnessed 

in Angola when in 1975, the MPLA declared the Angola’s independence, which saw Neto as their 

first president. Wolff (2019a, p. 3) narrates that the government of MPLA “was not recognized by 

another revolutionary party, the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA). 

This dissent began a long civil war (1975 – 2002), in which the Cold War powers quickly took 

sides: Cuba and the USSR aiding the MPLA, and the United States supporting UNITA.” The 

United States did not like the socialist agenda and fought indirectly to cripple its success in Angola. 
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Artists employed their creative propaganda in poster designs and illustrated the negative influence 

of the United States in the bedevilled crises in Angola and distributed them all over the United 

States. According to Holness (1986, pp. 73–109), solidarity posters concerning the liberation of 

Angola were witnessed more in the United States during Angolan Civil War that ensued after the 

declaration of Angolan independence, but were sporadically manifest in the United States during 

the struggle for freedom from the colonialist Portuguese. The artists in some groups produced 

touching visual images, serving the purpose of propaganda, like the mother revolutionary posters, 

which were utilized as a means of resisting the Cold War influences. Wolff (2019a, p. 2) while 

commending the efficacy of the image of women in carrying out artistic propaganda highlights 

that “the ways in which organizations in Cuba, the United States, and Canada utilized the image 

of the woman/mother revolutionary can shed light on how this figure communicated socialist ideas 

to an international audience.”  

Owing to the fact that these overbearing world powers fancy protecting their international images 

and would like to be seen as living saints, artistic propaganda that could dent their international 

reputation can be a suitable medium for checkmating their Cold War excesses. Considering that 

fact, Wolff (2019a, p. 1) points out that “in the late twentieth century, political posters connected 

to Cold War conflicts proliferated on a global scale and facilitated the circulation of international 

socialist imagery.” There was an artists’ group in Cuba known as Organizacion de Solidaridad de 

los Pueblos de Africa, Asia, y America Latina (OSPAAL) that carried out effectively the 

circulation of socialism international posters, she states, which “made their way to various 

countries, including the United States,” (Wolff, 2019a, p. 6).  The creation and effective circulation 

of propagandist posters globally really contributed to an extent in cushioning the effect of the Cold 
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War by revealing the involvement of the world powers in the crises happening in some places, like 

that of Angola. 

 

Uche Okeke’s Biafra Exhibit and the Works of Other Few Nigerian Artists in addition to 

Angola Mother Revolutionary Images Used as Propaganda Targeting Sympathy and 

Possible External Supports 

 

Considering the formalistic appearance of the works created by Uche Okeke and that of some other 

artists in support of Biafra, during and after Nigeria/Biafra War, it is manifest that propaganda is 

profoundly rooted in the objective of their production. This fact is also undoubtedly evident in the 

images of Angola women/mother revolutionary posters. Analysing the work of Uche Okeke 

captioned “Biafra” as published is a German newspaper shown in fig 1, it illustrates two aged 

women looking bony and haggard, eating from almost empty plates and a child seeming 

completely drained and skeletal, lying almost lifeless on an unkempt draped bed. The work was 

part of Ruth Bowert’s article published in Reinischer Merkur newspaper, on August 9, 1968, at 

the time when the Nigeria/Biafra War was going on. It was titled Massenmord und Kein Ende Ein 

Appell an Die Hiemat, which partially translates in English as Biafra Mass Death and no End, an 

Appeal to the Homeland. This work is quite touching and was used by Okeke to draw the attention 

of the world to the Biafran woes. He exhibited in Germany where he expected to get capable 

external support to help the Biafran side resist the brutal Nigerian soldiers’ destructive advances. 

The work induces sympathetic feeling in viewers and really served as a good medium for 

propaganda.  

This kind of propagandist objectivity in the creation of works of art is conspicuously manifest in 

the mother revolutionary image created during the Angolan battle for independence. There was a 

revolutionary poster titled Farewell at the Hour of Parting, which shows a dejected mother 
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carrying her unclothed little baby with a gun hung firmly at her rear. She and the baby seem to 

gaze into the distance towards the way that her son who must have gone to fight for their liberation 

followed. She appears disillusioned, abandoned and worried for the fate of her son who has 

departed and might not return. The same kind of sympathetic feeling that Uche Okeke’s work in 

fig 1 is imbued with, is also found in this mother revolutionary image illustrated in fig 2. While 

fig.1 is propagandized as a testament of the felt hunger and brutality that the Biafrans were passing 

through in the hands of Nigeria soldiers, fig.2 showcases the Angolan dismay caused by the 

inhuman treatment from the colonialist Portuguese. In both of them, the images of women and 

children were explored as the most efficacious in attracting sympathy and subsequent support from 

external bodies. This is to say that the major goals of their creation were for propaganda and 

possible resistance of the overwhelming powers from the oppositions. 

The mother/child propaganda could again be witnessed in fig.3. The work is titled Angolan 

Liberation Fighter showing a mother carrying her baby on her lap, and holding a gun with her 

right hand. Her little baby is seen caressing the gun as though it is a toy to play with, which shows 

the baby’s extent of ignorance and innocence. This can move the emotions of the outsiders and 

prompt them to get involved in handling the situation to the advantage of the oppressed, who are 

clamouring for freedom. Fig.4 which is a stylized work produced by Chuks Anyanwu, entitled 

Refugee Mother and Child is another good example of propagandist art piece still showcasing 

mother/child scenario as the title literally depicts. The work epitomizes the excruciating suffering 

that the people of Biafra encountered during the war. The appearance of both mother and child is 

glaringly pitiful, just like the Angolan Liberation Fighter illustrated in fig.3. But unlike the 

Angolan Liberation Mother combatants that look fresh and well fed, the Biafran mother/child 

images are normally emaciated to the point of becoming bony and skeletal. The Biafran images 
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were depicted in such manner owing to the fact that Nigerian government stopped the supply of 

food from all quarters to the Biafran territory, which caused hunger and starvation to be an indirect 

weapon that the ruling authority employed in winning the war. But in the case of the Angolan 

Liberation poster figures, they had no problem with food, since the main occupation the Portuguese 

were involved in was agriculture. So, emaciation was not the case in Angola, but unabated forced 

labour and dehumanization. 

 

Fig. 1. Uche Okeke, the title roughly translates to Biafra: Mass death and no end, an 

appeal to the homeland, Ruth Bowert article in the Reinischer Merkur, 9 August 1968 

© Rebecca Wolff 
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Fig. 2. Farewell at the Hour of Parting Editors of Motive, Tennessee, c. 

1971Collection of the Centre for the Study of Political Graphics, © Rebecca Wolff 

  

            
Fig. 3. Angolan Liberation Fighter, Liberation Support Movement   

       Information Centre, n.d., © Rebecca Wolff 
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Fig. 4. Chuks Anyanwu, Refugee Mother and Child, 1968, Oil 

   © Rebecca Wolff 

 

Conclusion    

Artistic propaganda is an indirect war weapon that could be employed in a crisis situation, to 

stimulate sympathy and facilitate possible external support. It was utilized in the wars and 

independent struggle that ensued in Nigeria and Angola both in the continent of Africa. The 

majorly employed figures in both battles, for the achievement of propagandist ideology, were the 

images of mother and child’s involvement in suffering the consequences of war. Mother/child 

figures were predominant, because of their efficacy in drawing general sympathy to help foster 

support for the oppressed. 

But, it is noteworthy that artistic propagandist images despite their heightened exaggeration may 

or may not yield the desired result of attracting external support in crises situations. There was no 

clear evidence that Biafrans got support from the German government after Okeke exhibited in the 

country. At the end of the Nigeria/Biafra War, Biafra could not attain their freedom, 
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notwithstanding the employment of artistic propaganda in supporting the cause of the war, by 

Biafran artists. On the other hand, considering the Angolan independence struggle, images of 

mother/child propaganda efficaciously helped in the triumph of MPLA and the country’s 

independence was actualized. But the usage of propagandist images failed to achieve the same 

result in the civil war that ensued in Angola shortly after her independence. The leader of MPLA, 

Agostinho Neto, died during that war, which lasted for quite a long time. So, artistic propaganda, 

no matter how efficient a tool it may be, should rightly be employed to checkmate crises and 

restore peace, but should not be used as a measure to aggravate the worrying situation. 
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Abstract 

 

Insurgency has become a threat to global peace and security in the 21st century due to the fact it 

constitutes the highest contributor to the humanitarian crisis in the form and rise in human 

casualties, internally displaced persons, refugee, food insecurities and the spread of various 

diseases. The media have a role in the campaign against any trend of insurgent activities if they 

are to be conquered and peace returned to the larger society. The paper used secondary data to 

source and analyse information. This paper examines the role of media in peace promotion during 

a period of insurgency and how it can be used for sustainable development. Further, the media’s 

role is to contribute towards cognitive, attitudinal and behavioural change on a large scale. This is 

a unique method of the integrated approach to include affected stakeholders to include peace 

promotion information such as words, images and even dramatization peace promotion efforts. In 

conclusion, the paper clearly states the effects of the insurgency on economic, governance and 

educational factors being affected by insurgency and reiterated the importance of a culture of 

peace. Recommendation were made towards the importance of peaceful societies as enabling 

platforms for sustainable development while violent conflict as one of the greatest obstacles to the 

achievement any sustainable development. 

 

Keywords: Peace Promotion, Media, Insurgency, sustainable Development 
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Introduction 

The media is an important source of information on activities of insurgents in reference to the 

phenomenon that primarily is taking place in Nigeria and also across the border into the Republics 

of Cameroon, Niger and Chad. The attention on the media in relation to issues of insurgency gets 

heightened due to the level of violence on the people being targeted by the insurgents. Such conflict 

situations are important to the government and non-governmental organizations as it provides them 

with ways to analyse and know how to prepare against future threats. Looking at it from this 

perspective, it is important to know the right kind of media to use when trying to reach a target 

audience. This paper examines the role of media in peace promotion during a period of insurgency 

and how it can be used for sustainable development. 

 

Insurgency became a threat to global peace and security in the 21st century due to the fact that it 

constitutes the highest contributor to humanitarian crisis in the rise of human casualties such as 

internally displaced persons (IDP’s), food insecurity, refugees and the spread of various diseases 

(Van Creveld, 1996). Stewart (2004) avers that, some development costs are obvious; people who 

join the fighting forces, who are killed or flee, can no longer work productively; schools, power 

stations and/or roads that are destroyed reduce the productive capacity of the economy. There are 

also complex interactions between events associated directly with war (fighting, movement of 

people, deaths, physical destruction, international embargoes, and military expenditures) and 

developments in the macro and micro economy which mostly lead to adverse changes in individual 

entitlements, both economic and social (International Crisis Group, 2014). It has been noted that 

the costs of crime are tangible and intangible, economic or social, direct or indirect, physical or 

psychological, individual or communal. The cost of crime can be incurred as a result of the actual 

experience of criminal activities, when there is physical injury, when properties are stolen, 

damaged or destroyed. As a consequence of the prevalence of crime in any society, the 

demographic composition may be altered through the mass movement of people from crime-prone 

areas to areas perceived to be relatively crime-free and peaceful. This can also lead to brain-drain 

and other socio-economic problems (Adebayo, 2014:483).  
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In the case of Nigeria, its current history is a combustible mix of violent extremism (mainly 

religiously driven), and thriving home-grown insurgencies. The fabric of Nigeria’s unity appears 

to have been ripped by violent extremism (Babalola, 2013:5). A country once respected for its role 

in restoring stability in some conflict-torn states in West Africa, such as Liberia, Sierra Leone and 

Chad amongst others, is now in need of the international community’s assistance to guarantee 

peace and security in her own territory. The growing campaign and violence due to Boko Haram 

insurgency, not only poses a serious threat to internal security in Nigeria, but retains the capability 

to threaten regional stability in West Africa as a whole (Onuoha, 2014:1). Some of the factors that 

have suffered as resultant causes of the Boko Haram crisis are: 

1. Economic Factors: Insurgency, terrorism and other forms of militia activities can impose 

costs on a targeted country through a number of avenues (Joshua and Chidozie, 2014).  As 

noted in The Punch (2012) editorial, “Investors are wary of coming to a country where 

their lives and investments are not safe”, this has led Nigeria’s steady decline in the Global 

Peace Index. Out of 158 countries surveyed, the country was 117th in 2007, 129th in 2008 

and 2009, 137th in 2010, 142nd in 2011 and 146th in 2012. Nigeria is only better than 

countries such as Syria, Pakistan, North Korea, Iraq, Sudan, Democratic Republic of 

Congo, Afghanistan, Libya, Israel, Russia and Somalia-pariah states or nations on a war 

footing. Terrorist incidents have economic consequences by diverting Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDI), destroying infrastructure, redirecting public investment funds to 

security, or limiting trade. If the targeted country losses enough FDI, which is an important 

source of its earnings and savings, then it may also experience reduced Economic Growth 

(Joshua and Chidozie, 2014:359.) In terms of finance and investment, though direct and 

indirect losses are unquantifiable, a World Investment Report (WIR, 2010) of the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD, 2010), estimated that the 

domestic economy of Nigeria, lost a whopping N1.33 trillion Foreign Direct Investment 

(FDI), owing to the activities of insurgents going by the name ‘Boko Haram’. And, these 

conditions create fears; making investment chances for Investors narrow (Eme and Ibietan, 

2012). The UNCTAD report indicates that, FDI flows to Nigeria fell to $6.1 billion 

(N933.3 billion) in 2010, a decline of about 29 % from the $8.65 billion (N1.33 trillion) 

realized in 2009 fiscal year. 
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2. Governing Factor: Many governments justify excessive expenditures on security as intent 

to secure the homeland. In Nigeria, many Governors, particularly in the North Eastern part 

Nigeria have justified their non-performance and lack of development to the fact that they 

are fighting terrorism in their various states (Joshua and Chidozie, 2014). Huge sums of 

monies designated for security votes have been embezzled by these Governors while 

failing to secure their various states. More often than not, they justify the expenditure on 

equipping the police and the manning of various checkpoints in their states. The same thing 

can be said of the Federal Government in its huge expenditure on Defence, yet not fully 

equipping the security forces with much needed equipment. That the insurgents sometimes 

outgun the security agents is a testament to the dilapidated equipment the security forces 

use in trying to contain terrorism (Joshua and Chidozie, 2014). 

3. Educational Factor: Beyond the Boko Haram attacks that sow fear and terror amongst 

the local population, education is already facing many social and economic constraints 

going by the alarming dropout rates. Overall, the number of children out of school in north-

eastern Nigeria is 30 times higher than in the country’s south-east. With the frequent attacks 

on schools by Boko Haram and the case of abduction of female pupils, there are rising fears 

of further deterioration of the already dire state of the girl- child education in the region 

(Barna, 2014). In a country that is struggling with educational infrastructure and qualitative 

manpower to improve on the standard and quality of education, the Boko Haram 

insurgency is further compounding its challenges. Certainly, this is affecting adversely the 

present and future development of this country (Barna, 2014). 

4. Security Factor: The impact of terrorism on internal security in Nigeria cannot be 

overemphasised as citizens now live in fear of impending but unknown attacks. Security is 

most important to the poor and the vulnerable groups, especially women and children, 

because bad policing, weak justice, panel systems and corrupt militaries mean that they 

suffer disproportionately from crime and insecurity (Kwaja, 2013). Thus, they are less 

likely able to access government services, invest in improving their own futures and escape 

from the ever increasing state of poverty they find themselves in. The huge governance 

deficit in the country has been one that people do not see as part of a state building project, 

under leadership that is unwilling to transform society and guarantee security for the 

people. Rather, the emphasis is placed on the appropriation of power and security at the 
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expense of good governance and human security Indeed, as noted in International Crisis 

Group’s report (2014), poverty is a by-product of bad governance, which includes a bloated 

administration. A bulging percentage of federal and state budgets is allocated to salaries, 

allowances, pocket money, foreign trips and temporary duty tours constraining capital and 

development projects. 

Apart from the economic and monetary costs associated with terrorism, there are also social and 

psychological costs. Terrorism corrodes inter-communal trust and destroys the reservoir of social 

capital that is important to building harmonious societies and pooling together community energies 

for development nationally. This results in a vicious cycle of violence which hampers national 

cohesion and stability (International Crisis Group, 2014). Thus, the importance of a culture of 

peace and peaceful coexistence cannot be overemphasised from the above discussion. Any 

sustainable development that is to be initiated by the government or non-governmental 

organizations has to take into consideration that without the existence of peace, security and 

wellbeing, those efforts will be either non-existent or slow in fruition. For the purpose of this paper, 

the researcher intends to look at the importance of peace, its resultant effects and its impact for 

sustainable development. So what exactly is a Culture of Peace?  

 

The Culture of Peace concept in Africa was first defined by UNESCO on the global scale during 

the international Congress on “Peace in the Minds of Men” in 1989, held in Yamoussoukro, Cote 

d’lvoire. According to the definition adopted by the United Nations General Assembly; a culture 

of Peace consists of values, attitudes and behaviours that reflect and inspire social interaction and 

sharing based on the principles of freedom, justice and democracy. Propagating all human rights, 

tolerance and solidarity, that reject violence and endeavour to prevent conflicts by tackling their 

root causes to solve problems through dialogue and negotiation, which guarantee the full exercise 

of all rights and the means to participate fully in the development process of a society.  

 

This concept of a culture of peace further delineates the integration of values, beliefs, forms of 

spirituality, local knowledge and technologies, traditions and forms of cultural and artistic 

expression (Williams,1981). These contribute to the respect of human rights, cultural diversity, 

solidarity and the rejection of violence to build democratic societies. For this to be achieved to its 

maximum, peace has to be a practicable concept within communities as they are the sum total of 
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the populace making up societies. Peaceful societies are enabling platforms for sustainable 

development while violent conflict is one of the greatest obstacles to the achievement of 

sustainable development (Serrageldin and Martin-Brown, 1999). Freedom from fear and violence 

is a fundamental human right and the essential foundation for building peaceful and prosperous 

societies. 

 

Recent researches in international spaces is focusing towards a global phenomenon of integrating 

peace keeping, peace building and peace promotion as a methodology in conflict environments. 

There have been advocacies towards an inclusive and holistic approach in peace processes by 

incorporating the concept of cultural sources and resources and revisiting the strength of 

languages, traditions, history, media and artistic activities (Williams,1981). This paper focuses 

also on an area that is yet to be fully exploited which involves the role of media in peace promotion 

and peace building for sustainable development. The importance of media cannot be 

overemphasised as it has been used in different contexts to show realities of behaviours and 

actions. It also plays an important role in societal transformation activities which have been 

successful in countries such as Angola, Zambia, Japan, China, New Zealand and Germany. Since 

peace is considered an enabling condition for sustainable development it is paramount to stress the 

importance of promoting a culture of peace among insurgent infested communities for the creation 

and maintenance of a strong and resilient society.  

 

Promoting a Culture of Peace  

Experience has shown that globally we must work to promote a culture of peace. There have been 

various international efforts to promote a culture of peace which have sought to build on the 

precepts that emphasize respect, tolerance, safeguarding human rights and peaceful settlements of 

differences (Ramcharan, 2010). The promotion of a culture of peace is particularly essential in the 

aftermath of any conflict as during the aftermath of conflict the peace process must be given high 

priority on ways of stopping and countering hate in media, and promoting better relations and 

harmonious relationship between different population groups so as to attenuate past tensions and 

promote good neighbourly relations in future.  
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Actors of Post-Conflict Peacebuilding  

Taking stock of the actors involved in post-conflict reconstruction is another way of understanding 

the complexity and multi-dimensional nature of peacebuilding and peace promotion process 

(Chetail, 2010). The issues here can be examined from various perspectives: exogenous actors 

versus local or endogenous actors; state actors versus non-state actors; decision-makers versus 

civil society; civilians and the military; political leaders and economic agents (Chetail, 2010). 

Moreover, all of these actors are involved and interconnected at different degrees. While 

interventions from the international community, the State and Civil societies are important. It is 

also important to recognize the need to involve informal/traditional structures in purposes of 

ensuring and restoring peacebuilding/promotion programs are locally owned, people-cantered and 

rights based (Tschirgi, 2004). The work of John P. Lederach showed clearly how important it is to 

reconcile and combine a ‘bottom-top’ approach and ‘top-bottom approach to peace promotion 

initiatives. Both approaches are complementary and interconnected in establishing sustainable 

peace (Lederach, 1997: 60).  

 

Despite certain limitations in the concept of peace promotion in post-conflict situation, this concept 

has greatly evolved in the field of practice in its own rights. External actors have become more 

conscious of their own limitations and of the correlative need for a context-specific approach 

determined and tailored to local needs and realities. Certain analysts have observed the importance 

of taking a holistic approach to promotion, seeing that it encompasses human rights, security and 

development, the linkages between them need to be adequately recognized and prioritized. There 

should be mutual accountability as peace processes require a strong partnership based on 

accountability and mutual respect between the people of the host country, government and their 

international partners (Chetail, 2010). Winning peace has typically proved far harder than winning 

a war, if this is to be changed, we need to learn to speak the same language when we talk about 

peace. Otherwise, in the absence of a common target, peace will continue to be plagued by 

ambiguities and misunderstandings of a dynamic range. Furthermore, the importance of sustained 

engagement cannot be overemphasised, as this is a long term process requiring sustained and 

predictable engagement from all stakeholders. Notwithstanding, the necessity to implement 

projects that provide tangible peace dividends, sufficient attention should be given to sustainable 

efforts for continues developmental initiatives (Chetail, 2010). 
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Sustainable Development  

The term sustainability has become popular in contemporary policy-oriented research as an 

expression of what public policies ought to achieve. The inspiration came from the Brundtland 

Report of 1987 (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). The concept of 

sustainability was originally coined in forestry, meaning never harvesting more than what the 

forest yields in new growth (Wiersum, 1995). Therefore, the report of the UN World Commission 

on Environment and Development, known as the Brundtland Report after its chairperson, was 

welcomed for showing a way out of impending doom. It was this report which adopted the concept 

of sustainability and gave it the widespread recognition it enjoys today. The question which 

Brundtland and her colleagues posed themselves was: how can the aspirations of the world’s 

nations for a better life be reconciled with limited natural resources and the dangers of 

environmental degradation? Their answer is sustainable development, in the Commission’s words 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987: 8). 

Thus, environmental concerns are important, but the basic argument of sustainability is one of 

welfare, as seen in the context of inter-generational equity. We should care for the environment 

not because of its intrinsic value, but in order to preserve resources for the future generation. Since 

that time, there have been major developments in the concept of sustainability: its interpretation in 

terms of three dimensions, which must be in harmony: social, economic and environmental. In 

2005, the United Nations World Summit confirmed its view on the key pillars of Sustainable 

development by reaffirming to “promote the integration of the three components of sustainable 

development – economic development, social development and environmental protection – as 

interdependent and mutually reinforcing pillars” (UN 2005:11). Thus the research also focuses on 

the use of media as a tool for promoting peace in post conflict situations for sustainable 

development.  

 

 

Media’s framing of Conflict 

The media shape what we see and hear about conflict, while the perspectives of those who run the 

media shape stories that are covered. Media owners have economic interests; they want to sell their 
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stories and programs to a public who will buy their newspapers or watch their programs. Increasing 

corporate control over media in some countries plays a role in controlling the types of stories that 

get covered and the way stories get framed (Cohen,2012).  

 

Media owners and professionals decide what they think the public or some target audience wants 

to see and hear, a common principle of this is: “If it bleeds, it leads.” This means that violent 

conflict will or should be headline news, not news of cross-cultural dialogue and understanding. 

The media mostly covers conflict, not peacebuilding. This tendency to cover conflict and violent 

occurrences distorts reality and leads many people to think that conflict is pervasive and peace is 

abnormal. As well as covering conflict, the media can also play a significant role as a peace builder 

and mediator, in particular, the media can help in spreading a culture of peace and create harmony 

in societies, by changing the practice of making violent conflict a headliner. As Wolfasfeld notes, 

“there is a considerable amount of research on the role of media in conflict and so little concerning 

media and peace” (Cohen, 2012). 

 

The Role of the Media in Building Peace 

From the foregoing, we should benefit from the media in peace promotion and minimizing conflict. 

“Information is power and insight can impact on public discourse” (Kuusik, 2010). Lack of 

information can, at any stage of a conflict, make people restless, distressed and easily influenced. 

The ability to make informed decisions strengthens societies and fosters economic growth, 

democratic structures and the positive outlook on the future. The media with its means and types 

can play a significant role and influence the conflict area positively, by applying its influence 

towards ending the conflict, or at least enhancing the peace environment and driving the public 

towards peace. As has been argued, “media functions as a channel of communication that 

counteracts misperceptions. It frames and analyses the conflict, identifies the interests, defuses 

mistrust, provides safe emotional outlets, and more”. As Robert Karl Manoff of New York 

University’s Centre for War, Peace and the News Media points out, these are precisely some of 

the elements that are involved in a conflict-resolution process”, (Howard, 2002).  
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Functions of The Media in Peacebuilding  

The media play a wide range of roles in our lives. Some of these roles are constructive and some 

are destructive. Recognizing the diversity within the media is a first step in critically analysing 

how best to use the media to support peacebuilding. Below are some functions of the media: 

 

Media as Peace Promotor 

Media events can be used at the beginning of negotiations to build confidence, facilitate 

negotiations or break diplomatic deadlocks to create a climate conducive to negotiation. Media 

events such as press releases, rock concerts, or radio programs can celebrate peace agreements and 

negotiations. The media events may help to promote and mobilize public support for agreements. 

For example, in Burundi, Studio Ijambo is attempting to harness the power of radio for constructive 

purposes. Beginning in 1995, Search for Common Ground (a non-governmental organization) set 

up Studio Ijambo with a team of twenty Hutu and Tutsi journalists to promote dialogue, peace, and 

reconciliation. Studio Ijambo produces approximately one hundred radio programs per month to 

create a steady campaign to promote peace (Eytan, 2002). Other programs that produced by the 

Search for Common Ground are television programs such as “Voices of Peace” Mata za Mu 

Iya”and many more others in Peace FM 97.5 in Jos Plateau State Nigeria. The purpose of such 

programs is promoting a culture of peaceful dialogue amidst conflicting communities (Adiwu, 

PRTV/FM, 2019) 

 

Media as Information Provider and Interpreter 

The media provides people with important information about their environment (e.g. political, 

cultural, social issues) and respond to more imminent problems (weather, traffic, natural 

catastrophes, etc.). At least in part, people make decisions about whether to dress for warm or cold, 

choose political leaders to vote for in elections, and judge other groups in society based on the 

media. The media interpret events beyond our physical realm and help us make sense of them. 

With the improvement of technologies and the advancement of new media such as the internet, 

media plays an increasingly prominent role in our daily communication and entertainment. For 

example, the Otpor Movement, developed in 1998 by Serbian students, responded to new 

restrictions on academic and media freedom with a highly unconventional movement called Otpor 
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(‘resistance’ in Serbian). Otpor developed their own grassroots media campaign to provide 

information and inspiration to all who resisted the Milosevic government (Jovanovic, 2005). 

 

Media as Gatekeeper 

The media can also act as a gatekeeper by setting agendas, filtering issues and trying to maintain 

a balance of views. The Media likes to portray themselves as ‘balanced and fair,’ even when they 

privately seek to promote a particular ideology and limit the public’s exposure to a wide array of 

information or set of ideas. In 2006, a cartoonist in Denmark created international conflict with his 

message about Islam. The global tensions prompted extensive analysis of how and when media 

professionals should act as a gatekeeper to prevent certain expressions that could be deemed 

humiliating or offensive to certain groups. The field peace promotion has done little to lay out 

specific products within this framework. Peace itself is not really a product, it is an idea, but does 

not necessarily suggest automatically some new specific behaviour that the public should adopt. 

The first step in assessing the wisdom of using the media for peace promotion in a region is to 

determine the specific goals of local peace experts that can be ‘packaged’ as tangible and realistic 

products to sell to the public. 

 

In general, peace promotion programs aim to change attitudes and behaviours away from violence 

and toward peace, responding to the violence of all kinds; direct forms of armed violence and 

structural forms of violence that discriminate against certain ethnic, religious, gender, or economic 

class groups. A wide range of programs and projects aim to build relationships across the lines of 

peace promotion building a foundation for open communication. The new behaviour you want 

people to adopt is the ‘product’ in any media campaign, the new behaviour needs to be something 

that is attractive to and in the interest of the consumer. If people do not feel they have a problem 

or that their situation could be improved, they are unlikely to adopt a new product. Peace promotion 

aims to invoke several types of changes: 

• Cognitive Changes: the ways people think about conflict and other groups of people. 

• Attitudinal Changes:  the attitudes people hold toward each other. 

• Behavioural Changes: the ways people act towards each other. 

Classic theories of change tell us that people change through manipulation, compulsion, persuasion 

or a combination of these forces. People are forced or feel compelled to change when threatened 
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with negative impacts such as violence as a consequence. People are manipulated to change when 

they are convinced through other means to think that change is good for them. People are 

persuaded to change when they are fully convinced and voluntarily decide to change (Price and 

Thompson, 2002). Persuasion includes teaching, talking and media dissemination of newer or 

alternative ideas. Since peace promotion centres on values of empowerment and self-

determination, clearly most peace promotion efforts aim to persuade rather than force or 

manipulate people to change. It has been shown that when people’s cognition, attitudes, or 

behaviours change by their own will, as a result of persuasion, the changes are more likely to be 

long lasting than if the changes were brought about by manipulation or force. A growing number 

of studies have begun constructing the strategy and conditions for positive use of media peace 

promotion (Price and Thompson, 2002). Those studies recognize the limitations of media effects 

on people as they have been described in the literature. Some of those conclusions have helped 

realize the power and the limitations of media impact on people and the society: 

1. The most obvious effect of media is in its ability to increase cognitive knowledge by supplying 

people with information. The media helps to set the public agenda and frame the scope of public 

discussion by providing the range of ideas from which we can choose. 

2. Some well-crafted messages and media formats have been effective in modifying and altering 

attitudes. The media can prompt us to like or dislike an idea, attitude or behaviour. 

3. The media rarely directly affects behaviours. The media does not work like a hypodermic 

needle, where something can be injected into the body to make people behave in a desired way. It 

is unlikely that showing something will propel people to behave in a new way. The media’s impact 

on behaviour is more complex and likely to work on attitudes and opinions that shape behaviours 

rather than directly affecting people’s actions or behaviours (Price and Thompson, 2002). 

 

Another attempt to establish how media can impact peace is offered through the prism of 

behavioural change theoretical models. Over the last half of the previous century, social scientists 

described the impact of communication on human behaviour. Though they come from different 

scientific disciplines (e. g. psychology, sociology etc.) they all agree in their description of the 

model as a process of consecutive steps. All the models of behavioural change agree on the 

multiple stages necessary for sustainable change to occur. 
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The earliest attempt to explain behavioural change established a hierarchy of the process: initial 

cognition is followed by an affective response (like or dislike) and ends with a new behaviour or 

action. Other theorists claim this process is a bit more complicated. They say that first people gain 

knowledge and become aware of some new idea - such as peacebuilding. Then they may or may 

not become persuaded to believe that peacebuilding is a good idea or that it works. Then they 

decide whether they support peacebuilding, as a concept. If they do support it, they may implement 

that idea by supporting its implementation. 

 

Changed behaviour is the result of multiple sets of changes in understanding attitudes toward some 

new idea. What has been well established in the last 80 years of research on effects of media are 

that, while the direct impact of the media on people’s behaviour is uncertain, some direct links 

between the ability of media to sufficiently supply the information have been confirmed. 

Unfortunately, these two kinds of impacts are represented primarily in the first two stages of the 

behavioural change models. Effects theory supplies the evidence of the media’s impact mainly on 

cognition and attitudes (Severin and Tankard, 1992). If these stages of behavioural change were 

generally accepted, the following model of action would need to be considered for using the media 

in peace promotion efforts. 

 

The impact of the media decreases as we move from cognition to behavioural change. This is the 

point when the information has been acquired, the attitude toward it has been formed and the 

audience is ready to make a decision and implement it. Different variables impact the decision to 

make a behaviour change and its implementation, some act as constraints that can prevent 

significant positive media effects.  

 

Cognitive Change: The Role of Information Programming 

All three models suggest that the initial stage of behavioural change (knowledge, 

precontemplation, contemplation, cognition) deals with the supply of information supporting the 

desired change. A change of behaviour at the initial level is instigated. The process of positive 

change toward peace begins when a new piece of information is made available, safely transferred 

and acquired by the targeted audience. This change simply cannot occur if peace-oriented 

information cannot find a way to the audience. In other words, the most persuasive and the best 
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designed media content will remain ineffective if the audience does not have a chance to be 

exposed to it (Severin and Tankard, 1992).  

 

Attitudinal Change: The Role of Entertainment Programming and Advertising 

Once information is acquired, an audience tends to position itself toward the message by 

contemplating the value of the message and immediately formulating a positive or a negative 

response to it. The media can contribute toward creating positive attitudes. A number of brand new 

products and services are introduced each year and the process of positive attitude building is 

carried out successfully through the media in front of our eyes. Developing a positive relationship 

with a former enemy due to new knowledge or experience can be accomplished through creation 

or re-creation of positive attitudes toward a group of people. 

 

Marketing and advertising represent an entire industry that specializes in creating attitudes. In 

campaigning and advertising, the messages are designed to seek out the audience, by anticipating 

audience activities and aiming to intercept them to deliver the message. This is where the 

billboards, posters, leaflets, and also audio, video and print advertisements are used to gain 

maximum impact. Campaigns that used a combination of these resources have been conducted in 

peace processes in Ireland, Macedonia, Bosnia and the Great Lake region of Africa. For example, 

advertising through the media made a significant impact on the success of a peace agreement in 

Northern Ireland (Search for Common Ground, 2004). 

 

Behavioural Change: The Cumulative Impact of Media and other Social Institutions 

Peace media efforts are most effective if they are integrated into more than a few isolated projects, 

as the media do not have the ability to execute the peace promotion effort on their own. In the 

absence of an integrated effort, media cannot manage structural and cultural violence that exist. 

The media must be understood as an integral and important segment of peace development.  While 

media can contribute toward the formation of attitudes, opinions and increased knowledge and 

awareness by supplying information, the limiting factor is the uncertainty that this positive impact 

will transfer to behaviour or result in action. For this to happen, a number of other variables need 

to be aligned with the media effort. Because action or behaviour is dependent on many outside 

variables and because these variables contribute to the end result as much as any form of 
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communication initiative, only the true integration of all media genres into a greater peace 

promotion strategy can ensure a significant move toward a peaceful society. In today’s media 

environment it is not enough to employ just a few uncoordinated messages. Thus, the importance 

to include the government and non-governmental organizations to include peace promotion 

information such as words, images and even dramatization in peace building and peace promotion 

efforts is of paramount importance (Nuurse, 2006). 

 

Conclusion  

Bringing about constructive change in a conflict ridden environment is a challenge. Helping to 

change people’s beliefs, attitudes, and behaviours require in-depth knowledge about the conditions 

that enable people to make these changes. The media’s role in contributing to cognitive, attitudinal 

and behavioural change on a large scale is unique. Peace promotion professionals can use the 

media in harmony with their other programs if they know when, why, and how to use the media 

for the most strategic impact in lessening the polarization between groups. On the other hand, 

media professionals still have much to learn about why and when their work can contribute to 

preventing violent conflict and building peace between groups. The media and peace professionals 

both have their limitations and share an interest in the dynamics of conflict. Cooperation between 

agencies, donors, civil society, peacebuilding organizations and media practitioners is essential 

(Nuurse, 2006). 

 

There is a need for meetings, seminars and work groups where models and best practices can be 

shared, as using media in peacebuilding is a new practice, everyone has a lot to learn from the 

exchange of experiences. A careful assessment of whether the media is likely to play a positive or 

negative role in achieving the goals of peace promotion requires greater insight into ways the 

media helps and harms the path toward constructive change. Both peace promotion and media 

professionals still have a great deal to learn on this journey. 
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Abstract 

The key to creating strong brand awareness is by repeatedly exposing a brand to the target 

audience. This study was carried out with a view to determining the advantage of using social 

media handles to advertise agricultural products. Journal materials from the libraries and online 

were used to gather information. It was found that Facebook has over 500 million users, there are 

over 200 million accounts on Twitter, LinkedIn has around 100 million users. Instagram now has 

1 billion users worldwide. The sheer large number of people that view an advert on any of this 

media comes handy in deciding on whether to advertise on any of the media. It is recommended 

among others, to have a good working knowledge of the elements and principles of design as this 

goes a long way to create a successful design that will create a memorable brand awareness. 

Keywords: Advertising, Agricultural products, social media, campaign, economic opportunities 

 

Introduction 

The greatest product or service in the world won't make money unless consumers know it exists. 

Advertising is a marketing tactic involving paying for space to promote a product, service, or 

cause. The actual promotion messages are called advertisements, or ads in short. Advertising 

identifies a current problem or opportunity for an item or corporate brand and brings about 

promotion for the product or service. It also identifies the right consumers, communicate and 

explain the availability thereby closing the gap between the consumer and the manufacturer. 

Advertising according to Bullmore (2018) is any paid-for communication overtly intended to 

inform and/or influence one or more people.” 

In recent times and increasingly, though, definitions of advertising have had to take on board 

new communications opportunities.  The explosion of media channel opportunities, including 
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social, have made the advertising environment much more complex. Different media channels 

and different communications opportunities require different approaches. Currently, agencies use 

a variety of different models of communication, which includes: 

1. Persuasion 

2. Engagement 

3. Participation 

4. Facilitation 

5. Conversation 

With the constant evolution of digital media channels and the rise of social media, these models 

develop rapidly, making advertising an exciting field to be a part of. Hawks (2018) summed it up 

in his definition, Advertising is the action of calling public attention to something, especially by 

paid announcements. Note that the definition uses the term 'action of' and doesn't specify that 

advertising is limited to Print media, Television, Internet, or any other specific medium. While it 

does place an emphasis on 'paid announcements,' it isn't a requirement. Finally, it only says that 

attention is called to something, not specifically ‘good attention’. Anyone that turned on the TV 

during election period knows advertising could be negative. 

Agriculture is the science and practice of farming, including cultivation of the soil for the growing 

of crops and the rearing of animals to provide food, wool, and other products. Abbas (2011) 

observed that the word agriculture is derived from the Latin word ager…it means (soil) and the 

cultural means of cultivation. Simply we can say cultivation of soil, however, the technical 

definition is the science and the art of farming including the work of cultivating the soil, producing 

the crops and raising livestock.  

It has two main branches the Crops and the Animals 
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Relevance of Agriculture 

The relevance of agricultural practice to humanity and the environment are numerous and include 

the following:  

1. Supply or provision of food and fibre  

2. Contributes to the Gross Domestic Products GDP  

3. Agriculture provides raw materials to industries.  

4. Agriculture provides foreign exchange for the country.  

5.  Large labour force in Nigeria are engaged in agriculture 

Agriculture in Nigeria is a significant sector in the economy, providing employment for 70% of 

the population. Most farms focus on the production of cocoa beans. The main crops grown in 

Nigeria are: cocoa beans; rice; rubber; cotton; yam; corn; sweet potato. According to Makinwa 

(2017), the processing of agriproducts in Nigeria is growing fast and it is more than 24% of the 

country's GDP. The country administration seeks to variegate the country's economy by supporting 

agriculture and rural areas development. Currently, agriculture yields more profits than industrial 

manufacture and oil production. Another goal of the government is to lower the import of products 

from other countries and simultaneously lower the unemployment rate in Nigeria.  

 

Agriculture and Economic Recession in Nigeria 

Blessed with abundant land and water resources, Nigeria’s agricultural sector has a high potential 

for growth, but this potential is not being realized. Productivity is low and basically stagnant. 

Farming systems, which are mostly small in scale, are still predominantly subsistence-based and 

for the most part, depend on the vagaries of the weather. The country’s vast irrigation potential 

remains largely unexploited. Most Nigerian farmers produce mainly food crops using traditional 

extensive cultivation methods, while commercial agriculture based on modern technologies and 

purchased inputs remains underdeveloped. The capacity of the agricultural research system has 

eroded in recent years, as has that of the extension service, so, even when improved technologies 

are available, often they fail to reach farmers. Farmers’ lack of technical knowledge is compounded 

by deficiencies in input distribution systems, which limit the timely availability of improved seed, 

fertilizer, crop chemicals, and machinery.  

 

Nigerian Government as at today is investing in Agriculture through encouraging farmers by 

giving small and medium-term loans to facilitate farming. They support the position that, 

agriculture can be used to overcome the economic recession in the country. For example, the 
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production of rice saves the country a lot of money, and now is progressing. A look of the figures 

of rice import from Thailand in 2014 and 2015, the number of tons has reduced in more than 200 

times (in 2014 – 1.2 million, while in 2015 – 58,000). The government will continue to motivate 

and support the Ministry of Agriculture in Nigeria, and also such companies as WACOTT, 

Dangote, OLAM, and BUA. However, having made these goods available there is a need to reach 

out to the end users. The middle man makes goods very expensive without incurring so many 

overheads. Prices of goods are high mostly due to the consumer not having knowledge and access 

to the goods. Advertising can bridge this gap by building awareness of the availability of the goods 

and information on where to acquire the goods. 

 

 

Creating Brand Awareness to Boost Sales through Free Social Media Platforms 

Social media are simply communication and networking tools such 

as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube etc. basically targeted at achieving interconnectivity 

amongst individuals, groups and businesses. What’s great about using social media tools is that, 

it reaches and engages with millions of people, with many of them potentially turning into 

prospects and clients.  

Social Media Statistics: 

• Facebook has over 500 million users. 

• There are over 200 million accounts on Twitter. 

• LinkedIn has around 100 million users. 

• Instagram 1billion users 

These days, it only needs a touch of a button and you’re communicating real time with the people 

across the world. Social media has played its part in creating awareness and opportunities for 

businesses, interacting with prospects and customers, providing comic relief and even 

education. Gabriel, C. (2018). According to Stelzner  (2011), Small and Medium Businesses using 

social media marketing realized significant gains in brand exposure, traffic and sales. In Nigeria, 

customers’ relationship is as important as the capital of the business itself. There have been series 

of knowledge transfer skills in attracting customers and keeping a favourable relationship with 

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.twitter.com/
https://instagram.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/social-media-marketing-industry-report-2011/
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them. With the emergence of social media, relationships with the customers have become so 

flexible, that social media managers have found it pleasing to keep tabs on customers.  

More so, making use of the social media platforms by Nigerian businesses have gone beyond 

creating awareness and product advertisements. It also calls for sustaining the advertisement with 

over 45 % of students from the estimated 13 million social media users in Nigeria spending an 

average of 3 hours daily on the social media. It has been advised by experts that the social media 

are effective for giving leverage and adding value to businesses.  

Six Advantages of the Social Media 

The advantages of social media are numerous and varied. They include: 

1. Building relationships and enhancing programmes of activities 

2.  Provision of cost effective Advertising 

3. Being a revenue generating source 

4. Increasing brand awareness 

5. Providing more Inbound traffic 

6. Provision of better Customer satisfaction 

Social media is a networking and communication platform. Creating a voice for companies 

through these platforms is important in humanizing activities of the companies. 

Customers appreciate knowing that when they post comments on business owners pages, they 

will receive response from real people not ‘automated’ replies. Being able to acknowledge each 

comment shows that someone is attentive to visitors needs and aim to provide the best 

experience for them. When it comes to satisfying customers, businesses that have used social 

media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and even WhatsApp) confess to its being a 

means to improve their quality of service. 

Social Media and Graphic Design  

In the human brain, almost 30% of neurons of the cortex are devoted to visual processing, while 

just 8% for touch and only 3% for hearing. Now one can logically imagine to what extent images 

and visuals appeal the human eyes. (Brian, 2016) 

Today, graphic design visuals play vital roles in content creating. If you have to sell your product 

or service, you have to ‘share’. Share what? Value added contents. And how? Mainly through 

https://digitalmarketingskill.com/whatsapp-marketing-strategy/
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attractive visuals. Because gone are the days when people used to scroll and read lengthy 

paragraphs. Contents that don’t have visual elements are likely missing out a chunk of potential 

customers and the opportunities that follow. It is of high importance to have the knowledge of how 

to create visuals that appeals to prospective customers. This requires a good knowledge of 

Graphics. 

Infographics have listed the following 10 points as guides for creating attractive designs for social 

media: 

1. Different Images for different Social Media Platforms 

Each social media platform has a different set of size resolutions for graphic design requisites. 

The size that works fine with Facebook might not work with Twitter. So one need to stay 

updated about the respective sizes of each social media channels.  

2. Include a Logo 

The presence of a recognizable logo makes it much easier for people to relate and enjoy the 

graphic. This helps in creating brand engagement.  

3. Set a Goal 

There should be a set goal for each image that is created. Is it to drive traffic, or increase 

engagement, or get more fan following? Setting up some fixed goals to help align the graphic 

accordingly will be necessary. 

However, it is always best to have one goal in mind, and to accomplish it. Too many goals 

driven into a graphic concept can confuse the social media followers and backfire. 

4. A Quintessential Blend of Shapes and Images 

There are tools that let the designer play with texts, shapes, and layers. One may rotate the letters 

to fit each shape perfectly, thus creating a nice visual effect. Alternatively, it is possible to 

arrange texts around the objects in the image, instead of placing them over the texts. 

5. Avoid too many Texts 

Even if you love to text, that doesn’t mean one should allow words to make the image look 

crowdy. Whether one is creating a graphic for Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Pinterest, or 

Instagram, it is best to limit oneself to one or two liners. 
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Too many texts can be overwhelming to the onlookers. The point of social media graphics is to 

deliver the actual message through colour, shape, and one/two liner texts. 

6. Maintain Consistency 

If posting a graphic to support your tweet, make sure that the text in the graphic and the tweet are 

similar. This is important because most people choose to click or not based on image or text. To 

avoid high bounce rates, let them know what they are getting into by clicking it. 

7. Be Creative 

There is a range of visual contents, so it’s not like you have to feed your fans with images and 

images every day. It might be a little trite. So how do you solve this? 

Be creative and create a variety! There are various types of graphics that can be shared on social 

media. Here are a few ideas: 

• Top 10 Lists 

• Post Quotations of famous people in an engaging typo and shape 

• Infographics 

• Charts 

• Screenshots with arrows to illustrate a point 

• Captivating Photographs 

 

8. Typography 

No doubt, Typography is an art. The rate of brand engagement depends on how well the graphic 

artist is skilled in this art. Selecting the perfect font that gets aligned with the images can be a 

tough job, but when done correctly, it can bring your graphics to life. 

Ideally, Serif fonts are the best choice for print purpose and Sans-Serif for the web. Whatever 

font is chosen should convey the message and reflect the brand to the utmost. 

Here are a few pro-tips: 

• Limit the choice of typography to three.  

• Use font sizing that fits well within the medium that is being published.  

• Keep in mind the medium the graphics will be posted to. The fonts must fit well within the 

medium. 

• Use kernings in the titles; it enhances the look of any graphic concept. 
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9. Use Negative Space Negativity is positive! 

Confused? Well, don’t be. Negative space in design is called white space. Clever use of white 

space is a great way to draw attention and grab the eyeballs. A design doesn’t always need to be 

colourful or busy, sometimes white space creates a change for the viewer and appeals to them more 

than a brightly coloured graphic. 

 

10. Have a Brand 

Imagine the scary condition when a viewer finds an informative graphic and wants to know more 

about the publisher but gets no trace of it. Don’t let this happen ever! 

Always have the brand identity of the company in the graphics. Because ultimately the point of 

creating shareable graphics is to get traffic to the website. And if the graphic has no such branding, 

the whole effort becomes futile. 

Of course, it doesn’t have to be a big and bold sticker or an annoying watermark. Just put the 

website URL at the bottom of the graphic or link the design so that when the viewers click on it, 

they are redirected to the advertiser’s website. This also has another benefit. In the sea of big data 

and visual contents, the designs will never get lost. Even if someone else shares it, people will 

ultimately get to know who’s the original publisher of the design. 

The Disadvantage of Social Media as observed by Brooks (2015) 

These include the following: 

1. The need for Constant maintenance  

2. The need to deal with Spammers, trolls and other high Jackers 

3. Possibility of wasting time and resources if not done properly 

4. Forcefully abiding by the rules of social media 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

The key to creating strong brand awareness is by repeatedly exposing a brand to the target 

audience. Gabriel, C. (2018) opines that social media images are a vital part of the graphics content 

reaching the maximum amount of people, people are very visual beings.  
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1. It is recommended to have a good working knowledge of the elements and principles of 

design as this goes a long way to create a successful design that will create a memorable 

brand awareness. 

2. Create a strong and distinctive logo for your brand. The logo should be simple, memorable 

and unique in its appearance, to really impact on your clients. 

3. Understand your comparative advantage - define and articulate what your company does 

differently and better than your competitors. 

4. Create visibility of your brand and your key competitive differentiators. There are various 

promotional techniques you can use to spread the word of your company and its 

comparative advantage, including social media campaigns, advertising, blogging etc.  
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Abstract:  

The seventeenth century French philosopher, René Descartes is often credited with 

conceptualising the mind as distinct from the material body. He reinforced this concept and named 

it dualism. Dualism is the view or concept that the world consists of two fundamental principles 

that co-exist together. Throughout history, most cultures and religions have adopted some form of 

dualism which varies in some aspects but generally shares the same fundamental idea of a thing 

having two parts. In ancient Chinese philosophy, Yin and Yang is a concept of dualism that 

describes how seemingly opposite or contrary forces may actually be complementary, 

interconnected, and interdependent. This paper offers a preliminary hypothesis on the subject of 

dualism of Yin and Yang and how it can stimulate rich ideas in the studio art making process and 

also inform the resultant product. It explores how the theory of dualism can be used as a form of 

inquiry in understanding the restraint and mobility of thematic materials.  

 

Keywords: Dualism, yin and yang, inquiry, creative process, restraints and mobility 

 

 

 

Introduction 

Ying Yang in Chinese Philosophy deals with the opposites and relationships obtained among 

unique particulars. The nature of the opposition captured in this pairing expresses the mutuality, 

interdependence, hierarchical relationship, diversity and creative efficacy of the dynamic 

relationships that are immanent in and give value to the world (Craig, 2005). In simple terms, the 

doctrine teaches that all things and events are products of two elements, forces or principles: yin 

which is negative, passive, weak, and destructive, and yang which is positive, active, strong, and 
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constructive (Chan, 1963). These Chinese proposals indicate reality as a pair of opposites. Yin and 

Yang are two halves that become a whole when put together. The belief is that everything in the 

universe has two forces which are different but together become one. It has helped to develop the 

view that things are related and that reality is a process of constant transformation as captured 

below in the Chinese Book of Changes;  

                   Heaven is high, the earth is low, and thus ch`ien (Heaven) and K`un (Earth) are fixed. 

As high and low are thus made clear, the honourable and the humble have their places 

accordingly; as activity and tranquillity have their constancy, the strong and the weak 

are thus differentiated. Ways come together according to their kinds, and things are 

divided according to their classes. Hence, good fortune and evil fortune emerge. In the 

heavens, forms (heavenly bodies) appear on earth shapes (creatures). In them, change 

and transformation can be seen. Therefore, the strong and the weak interact and the 

Eight Trigrams activate each other. Things are stimulated by thunder and lightning 

and enriched by the influence of wind and rain. Sun and moon revolve on their course 

and cold and hot season take their turn. The way of ch´ien constitutes the male, while 

the way of k’un constitutes the female. Ch’ien knows the great beginning, and k’un 

acts to bring things to completion...... (Book of Changes) 

 

Ying and Yang as employed in this paper deals with the interplay of opposites in bringing 

coherence to a body of work. The Yin and Yang is both a dual concept and a single one because 

the two seemingly opposite parts can be synthesized to create a unity, or tolerance of the two parts. 

The Chinese dualism symbol of yin and yang (Fig.1) represents the interaction of the two, each 

with a tincture dot of the other. Unlike the dualism of opposites that are often contradictory and 

conflicting, the Yin and Yang proposes complementary and interdependent cooperation among the 

opposites. The doctrine teaches that all things and events are products of two elements, forces or 

principles. This understanding is an ideal methodology that can be adopted in studio art-making 

process. 
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Fig.1, Chinese Yin and Yang symbol 

Source: http://www.roykamen.com/excerpts/ 

Art Practice-Based Perspective of Human Nature and the Mind-Body Problem 

A human being is both mind and mater. The mind-body problem is the problem of how the human 

mind and body can causally interact. Rene Descartes posited that every material thing has 

extension; the first substance which is called `res extensa´, is clearly matter (material substance 

that can be measured and occupies space), the second he called `res cogitans´, or thought-like 

things (non-material substance that is intangible and cannot be measured). Perricone (2004) is of 

the view that the model of the relationship between artistic materials and art experience shares 

some essential similarities with the scientific model of the relationship between the body and the 

mind. He goes further to clarify that the body is analogous to artistic materials and the mind is 

analogous to art experience. Another way Perricone suggested that we look at mind-body from the 

art practice perspective is to situate the work of art as a non-conscious object formed by a conscious 

free agent. His submission reveals that the relationship between artistic materials and art practice 

faces the same problems faced by the mind/body problem. 

Questions Seeking Answer 

In proposing an inquiry into the possibility of the theory of dualism to illuminate more our 

understanding of the interconnectedness of philosophical theories and art making process, it is 

pertinent to examine the following questions:   

1. If human nature is made up of the mind and the body, can this division give insight into the 

artist’s studio process?  
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2. Are there ways that the artist, through resultant products, can provide basis for more 

understanding of the mind-body problem and make an attempt at resolving it?  

3. Can a work of art embody the mind-body idea?  

4. As echoed by Eisner (2002), tacit knowledge can be made explicit, as the act of creating 

stabilizes what would otherwise be evanescent. In other words, art making process involves 

making thinking visible. Does this process correspond to the dualism of a material body and 

immaterial soul?  

 

Methodological Inadequacies and The Artist’s Studio Process  

Gray (1996) posited that Practice-led research is research which is initiated in practice, where 

questions, problems, and challenges are identified and formed by the needs of practice and 

practitioners; and secondly, the research strategy is carried out through practice. The training and 

specialised knowledge that creative practitioners have and the processes they engage in when they 

are making art can lead to specialised research insights which can be generalised and written up as 

research. Budge-Kamison (2016) observed that there are two parts to making art; the idea forming 

which can be likened to the Creative Yin -where all the subconscious ideas bubble up, and the 

physical work, or the Creative yang - which is the physical action that brings those ideas into form. 

Process and product, therefore, is evidently the core of studio based practice. Despite many 

propagated studio methodologies, the logic of “Ying-Yang” has not been consciously deployed as 

a research strategy to connect the interplay of dualism in the artist’s studio making process with 

the aim to advance the resultant products.  

Attempt at Resolving the Mind-Body Problem Using Art Based Methodology 

Art can serve as a catalyst for engaging the imagination and exploring novel possibilities as part 

of the creative process (Simmons and Daley, 2013). In his article “Towards the Dimension of 

Creative Consciousness”, Aniakor (2005) created a distinction between the coupling variables 

“creative” and “consciousness”. He submitted that “to create is perhaps to produce or fabricate 
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something, perhaps a thing that has aesthetic value or content. Such a process of production 

involves the manipulation of materials or medium as the case may be”. In essence, the action of 

creating becomes the workings of a physical body - “the artist”. On the other hand, he opined that 

“consciousness” is laden with a lot of ambiguity and conceptual problems in terms of meaning 

having to do with a mental and non physical illusion. Using Aniako’s analogy, we can rightly 

equate consciousness to represent the mind or the workings of the mind. Aniakor’s observation 

aligns with Perricone’s assertion that the work of art is a “non conscious” object brought into being 

by a conscious agent. The epistemological implication is that if we agree that the words creative 

and consciousness can supplant the workings of an artist’s body of materials and the artist’s mind, 

then, their meeting point of interaction will be the artist’s creative process or exploits with his 

chosen materials, hence an attempt at resolving the mind-body problem using art practice-based 

hypothesis.  

Yin-Yang and Studio practice  

The artist’s studio space provides an insight into the workings of yin and yang. Most artist’s studio 

space and work environment project images of chaos when placed side-by-side with the work they 

stimulated the artist to bring into being (Fig 2 & 3).  

 

Fig. 2: Artist Tom French’s Studio Space, Source: https://www.tomfrenchstudio.com/ 
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Fig. 3: Artist Tom French’s Works in a Gallery Space.  

Source: https://www.tomfrenchstudio.com 

 

By looking closely at the process of art making, we may begin to have better insight into the 

interplay of Yin and Yang dualism in studio practice. Yin and Yang can be deployed as a way of 

explaining the artist’s process in terms of a balance of opposites and choices that the artist makes 

while creating a work of art. The process of thinking and execution, the process of choosing 

appropriate materials and discarding unwanted or inappropriate ones, the restraints posed by these 

materials and the mobility achieved by the artist through constant probing of these materials, 

artist’s intuition versus logic, the choice of contrasting and complementary colours, achieving 

balance in composition, and many more, all join to lend credence to the interplay of Yin and Yang 

in the creation of a work of art. 

The process of creating involves a meta-cognitive procedure that enables the artist to make tacit 

knowledge explicit in their product. Arneheim (1969) articulates a connection between artistic 

experience and its benefits to thinking. He argues that artistic activity serves as a form of reasoning 

and a way to think with the senses. So the artist, in the process of executing a work of art, is 

thinking with the various materials that he employs. This also points up the interaction of the mind 

and the body, in other words, the yin and the yang. Interestingly, in a changing postmodern world, 

one may argue that nothing is truly black and white, but the intermingling of these two extremes 
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which is an attribute of yin-yang provides the framework for grey, a connect which promotes 

perceptive reasoning and allows differences to co-exist in harmony and produce positive results. 

 

Exploring Dualism through material enquiry  

 

The primary concern of studio art is Art production with all it entails. These include the media for 

art production, the techniques, the tools, and of course the purpose of production (Egonwa, 2012). 

Here, dualism of Yin and Yang forms the core of the studio experiments. The purpose of 

production becomes the epistemological underpin of the practice-based research. As with all 

binaries, Rintoul (2017) noted that the process of theory and practice adopted by studio-based 

research produces two obvious models for understanding art-making: theory-led (in which the 

practice is an interpretation of the theory) and practice-led (in which the theory is an interpretation 

of the practice). Apart from the Yin and Yang connection traceable to the configuration of art 

practice-based studies, the artist’s choice of materials, his manipulation of these materials and the 

finished work of art can further illuminate our understanding of the unconscious interplay of 

different aspects of Yin and Yang dualism in the art making process.  

Yin and Yang are also evident as concepts adopted by some artists in their finished composition 

(Fig. 4). Some artists adopt the philosophy of dualism as a guiding ideology that nurtures their 

product. Other artists engage aspects of yin and yang by chance occurrence. The fact is that every 

artist that has taken part in any form of creative production has touched upon an aspect of yin and 

yang.  
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Fig. 4: Dorota Politowaka, Dualism, Acrylic on Canvas, 40 x 50cm, 2016 

Source: https://www.artfinder.com/product/dualism-3807/#/ 

 

The Yin and Yang of Visual Composition 

           

The Yin-Yang of studio experiment as illuminated by human nature is built on the interplay of 

fragments from the artist’s materials or technique. The joining together or manipulation of the 

artist’s chosen materials creates resonances and connections that form the basis for 

interdisciplinary dialogue. For example, by placing materials side by side, the artist inadvertently 

explores the metaphysical connotation of dualism as expressed in the Igbo aphorism; “wherever 

something stands, something else will stand beside it”. This forms the Igbo ontological belief 

system that nothing is complete in isolation. By creating those juxtapositions of different materials 

and connecting elements and principles of design, a work of art begins to take form. Zhang and 

Woolley (2004) also observed that yin and yang theory applies to every element of art - from value 

and colour to composition and movement. It is the view of this paper that understanding the 

cooperation of yin and yang can help an artist approach composition from the perspective of 

harmony and balance. It can also help the artist to explore the elements and principles of 
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composition in terms of pairs of opposites that can work together when properly integrated (Fig. 

5).   

 

 

Fig. 5: Erhabor Emokpae, Struggle between Life and Death, 1962, Oil on board, 61 x 122 cm, 

Collection of Afolabi Kofo-Abayomi, Lagos, Nigeria 

 

The procedure of making art is laced with the interplay of Yin and Yang. For example, the making 

of a work of art can be a vice-versa experience of drawing from a body of physical references 

available to the artist and processing it, not on the conscious or premeditated level but from the 

unconscious mind as posited by Doyle (2019). In this instance, the physical and non-physical 

depends on a mutual interaction with each other to produce a visual evidence of their interaction. 

Doyle also noted that when an artist is working on a piece of art, he or she will stop often, to look 

at and study the work, moving from the unconscious mind to the conscious, to judge the progress, 

to see if the piece “works” or not. 

Artist’s Cognition, Restraints and Mobility of Materials 

The process of creating is like life itself. There is always a cost in our bid to make progress and 

get a breakthrough. Something is gained and something is lost. Something has to break in order 
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for a breakthrough to happen. There is a natural tension between stagnation and progress. There is 

always a mind-body interaction going on in the process of creating a work of art. Arnheim (1965) 

articulates a connection between artistic experience and its benefits to thinking. He views visual 

perception as a cognitive activity and argues that artistic activity serves as a form of reasoning and 

a way to think with the senses. Ritchhart and Perkings (2008) Noted that fostering thinking requires 

making thinking visible: Thinking happens mostly in our heads, invisible to the others and even to 

us. Effective thinkers make their thinking visible. They externalize their thought through speaking, 

writing, or some other method. So, the artist, in creating a work of art, is processing his thoughts 

and ideas and making it visible for all to see. In the daily activities of a creative person, there is 

always that vacillation between contemplation and action, in that state, he or she engages the yin 

and yang of mind and body dualism. Also in engaging his chosen materials, an artist encounters 

restraints and mobility. By restraints, we imply those characteristics of material that makes them 

difficult to adhere to manipulative rules. Working with material over a period of time helps the 

artist to gain more insight into the nature of such a material. With time, the artist gains mobility 

with the material and can then manipulate it to achieve desired results. The process of encountering 

difficulties and breakthroughs with a given material is also an attribute of yin and yang in the 

artist’s studio process.  

 

Aesthetic Judgement and Interpretation 

 

Yin and Yang also play a prominent role in aesthetic judgement. In fact, it is the distinctive 

structure upon which aesthetic judgement is built. This explains why people react differently when 

they encounter a work of art. One might be ecstatic about a work and another indifferent towards 

the same work. In this kind of scenario, aesthetic judgement becomes subjective according to 
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individual differences. In addition to aesthetic judgement, yin and yang guide our decision while 

interpreting a work of art. Some theorists like Joseph Margolis, Marcia Eaton and Stephen Davies 

holds that there can be more than one admissible interpretation of a piece of art. This is true and 

dependent upon the perspective of the observer of critic. In contemporary times, there has been a 

debate about the interpretation of works of art with two major camps on the fore: intentionalism 

and anti intentionalism. The anti-intentionalist maintains that a works meaning is independent of 

the author’s intention while the intentionalists hold the view that the interpreters of a work of art 

should concern themselves with the artist’s intention. Apart from the artist’s intention, a work of 

art can sustain multiple meanings, and can be open to diverse interpretation depending on the 

perception of the individual that encounters it (see illustration on Fig. 6). Many factors come into 

play in aesthetic judgement and interpretation of a work of art. These differing factors that breed 

divergent views connect to the interchange of yin and yang and add to enrich the art historic context 

of a work of art. 

 

Fig. 6: Divergent Perspective, Unknown Illustrator 

Source: https://knowyourmeme.com/photos/1240819-loss#trending-bar 
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Interdisciplinary interaction  

 

For an inquiry into the workings of yin and yang in art making, interdisciplinary interaction is 

inevitable because of the obvious connection of art practice to philosophy. Through the expository 

method applied here, the philosophical theory of yin and yang dualism serves to illuminate the 

artist’s studio making process and product.  Art thereby transcends its former limits, aiming 

through research to contribute to thinking and understanding; academia, for its part opens up its 

boundaries to forms of thinking and understanding that are interwoven with artistic practice 

(Borgdorff, 2011). 

 

Conclusion 

From the investigation thus far, it is evident that dualism of yin and yang can be deployed 

effectively for the epistemological understanding of the artist’s studio process and outcome. It can 

as well inform the basis for divergent interpretations of a work of art. As a philosophical idea, it 

presents qualities that aid more our understanding of the artist’s studio engagement through the 

manifestations of the binary opposition which can be seen in the empirical analysis of actual 

experiences of the artist’s studio process. Notwithstanding the obvious differences in structures 

that combine to form the yin and the yang as inseparable and contradictory opposites, the 

fundamental idea behind the philosophy is completion, interdependence, balance and harmony. 

Miranda (2018) noted that deeply understanding simultaneous duality has the potential to expand 

our understanding of every possible skill by enlightening our point of view. By understanding and 

applying the principles of Yin and Yang, it is hoped that the artist will be able to control his 

composition more effectively. Zhang and Woolley (2004) affirm that understanding the concept 

of yin and yang will help the artist to develop a way of thinking that will result in better art works. 
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They noted that good art always exudes an energy that flows from a harmonious balance of 

contrasts. 
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Abstract  

This study sets out to demonstrate with relevant images and literature how the relevant streams of 

phenomenology, philosophy and painted objects are viewed as one indivisible aesthetic element. 

These elements operate a closure in basic terms in making meaning out of daily life fundamental 

principles: one using the word for coherence and consistency while the other employs space, line 

and colours to infer meaning.  The practice of phenomenological theories and the practice of 

painting seem to have one soul and one purpose in which elements are explored with individual 

understanding, and, that is; it is experiential, knowing that the artist or author tries most times 

without much success to relate to their audience, their lived experience for discussion, because of 

its complex text or meaning of images found either in painting or philosophical text these 

experiences could be difficult in a clear dialogue. Three distinctive examples are studies in terms   

of paintings and the philosophical theories of Heideggerian school examine to clearly exemplify 

these thoughts into contemporary dialogue of phenomenology to contextualise these difficulties 

within the body of phenomenological theories and painted objects as one source of creative force 

whether in text or image. 

 

Keywords: Phenomenology, process of painting, Modernism, modernity, Image 

 

 

Introduction  

 

 The first man who began to speak, whoever he was, must have intended it. For 

surely it is the talking that has put “Art” into painting. Nothing is positive about 

art except it is a word. Right from there to here all art become literary. We are not 

yet living in a world where everything is self-evident. It is very interesting to 

notice that a lot of people who want to take the talking out of painting, for instance, 

do nothing else but talk about it. That is no contradiction; however, the art in it is 

forever mute part you can talk about forever. For me, only one point comes into 

my vision. This narrow, biased point gets very clear sometimes. I didn’t invent it. 

It was already here. Everything that passes me, I can see only a little off, I am 

mailto:emmanuel.irokanulo@yabatech.edu.ng
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always looking. And I see an awful lot, sometimes – Willem De Kooning 1904—

1997. P 556 Peter Selz and Joshua, C. Taylor 1968 

 

 

The above position of Willem De Kooning, gave rise to the author’s thought as a model to re-

examine and position his idea as a vital point in thinking through the relationship between image 

and text. Arising from this similar position, this study focuses on phenomenology theory versus 

painting practise to examine the point of convergence as one concept of different thought process. 

The present study establishes the relations between art (object) and text as a point of convergence 

between modern philosophy and theory; using the phenomenological method of assessing the 

meaning of these objects of Art, especially “painting” in particular.  This study relies strongly on 

the proposition of Max Van Miami, as a theoretical underpinning as he observes:  

 In some sense, all phenomenology is oriented to practice—practice of living. But from 

the perspective of our pragmatic and ethical concerns we have a special interest in 

phenomenology. We are [questioning] how to act in everyday situations and relations. 

This pragmatic concern I will call ‘phenomenology of practice’— (Max Van Miami 

2007:13)   

 

This study relies on the theory of phenomenology to draw artistic inferences by means of 

intellectual debate on the relationship between an object and the process of painting which gives 

rise to the painted object. This is due to the fact that text emerging from the painted objects, at the 

earliest times of Vincent Van Gogh, to the present writer, critically evaluating paintings as one of 

the objects of discussions; with the hope of clearly redefining our understanding of painted objects 

and text as one medium of a modern visual language. The scope of this study covers the era of Van 

Gogh’s artistic experience of the period of the present writer in 2019 using painted objects of these 

periods as forms of texts in the analysis. Signifying the art, especially “drawing and painting” have 

generated quite a lot of controversies; as the meaning and the processes used in arriving at it; or 

what informs the decision of the artist during creations of these objects. What is art and specifically 
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“painting”? According to Bernstein (2006:234), refers to “the aim of art is to embody 

personification, to a representation of the need for symbolic, irreducible material meaning, then 

art’s becoming spontaneous in relation to its medium, its constitutive impenetrability, is the 

institutional way in which we self-consciously authorise that need and necessity.”   

Phenomenological philosophy according to Jonathan A. Smith et al (2009:11) is simply the theory 

of structures of experience in a personal viewpoint without rigid collective analysis of such an 

experience, but rather, a critical revelation, or the reconstruction and deconstruction of such 

experience within a personal understanding of it. How one understands these experiences and tries 

to reconstruct them in one’s view and makes sense out of them, is the beginning of the concept of 

phenomenology.  Husserl insists that the idea of phenomenological philosophy is a discussed 

experience as they accord the person that experienced them, not as people assumed such 

experiences to be, it's making an individual concept of the experience as the focal point of 

discussion either in writing or as painted object.  

 

Philosophy, like arts, tries to relate and conceptualise a definitive way of capturing meaning and 

truth by giving an account of how words can connect to pre-existing determinate things in the 

world of matter. Philosophy like any other subject, is fashioned within the device of language,  

while language is itself governed by history; as  history changes language follows, ideas are 

changed with the flow of history, language and culture modified into a fresh outlook which 

embodies new culture and practice of art, therefore, the focus of philosophy returns our attention, 

to the concerns of the Kantian and post Kantian traditions, which concentrated on the role of 

thought and language as constitutive of what we take  the truth about the world to be, rather than 

as simply mirroring the truth of what is already supposedly there in an intelligible form. It is 
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exemplified in a book by George Smith 2018 titled The Artist-Philosopher and The New 

Philosophy where he argues that both the artist and the philosopher seem to be engaged in one 

central issue which is knowledge creation, whether it is through sophisticated philosophical text 

or using colours, lines, space and images in realising a thought in a discussion, whether verbally 

or non-visually, the process is still the same.  

 

George Smith (2018) has developed a critical thought process of metaphysical nature for which 

are links artists with sophisticated theories culminating in a profound understanding of the art from 

decades to the present. He terms this process, the “artist—philosopher”, which seems, to be the 

future of modern philosophy. For George, the artist seems to have the ability to concretise the 

philosophical abstraction through their engagement with paint and visual objects as the 

possibilities of the new theories manifesting to the reality of our times. 

 

Philosophical Concepts and Painted Objects  

Philosophical concept became the main idea of the early twentieth century philosophical dialogue, 

a process that got popularized by Edmund Husseri (1858—1938), Martin Heidegger (1889—1976) 

and Jean Paul Sartre (1904—1980). These prominent names of great scholars in this field of study 

are closely associated with the philosophical theory of “existentialism” that advocates knowing 

the individual rather than a sample multitude in the philosophical theory in the twentieth century. 

The theory and practice of phenomenological philosophy have always been a critical philosophical 

thought in the early and later twentieth century. This philosophical theory is explained as Holderlin 

explains in a letter to Hegel in (Bowie 1990: 82), his understanding of the theory of “I” the 

absolute. In simple terms he deconstructs this idea to be central to the universal realisation through 

the “I, theory” where he opines that all things are made meaningful because “I” concept has 
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realised and understood them from the perspective of a being and within this context, it inspirited 

the concept of the world, where all things exist within certainty order and understanding. 

The context of the “being” becomes a better forum to understand the idea of phenomenology 

(Gregory Fried and Richard Polt 2001: 33—34). Phenomenology is a theory or thought about how 

we engage things in the material world and we understand the universe, it is within this theory that 

the concept of “being” is dominant. Phenomenology sometimes refers to the primordial experience 

that one gains within a perceptual context which means uninfluenced by other elements. Many 

authors have spoken of their phenomenological experience as pure and innocent as words cannot 

capture its level of sincerity to the subject matter of discussion. The position of Martin Heidegger 

has further cleared this phenomenon in some cases and contradicts this understanding of 

phenomenology in another viewpoint as a way of understanding the basic context of knowing and 

reacting to the being as it expands in the presence of consciousness. It is the reflective process 

without the pretentious act toward the intending object that changes not really the object in context. 

The practice of phenomenology is the hypothesis of the practice of painting or perhaps, the theories 

and mannerism of the word “painter” over their creative imagination on the surface of their picture 

plane.   

 

The practice of painting, especially the contemporary practice seems to the author to be the best 

way of explaining in concrete terms the word “phenomenology”. In many ways, the practice of 

painting is also the practice of looking, thinking and identifying in space, lines and colours as some 

form of reasoning, and practicing speech in a chosen language. Let's rethink the thought of Paul 

Klee in Colin Rhodes (1994:9):  
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If my works sometimes produce a primitive impression, this ‘primitiveness is explained by 

my discipline, which consists of reducing everything to a few steps. It is no more than 

economy; that is the ultimate professional awareness, which is to say the opposite of real 

primitiveness 

  Here, we can see that Paul Klee, the artist is engaged with his primordial experience of the object 

of his practice which is “painting” and the internal experience he gains from the subject which is 

profound and beyond a clear explanation. This article indicates that the visual construction of 

painting appears to practically explain what phenomenological philosophy is, in a meaning making 

process.  

The present study reviews the paintings of Vincent van Gogh (1853—1890), Gani Odutokun 

(1946—1995), and some of Irokanulo’s studies of the representational image in constant dialogue 

with contemporary philosophical issues. In studying these painted objects, aesthetic theories aided 

in examining the discussions of Heldeggerian over what representations in painting invoke. This 

study also assesses these thoughts in discourse in visual arts particularly in painting. 

Representational image in a painting is critically examined, the meaning relations of artistic 

expression in relation to the society were considered and the need to generate a semiotic 

understanding of images the artist creates was also taken into cognizance.  Experience has shown 

that painting goes beyond aesthetics, it has rather distanced itself from what Socrates or Plato 

called “illusion and deceit or perhaps technical productions of physical illusion as reality.” The 

painting of Vincent Van Gogh titled “the farmer shoes” is one example of the theory of 

representation and critical philosophical content when Martin Heidegger drew the painting critical 

dialectic dialogue which one of the major twentieth century philosopher Meyer Schapiro (1968) 

firmly disagreed with Heideggar on the account of the “farmer’s shoes” and draw a serious 

aesthetic dialogue in the recent times. Because for him (Schapiro), the discussion of the “farmer’s 

shoes” by Heldeggerian philosophy seems to be a mixed up with the images represented on the 
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canvas.  These represented images are sometimes the symbolic thought of the artist in order to 

actualise their idea towards the subject matter, which the artistic expression seeks to fulfil not 

necessarily the actual image represented on the canvas. 

 

This discussion continues to focus on the meaning or the intended meaning of the word “painting” 

and critically observes how this phenomenon tries to explain most time our social and 

psychological construction. The author examines the work of Michel Foucault (1826—1984), on 

his critical evaluation of the painting and the position of authorship in contemporary literature. The 

work of Foucault in Robert Wicks (2001) exemplifies what painting intends to explain to the 

society in accordance with the reading of Foucault’s works. This dimension of thought forms the 

theoretical basis of the argument in the present study.  

 

According to Foucault in Wicks (2001), Western thought in painting has two distinctive principles:  

words and images. These have usually been kept distinct by the various artists and when they 

present them the same time one seems to subordinate the other in artistic relevance. However, a 

painted image or object resembles an object in real life situation.  More so, whenever a painted 

object resembles an object in the real world, it tends to evoke the presence of that object for critical 

thought. Yet in terms of phenomenology, it is only thought that leads to another thought which we 

are often addressed or manifest in the subject of painted object. 

        In all ramifications, words and painted objects tend to share the same spirit such that 

sometimes the artist or author finds it difficult to explain to the audience, but present to them his 

vision as the body of an object to dialogue with. For example, Foucault argues that “Magritte’s 

painting” disrupts the traditional understanding of either text or image. The elusiveness of words 
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and the object they intend to represent bears a strong influence in the phenomenological theories 

and the painting it intends to serve. The position of a phenomenologist is what these paintings 

strongly represent, and the signifier as the word and the signified as the pictures or the paintings 

shall be discussed in this context. Here, these artists that this article frames did not at any time like 

Rene Magritte (1898—967), reject the word “the artist to a thinker” but in the very ways exemplify 

the philosophical concerns of Magritte’s idea of a thinker and his art.  It is within this thinking that 

the present study reviews the paintings of Van Gogh, Odutokun and Irokanulo as models in 

articulating this argument and position. 

 

The Argument: Paintings and Body of Philosophical Theories 

The pivotal point of this study is that the process of painting and the process of phenomenological 

text are the same processes of reacting to the structure of experience through paintings or text. 

What is clear, is that the result or object created within this context is the response in the 

interpretation of one’s structure of experience gained through the process of painting or 

philosophical text. The idea is to establish the fact that phenomenological text and painterly 

thought are similar in processes. Although it is difficult to thoroughly and truly analyse 

phenomenological text and difficult too, to subject the process of the painting to clarity. It is an 

undeniable fact that the similarities between phenomenological text and the practice of painting in 

the creative arts. According to Heidegger, it is essentially difficult to explain in detail the process 

of phenomenological philosophy or that of painting, this fact was also put forward by Rebecca 

Fortnum and Chris Smith (2007: 165) whose efforts were channelled towards conceptualising and 

mapping out processes of documenting the practice of the art. Through this process, they 

constantly met difficulty, yet the works remain unexplainable; but these two continue to have 

similar goals in reaching their audience. This fact, clearly suggests that the practice of painting and 

practice of phenomenology and existentialism seems to agree here, as the philosophical concept 

seeking that we look for individualism within the multitude in the crowd, what one feels and thinks 

becomes more important if compared to the thinking of the multitude towards positivism. 

According to (Thomas, R. Flyer 2006: 4), “the existentialists can be viewed as reviving the 
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personal notion of ‘truth’, a truth that is lived as distinct from and in opposition to more detached 

and scientific use of the term” In many ways the practice of drawing and painting become the same 

with the practice of thinking through the various elements in the society using the medium of 

colour to actualised thought processes and the same with philosophical context of phenomenology 

and existentialism.  

 

Vincent Van Gogh (1853—1890)  

Emotion and the justification of individual realisation of “truth” is one of the features of Van 

Gogh’s paintings which the philosophical theories of the existentialism seem to accept as a basic 

element of truth; since it is focused on the individual realisation of the concept of the universe 

rather than a collective perspective. Nature has been a great issue with great thinkers of this world, 

such as the interpretation of nature and the concept of the “I” as the life giver of nature. This means 

that meaning without the interpretations of the “I” nature is just an inanimate object; it is the self- 

conscious or the self- determining “I” that brings it to human judgement as we have seen in Van 

Gogh’s interpretation of night (Schelling in Bowie 1990: 103), however, Van Gogh presents to us 

his understanding and interpretation of this unique “nature”. Starry night becomes the window to 

examine Van Gogh’s phenomenological interpretation of nature, according to Bernstein (2006: 

278) suggesting that “Van Gogh’s displaying of paint-on-canvas does not substitute painting for 

order in creation, it rather sets up an inner affinity between the arrangement of matter as the 

condition of representing and the material object represented in order that the worth or dignity or 

authenticity of each is revealed.” This shows clearly that Van Gogh’s ideas of representation are 

externally driven by the propelling emotional force within his being, this he struggled not to narrate 

to the audience, but confronts with this propelling power within him and allows us the (audience) 

to live these experiences too on the surface of his painting, his perception of these objects and 

nature around him might be a material of a proposal that structural perception or thought is the 
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central to understanding phenomenology which in the author’s thinking is fundamental in the 

creation of the “word” Art, perhaps again in an attempt to understand Van Gogh.  Just like what 

Husserl in Thomas, R Flynn (2007: 32), said: “that the point of phenomenological method is not 

to explain (by finding causes) but to get us to see (by presenting the essence or intelligible 

contours)”.  

   

 

Figure 1 artist Vincent Van Gogh 

Title: Starry night, Medium: Oil on Canvas, year of production: 1889, 

   

A critical review of his painting “the starry night” suggests his struggle to present his world to us, 

to view and understand it, this emotion characterises Van Gogh’s painting as he believes one’s 

emotion and perception is greater than the perceived object.  A careful study of the painting “the 

starry night “shows that the artist presents his vision of colourful night for our perception to judge, 

his thinking and understanding of aesthetic of the countryside, not that he copies the elements of 

nature rather he subjects these elements to a critical scrutiny and interprets them as they occur to 

his being and understanding. The paintings seem to suggest to us the structure of colours in the 
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night as he perceives it, we could see the dynamic strength of Van Gogh ‘s of colours in the skies 

this act only could be seen by the artist and how these colours in his view are like energy in the 

sky. 

 

His interpretations of the skies by Van Gogh show clearly that he was a phenomenologist of some 

sort. He seems to be telling us, that the world or the environment is filled with energy which the 

ordinary eyes cannot see he then tries to depict with his short strokes of colours representing the 

field, just the theory of the existentialist when he seems to find comfort of philosophical 

expression. His artistic expression became the focal point of post impressionism. The contrast 

between the representation of paint on canvas and the real assumes that we are central to 

subjectivity in our perceptual ability and in our structure of language, discursive practice of 

communications, his (Van Gogh) representation is beyond the realm of language and what is 

established as formation of meaning and significance. Call this, what you like –we are the locus 

or origin or sufficient source of all meaning and sense in all that we engage upon. Van Gogh has 

demonstrated that art is indeed a branch of the new philosophy that most practitioners are yet to 

understand. 

Gani Odutokun (1949—1994) 

 He was a foremost exponent of the Zaria Art School who propounded and expanded upon the 

“Accident and Design” principle in painting. He allowed his paintings to follow the dictates of 

accidental design before seeking the imagery within the colour flow. His art is characterised by 

broad brush-strokes, colourful composition and daunting imagery, most times quite aesthetically 

pleasing to the senses. Odutokun’s paintings engage the theories of Kant within the context of 

liquidise paintings. He brings to bear his thought process on the canvas and allows viewers to have 

a second thought of issues before them once again in a systematic process. It is essential to look at 
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Gani through the eyes of (Wendell Allan Marinary 1994: 2), he insisted for Kantian theory “the 

human reason presupposes the two elements or intuitions and thoughts or concept for sensibility 

and understanding, respective.”  He added that art or aesthetic understanding has to do with the 

quality of sensibility of the artist or the perceiver in question of a particularly object of aesthetic. 

His artistic philosophy is the theory of accident and design, accident brings to bear new context 

and purpose and yet create new knowing that cannot be predetermined by the initial circumstance. 

 

Figure 2: Artist: Odutokun Untitled, Medium: oil on canvas, year of production1993 

Source artist’s family collection, 2001 

 

Gani Odutokun’s painting is a clear understanding of the philosophical assertion of “the thing in 

itself” very awkward in trying to choose words to explain this phenomenon. His painting is based 

on the principle of the idea over medium. To have an understanding of the surface, the observer 

must first be a thinker to follow the artist's intentions flow. His artworks provoke a lot of thought 

on the medium of art and the social constraints to keep society in a serious embryonic manner. The 

essential truth in Odutokun’s painting is not actually on the images in the frame but what they 

stand for in concept and how they present or interpret real life situation, just like the thinking of 

Derrida in Bernstein in (1993: 168), “the truth in painting is the focus on the frame as a way of 

interrogating the idea that art has essence, an integrity, in the virtue of which it is art and nothing 
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else.” While the representation of the painted object as fearful and threatening is a central feature 

in the drama that his painted surface focuses on interpreting the human concept by reducible 

objects as his colour field responds to the aesthetic value which his painting intends to carry as a 

message to the public. The public is perhaps invited by Odutokun to reason whether images or text 

are the reading of philosophical epistemically impossible.  The painting can best focus on the 

submission of Derrida in Bernstein (1993: 159), “in Derrida artistic modernism becomes 

philosophical, and philosophy becomes modernist” this is clear in the paintings of Odutokun as he 

tries to capture the narrative of the ill of the society by his effective use of the reducible objects as 

a symbol of aesthetic representations of philosophical text. The artist is careful not to identify with 

any tangible object in his painting as he seems to believe that we are ever evolving subject on the 

surface of the earth, poetically he seems to affirm the voice of Friedrich Holderlin (1770—1843), 

as he echoed in Bowie (1990: 84) 

Holderlin’s question how one, is to sustain oneself as oneself in the changes with which 

one is confronted in the world, an idea which he sees as central to poetic production. It 

should already be clear, this is a vital factor in the text, that Holderlin does not limit his 

exploration to the cognitive dimension of the self, but seeks to incorporate affective and 

other dimension of the self as well. 

 

 The painting of Odutokun continues to sustain this idea of losing and realising oneself within the 

concept of the ever evolving world, come to be confronted with new ideas from the old as his 

thinking propels and captures the restlessness of our generation. ‘Odutokun seems to point to the 

fact that his painting has long demonstrated the coming of the artistic modernist that George Smith 

is acknowledged today as the new philosophical keys. In no small measure, we can understand the 

artist modernity as we study and imagine his thoughts on the surfaces of the canvases. 
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Irokanulo Emmanuel 

 

Irokanulo, Emmanuel is a product of the Zaria painting School and he has been a teacher of the 

subject for some time now at the Yaba college of technology, Yaba Lagos. Has chosen to employ 

and explore the material of philosophical text and the linguistics of painting as a process of 

constructing modernity. He brings to bear the economy of form as dictated by Paul Klee using the 

understanding of primitivism as a concept of modernity in the modernist approach to his painting.  

 

Figure 3: Artist: Irokanulo, Emmanuel Title: The lamentations of Zamafara, Medium Oil on Canvas Year 2019 

Source the author’s paintings 

 

Here, the artist—writer merges his engagement with shadow as a subject in modern sense in 

painting; an approach which is phenomenological in nature. Flowing from this point of view, 

Adorno insists that “… art is the broken limb of rational experience that is broken, fragmented, in 

Itself, each art is inheriting the restricted experience of an amputated organ—eye or ear or 

linguistic sensorium to preserve it in a space apart, as in a bottle or box or glass jar or metal cage,”. 

What the artist often experience is difficult to justify as real by the rational judgement of people 

outside these experiences. The writer utilizes this context to create the consequence of the dialectic 

in modernity in the text and painted objects. 
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This approach is different from the previous periods like the 18 and 19th centuries of European 

Art historic encounter with the shadow of an object of light and shade in painting. The idea is a 

reconstruction of a shadow as it confronts the perception and imagination of the artist—writer in 

painting.  In order to break away from the tradition's understanding of forms, the artist, writer 

realised that the thinking of Adorno in Bernstein (2006: 198) becomes an essential ingredient of 

artistic logic. Here, the shadow becomes the object and the subject of dialogue to create a new 

language of painting like Duchamp infers that the material itself becomes the painting moving 

away from the previous age of technical reproduction as painting. It is more about engaging the 

thing in itself according to the theories of phenomenology by Edmund Husserl in J.A. Smith. P. 

Flowers and M. Larkin (2012) this encounter with a shadow as a subject of inquiry becomes the 

central focus on the entire painting narrative.  An experience with a perception of a shadow is the 

key in the development of this writing. However, not the physical appearance of a shadow was not 

his focus, the idea and thinking that the idea of a shadow brings to bear on his understanding of 

aesthetic that his painting and writing bothers with. But, the rich experience which engages the 

artist-writer as the writer deals with this ephemeral object in the form of the shadow, the body of 

this ephemeral objects contextualised the saying of Dithery (2009: 14):  

Whatever presents itself as a unit in the flow of time because it has a unitary 

meaning, is the smallest unit which can be called an experience. Any more 

comprehensive unit which is made up of parts of life, linked by a common 

meaning, is also called an experience, even when the parts are separated by 

interrupting events.  

 

This encounter created a rich, enduring experience within the being of the artist—writer, which 

continue to enrich and change as the artist-writer constructs in painting through the experience 

with this ephemeral object which is the shadow, this phenomenological experience represents the 

thought in this paper. The conceptualisations of these paintings in writing capture and narrate a 
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personal artistic encounter with shadows as a source of inquiry in the painting as a mean of 

academic discourse that the art practice holds in the contemporary times. The argument is this, 

cannot paint creates a process of thinking or research if that should be used as the contextual word? 

Shadow in this context is a process of revealing the hidden knowledge, like the earth in 

Heideggerian aesthetic philosophy. Which means the things one can see and deal with physically 

while the world, on the other hand, reveals things one feels but cannot see.  This, perhaps, would 

create a better understanding of Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of perception within the context 

of creation and the artist-writer. In all of these, we see how the artists have reconstructed their 

gained experiences to justify what they try showing to the audience, from Gogh to Odutokun and 

finally the artist-writer, it is about translating these experiences into space and the textual 

experiences of these translations of the visual imageries which constitute the modernity of 

modernism and the modernism in Itself. 

 

 

Conclusion 

Inclusion, this study has shown that the three artists under study demonstrate through their works 

that artworks indeed form a branch of a new philosophical theory, and the process of articulation 

by the artists is also the same with the process of philosophical text by writers within the body of 

phenomenological theory. This idea will continue to assume a strong point as more evidence 

continues to stream out of the thought process in the practice of painting and understanding of 

phenomenology as the author has clearly exemplified in this study. The three artists’ works and 

their explanations have shown some form of clarity in the practice of painting or the theoretical 

reading of a phenomenological text. Perhaps, this study would be a form of reinforcement in the 

documentation of the practice of art, especially painting. The study will also help to scrutinise 
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scholar's assessment of the artist's methodology in the research techniques and further explain or 

add voice to the thinking of George Smith in the theory he calls “the artist—philosopher”.  
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Abstract 

The concept of hybridization did not start with the Natural Synthesis, it started in the 1930s, 

through the 50s with the concept of Negritude by Leopold Sedar Senghor who built a framework 

that incorporated concepts and characteristics derived from several ranges of sources and studies 

in order to critique imperial and imperial art and asserted a new paradigm of avant-garde. This 

paper addresses the philosophical concepts of Negritude in the interpretation of “Angere” 

sculptures of Lasisi Lamidi, which is referred to as the Yoruba stilt dance performer strapped with 

a long stick on the legs that stands tall while dancing.  The “Angere” stilt masquerade inspired 

Lasisi Lamidi into the execution of these sculptures that are buried under the best Western and 

Nigerian traditions. The conceptual framework looks at the philosophy of Negritude and Natural 

Synthesis and how Lasisi Lamidi has utilized these concepts. The practice-led approach which is 

qualitative in nature becomes significant in the review, while content interpretation helps in the 

analysis. This paper concludes that “Negritude” and “Natural Synthesis” are concepts in the same 

direction advocating that African artists and those in the diaspora should look inwards to African 

culture and heritage in their artistic expressions either visual or literary.  

 

Keywords: “Angere” Stilt Dance, Yoruba, Negritude, Natural Synthesis, Sculpture, Practice-led 

 

 

Introduction 

 African dance styles are different across ethnic and communities but all are deeply entrenched in 

ritual and history. Dance in Africa is generally taken beyond the basic entertainment; it can 

represent prayer, emotional, communication, rites of passage and much more. Many ethnicities 

have a dedicated authority whose sole purpose is to pass along the traditional dances from one 

generation to the other. These myriad dances are special to each ethnic group, and it is the purpose 
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of the dance master to ensure that everyone knows the proper movements without question. Dances 

are often passed down through the ages and many African dances have been performed for 

centuries without attention. It is important that many of these dances were performed in a particular 

way with no room for improvisation. Most of the African dances are characterised by an isolated 

movement that can be quite difficult to master (Lewis, 2017). These are known as polycentric 

movements, meaning that the dancer's body is broken up and various parts of the body moving 

independently of one another. Although the dances of varying ethnic groups can differ drastically, 

many of them have been performed the same way for centuries and have a polycentric aspect to 

them. The drum is a crucial component of African tradition and it could be considered as the 

heartbeat of the ethnic setting, the mood of the community and serving as a communication point 

of energy connecting ethnic members together. Apart from the drum, African dance characterised 

by the clapping of hands and stomping of feet maintains a steady rhythm that’s almost, always 

accentuated by the singing voices of the ethnic group (Lewis, 2017, www.flodance.com, 2019).  

According to 123help.com (2019), the dance could be termed as the act of precise, expressive, and 

graceful human movement, traditionally but not necessarily, performed in accord with musical 

accompaniment. Dancing developed as a natural expression of united feeling and action. To many 

people, dance is only an art, in reality; dance is much more than that. It’s an art, a sport and a way 

to express one’s self, in which humans have used different types of dance to express themselves. 

Dance is generally seen as a "conventional" conceived as a human behaviour composed of 

purposefully, rhythmically and culturally patterned sequence of non-verbal movement and 

gesture". It is shaped by the values, attitudes, and beliefs of the people who comprise its “host” 

society; which could be depended on their feelings, thinking, and dynamics (Apeh, 2016).” Dance 

has established its potency as a communicative system of signs more multi-dimensional than any 
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other art form -be it; visual, oral, olfactory, tactile, proximal and kinaesthetic” (Ajayi, 2000). Dance 

involves the movement of the body either in gentle or aggressive gestural engagements. One can 

also conceive dance without necessarily moving the body, this occurs mentally through 

imagination or dreaming. 

Background of the Study 

Nigeria is a combination of a large number of traditional cultures resulting from “over one hundred 

different spoken languages that give some indication of the cultural diversity of the country”. 

Traditional Nigerian dance consists of religious rituals and ceremonies in which a priest or priestess 

is the leading dancer, using dance and symbolic gestures to lead initiates in dance designed to 

conciliate the supernatural powers, solicit divine protection, or give thanks to the guardian spirits of 

the community and masquerades (Haper in Lamidi, 2015). According to Ododo (2015), Masquerade 

essentially connotes disguise and impersonation through the use of a mask. In Africa, masquerade 

performance combines flamboyant and expressive use of costume, drumming, chants, songs, 

acrobatic displays, dance and mime into some amount of performance that emphasizes a keen sense 

of creativity which brings to the fore masquerade as art.   

Okoye in Ododo (2015) illustrates this with an example of the Igbo masquerade art; which is a 

performance in its own right and qualifies as an art form. The author further opines that masquerade 

art is an important cultural event in Africa, because of its ancestral manifestations: "it is perceived 

as an entity that embodies the spirit of the ancestors". The Yoruba, for instance, consider the 

ancestors as: "departed spirit of the forebears". For the Igbo, Osadebe in Ododo (2015), states that 

"the ancestors were the all-important link between the material and the spiritual worlds while serving 

as the source for obtaining otherworldly knowledge by the Igbo". In this regard, the Egungun 

ancestral masquerades of the Yoruba land come out in a wide variety of loosely flowing cloth or 
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palm-leaf costumes, often with carved headpieces. "The heavier the mask the less freedom for dance, 

for example, Epa masquerades of the Ekiti-Yoruba carry carved helmet masks with elaborate 

superstructures whose weight allows only the type of movement fitting the stately processional 

dances that confirm the masquerade’s role of ritual leadership”. The simple cloth costumes of 

ancestral “Egungun Elewe of the Igbomina-Yoruba also allowed for a dance acrobatic skill and the 

light raffia Igbo masks of the Edo people enable their heads to move in a dance of whirling turns. 

Secular masqueraders like the stilt dancers who perform mainly as entertainers have materialized 

from the ritual societies”. The Egungun performer of the Oyo-Yoruba, Nigeria, for example, 

performs at Egungu ancestral festivals, but often travelling within the neighbouring towns to 

entertain audiences in exchange for money (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2019). 

The Egungun, according to Drewal and Pemberton in Adolphsen (2012) is a synthesis and assorted 

mode of ritual performance dedicated to the ancestor’s worship. “Egungunis said to date back to the 

14th Century B.C when Sango, Alafin (king) of the Oyo Empire, introduced a form of ancestor 

worship known as Egungun, meaning" (masquerade). However, over the course of their long history, 

these ritual practices diffused through the other subgroups that made up the Yoruba people. The 

Egungun is performed throughout Yoruba land which spans parts of the states of Nigeria, Benin, 

and Togo. Traditional dance or dancing generally can be termed folk dance, or sometimes even 

ceremonial dance. This according to Manning (2014) is also termed ‘Traditional Dance’ when the 

emphasis is on the cultural roots of the dance. A traditional dance like the Angere (stilt dance) 

therefore, has arisen from a people’s cultural traditions.  

The “Angere” Masquerade Dance  

Stilt dances are performed on a wooden base that elevates the dancer high into the air. They 

are Dancers strapped with wooden poles onto their feet and lower legs, and they can dance and even 
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jump on the stilts, delighting and engaging their audience. Stilt dancers in Plates I, like so many 

traditional dancers in West-Africa, are often masked dancers (Asante, 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The dance may be embodying a spirit or deity that needs to be masked for the occasion. During these 

times, the identity of the dancer is presumed unknown. Chakaba from Senegal, Gambia, Guinea, 

and Ivory Coast use stilts that vary in height from 500cm to 1000cm tall and the stilts of the Chakaba 

according to Asante are covered with the same African print materials that are worn on the body of 

the dancers. They also wear a headdress with fringes on the side, and some may wear a skirt made 

of fibre from palm or raffia leaves. In Benin Republic, the Yoruba people do a stilt dance called 

Okparou and the Fon people perform Zangbeto”.  

The Zangbeto performers come out at night supposedly to watch over the town. Villagers are aware 

of the stilt dancer but dare not come out at night lest they interfere with the security of the community 

that the Zangbeto has been entrusted to protect. “Another stilt dance is called Guegblin, whose 

acrobatic dance is set to the music of triple-headed Sangba drums". A cluster of animal skin and 

Plate I: Angere on the street in 

Ikorodu, Lagos, 2014, Ikorodu, Lagos 

State, Nigeria, Photography: Oladesu 

Johnson 
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feather reach out from his headdress, which has a red fringe on the sides. The face of the mask is 

black and features a corded black tassel hanging in the nose area and carries a black whisk in each 

hand (Asante, 2010).  

One of the significant aspects of the stilt dance to be considered apart from being a solo dancer is 

that the performer sometimes may appear in the form of masquerade. This is explained by Afro style 

magazine (2010) that "Masquerades are generally seen as the human repositories of the ancestral 

spirits and gods of the West African cosmology". They represent the divine, as well as their 

performance of the song, ritual dance, and dramatization of spiritual or ethnic issues. The stilt dancer 

as a masquerade performs many roles in life, mirroring the myriad influence of the spirits on the 

living. These masquerades might sometimes be called upon to implement any task civic or personal, 

from honouring the dead to paying obeisance to gods in a thanksgiving ceremony for good crop 

harvest. However, such practices are varying from one society to the other in Africa. The stilt dancer 

assumes a lot of significance in this dynamic possibility according to Leavy (2009), where the 

invisible and visible become associates.  

Having considered some definitions of dance and types of masquerade especially as viewed in 

Africa, it is important to have a directional route map for the systematic organization of this paper. 

The paper should be seen to have monolithic approaches yet connect in terms of direction. The paper 

looked at the philosophy of Negritude as framed in the concept of ‘Angere" stilt dance sculpture of 

Lasisi Lamidi. The concept of hybrid- means; marrying the Western and Nigerian indigenous 

concepts into the execution of sculptures. 

Aim 

The aim of the paper is to document and analyze the concept of Negritude embedded in the 

‘Angere' sculpture of Lasisi Lamidi. 
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Objectives 

The objectives of the paper are to; 

I. deduce and interpret the concept of Negritude in the sculpture of Lasisi Lamidi. 

II. re-address the notion of the ‘The Zaria Art Society’ that the concept of ‘Natural 

Synthesis’ came after the concept of Negritude. 

III. look at the uniqueness of the sculpture of Lasisi Lamidi in distinction to the 

characteristics of the concept of Negritude. 

The Statement of the Problem 

Today, in Nigerian contemporary landscape and academics, many studies have been carried out in 

sculpture and generally in other areas of the visual arts. These projects to a certain extent do not 

consider the significance of indigenous concepts, while other artists preferred the conceptual 

approach of a universal global practice of the West. Few like Lasisi Lamidi do put into cognisance 

the hybridisation of indigenous and western approaches to their sculptures.  Therefore, the problem 

of this paper is to figure out the characteristics and interprets the concept of Negritude in the 

‘Angere’ sculpture of Lasisi Lamidi with the view to analysis and document such. 

 

Methodology 

The methodology is qualitative with a bias to practice-led research, which dwells on textual as a 

documental approach to studio practice. The research design centres on formal analysis and 

descriptive method of reportage. Secondary data are collected which are images of Lasisi Lamidi 

sculptures and some other textual materials from the internet. 
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Literature Review 

The review is on dance, the concept of "Negritude", "Natural Synthesis" and some selected Nigeria 

artists that have adopted the concept of a hybrid like Uche Okeke, Demas Nwoko, Ben Enwonwu, 

and Yusuf Grillo. In the introduction; several definitions of dance have been mentioned and 

described as viewed by varied authors including African and Western authors.  

 

The Zaria Art Society 

During the period leading up to and following the Nigeria Independence in 1960, artists 

appropriated cultural and aesthetic traditions from around the country as a means of defining a 

new national identity. They drew upon narratives from different ethnic groups in Nigeria like the 

Yoruba, Igbo, Urhobo, and other cultures of their interest, Bible stories, local histories, and artistic 

traditions to inform the content and style of their works, manipulating tales from the past to execute 

mythology for the present. This practice was defined as "Natural Synthesis” by the Zaria art 

society; a group of artists formed in the 1950s by Uche Okeke (1933-2016), Demas Nwokolo, 

Simon Okeke, Bruce Onabrakpeya, Yusuf Grillo and other art students at the then Nigerian 

Collage of Arts, Science and Technology (now Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria). The concept of 

the “Natural Synthesis” is to merge the best of indigenous art traditions, form, ideas with useful 

ones from Western cultures to create a uniquely Nigerian aesthetics (Routledge.com, 2018, 

khanacademy.org, 2019). 

The “Natural Synthesis” was later to be known as “Zaria Rebels” by Kojo Fosu, the members 

thoroughly researched indigenous cultural and artistic traditions, produced works based on their 

findings and met regularly to discuss the outcome of their ideas. Uche Okeke drew inspiration 

from a new visual language of “Uli”, -an Igbo female body and wall decoration painting tradition 
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from Southeastern Nigeria that is used based on sinuous abstract forms derived from nature. He 

saw ‘limitless’ expression from his mother, a renowned “Uli” draughtswoman to serve a modern 

Nigerian sensibility (Routledge.com, 2018, khanacademy.org, 2019). 

Demas Nwoko 

Demas Nwoko is perhaps the most visible of the old era of sub-Saharan architects. Born in 1935, 

he emerged as a Nigerian artist, protean designer, and architect. His work in architect upholds 

modern techniques and stage design to perhaps articulate the African subject matters in most of 

his works. The visibility of Nigerian cultural post-Colonial identity can be seen in his architecture. 

He conveys a deep sense of conviction about the ideas that underpin his work; he has embarked 

on a lonely journey to take the idea of the Zaria Art Society's manifesto- Natural Synthesis into 

the spatial realm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the making of the Dominican Chapel; Nwoko designed each detail of the building-large and 

small-with precision from the way the lack of enclosing walls allows the air to circulate, the breeze 

to blow freely around the room. The Dominican Chapel can be seen coming up the hill from Oyo 

road, its concrete palisades topped with a cross rose above the treetops like a ship's mast. 

 

Plate II: Demas Nwoko, Dominican Institute, Ibadan, www.archidatum.com 
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Consecrated in 1973, it is a landmark in Ibadan, a city about 120km from Lagos in Nigeria's South. 

The Dominican Institute in Ibadan was listed in the 2014 book “1001 Building You Must See 

Before You Die”- along with three of Nwoko's buildings.   

Ashim in Van Zeijl, (2015) believes that "art was not just about creating beautiful things, but had 

to be at the forefront of technology and design" he selects all his materials with the environment 

he finds himself building, for example, the wooden door panels, the granite walls and the carved 

trees that reach up to the high ceiling like totem poles, all are made of materials found around 

Ibadan. He does not believe in importing materials from abroad. Abroad in this context means 

outside where his projects are located. He usually looks at the raw materials in the areas and uses 

what he founds around the environment. Some of his most visible works include New Cultural 

Studio, Ibadan, Monastery-Ibadan, Oba Akenzua Theatre- Benin, and Benedictine Monastery-

Ewu among others (Van Zeijl, 2015, Omezi, 2016). 

 

 

 

 

 

 Plate III: Yusuf Grillo, Adie irana 

Oil on board, 137.2 x 137.2 cm, Arthouse contemporary 
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Yusuf Grillo 

Yusuf Grillo, is highly celebrated and regarded as one of the most versatile contemporary Nigeria 

artists, he had a prolific career that has shaped the discourse of modern art in Nigeria in the 1960s 

and 1970s, the emerging to prominence and international recognition.  His work is characterised 

by Yoruba traditional philosophy and sculpture, as a member of the "Zaria Rebels" he combines 

his training in the Western representational style with a focus on Nigerian unique and rich artistic 

history. Grillo is particularly known for the specific use of the colour blue in most of his paintings 

which characterised the "adire" and resist-dye textile method in Nigeria. Grillo rejects the 

photographic realism and sorted out for a simple method of representational forms, he elongates 

his figures in a unique style of elegance and grace that is easy for understand (Arthouse-ng.com, 

2015, Falawiyo, 2015, mutualart.com, 2019). 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate IV: Ben Enwonwu, Anyanwu, 

1956, Bronze, 236x71x45cm, 

www.smu-fae-web.smu.ca/wmills 

Plate V: Uche Okeke, Refugee Family, 

Linocut, 1966, ww.khanacademy.org 
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Ben Enwonwu 

Professor Benedict Chukadibia Enwonwu (1921-1994), better known as Ben Enwonwu, was a 

Nigeria painter and sculptor of Igbo ethnic extraction whose towering achievements speak 

volumes from the beautiful shores of Nigeria to the palaces of Royalties in Europe as well as in 

private and public collections all over the world. According to his statement; 

I aimed to symbolise our rising nation. I have tried to combine materials, craft and tradition, 

to express a conception that is based on womanhood-woman, the mother and (sic) nourisher of 

man in our rising nation, I see the forces embodied in womanhood; the beginning, and then, the 

development and flowering into the fullest stature of a nation-a people! … 

“Anyanwu” – the Awakening is one of Ben Enwonwu’s greatest works that best illustrate his 

pioneering contributions to modern art in Nigeria and Africa through the invention of a new visual 

vocabulary that engaged nationalist ideology and pan Africanist ideas. Much of the sculpture 

power derives from fusing indigenous aesthetics traditions drawn from his Edo-Onitsha heritage 

with Western techniques and modes of representation. “Anyanwu” was completed in 1956 for the 

new National Museum in Lagos. A copy of the sculpture was presented on October 5, 1966, in 

support of the World Peace. At that period many African nations were gaining independence, 

Ayanwu yearning, and aspirations of her people (benenwonwufoundation.org, Africa.si.edu, 

2019). 

“Angere” Yoruba masquerade Sculptures of Lasisi Lamidi 

Angere Masquerade Dance VI and VII explored Angere dance as rooted in the traditional Yoruba 

set up. Though these sculptures were presented as unmasked, it could also be view as masquerade 

considering a personal insight of interpretation. The characteristics features employed in the 

execution of the work and the objects used like wood and rope gave the sculpture its traditional 

local touch within the ambits of African masquerades. 
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The long legs of the dancer position the form as Angere, but weather the face is covered or not it 

does not reduce the masquerade essence of the sculpture. However, the two balls bearing used to 

express the eyes could be interpreted as a mask. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The concept as propounded by Ododo (2015) coined Fackuerade, a masking absence, and 

Ancestral presence is "embedded in duality and double essence of the Ebira. According to this 

theory, the Ebira cosmic view asserted that “God created things in pair ‘Eku’rahu’ has the dual 

propensity”. This is viewed from the performance art perspective, yet it could be applied to other 

disciplines of research, in this essence, Masquerade could be viewed as an unmasked performer. 

One perhaps will be curious to ask that what other name is the term masquerade called in the 

thousands of ethnic groups in Africa. In clear terms; before the coinage of the word "masquerade" 

what was masquerade called generally in different African traditional culture? It is understandable, 

that every ethnic group has its language and names that masquerades were called. For example, 

 
 

Plate VI: Angere Yoruba Masquerade Dance I, 

2014-2015, Found Objects, steel, Canvas, Rope, 

Wood and Acrylic, 220 cm high 

 

Plate VII: Angere Yoruba Masquerade Dance II, 

2014-2015, Found Objects, steel, Canvas and 

Acrylic, 249cm high 
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the general name for the masquerade in Yoruba is Egungu, in Igala it is called Egwu, Nsukka calls 

it Omabe, Okeleke in Ekinrinnade in kogi and Akereburu in Owu in Osun state. Therefore, either 

masked or not, masquerade is just human’s interpretation. Another perspective to look at the 

duality of representation is the Yoruba traditional concept of the Ibeji (twin). This concept also 

believes that God created things in pairs, and that is what brought about identical Twin. The 

elongated figure stands with the combination of wood and metal that was creatively manipulated. 

The woods were drilled at the upper and lower parts, and bolts and nuts were passed through the 

holes and welded to the 12mm steel rods. A rope was wrapped around the 12mm mild steel rods, 

leaving some few inches away from the feet. The surface of the sculpture was finished with burnt 

effects that appear on some part of the sculpture, followed by a little touch of black acrylic colour. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

             

             

             

             

             

             

          

 

 

Plate IV: Angere Masquerade Dance III: 2011, 

Lasisi Lamidi, Wood, Found Objects and Steel, 

154cm high 
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Plate IV entitled Angere Masquerade Dance III executed in 2011, in this works; wood, mild steel 

and found objects are used. Emphasis was placed on the adequate use of the wood. The wood was 

to accentuate the traditional use of wood or bamboo as an essential component of the stilt dance 

generally in Africa. Considering the challenges of using wood and metal in an exploration like 

this, from a broad perspective of personal experience in the studio, the basic challenge in executing 

this kind of mixed media sculpture usually is the joining of heterogeneous materials, like plastic, 

steel, wood and some other materials that adhesive cannot properly bind together. However, bolts 

and nuts were used after drilling the woods at points that had contact with the framework of mild 

steel rods and the bolts were welded for permanence. 

Interpretation of Lasisi Lamidi’s “Angere” Yoruba Masquerade Sculptures 

Leopold Sedar Senghor in expressing the concept of Negritude stresses the need for "Cultural 

Metisse" or "Cultural Miscegenation of Synthesis" of the African and Western aesthetics. This 

philosophy and that of the "Natural Synthesis" as a framework will position the "Angere” 

sculptures of Lasisi Lamidi as a response to these ideologies. The making of the sculptures relies 

on good knowledge and skills in welded sculpture, for the approach to creating the sculpture are 

purely studio oriented techniques. In the execution, he combines an assortment of discarded 

materials and objects like empty tins of milk and tomato paste, old plates, fabrics, canvas, washers, 

and ball bearings and some other materials. Generally, the outlook of the finished work is 

expressive for their elegance and elongation. Lamidi has been inspired by the works of Ben 

Enwonwu and Alberto Giacometti, Nigerian and western artists that have worked in elongated 

bronze sculpture for decades. Ben Enwonwu was also inspired by the philosophy of Natural 

Synthesis and Negritude and as well entitled one of his popular sculptures "Negritude". Lamidi 
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shared some of this characteristic with most of the Nigerian artist that has imbibed the concept of 

Natural Synthesis.  

Lamidi's "Angere" sculptures are rooted as a concept in the dual traditional belief system of the 

Yoruba tradition in which masquerade appraises the gods for protection and also entertains. In the 

religious connotation of the Yoruba beliefs in the masquerade, they are seen as an intermediary 

between the society and the gods. Lamidi's probably attached this spiritual domain as a concept in 

the execution of the sculpture; this is evident in the general outlook of the sculptures.  

The expressions on the sculptures captured the real essence of the masquerades, the costumes, and 

postures. Evident in real life is the Yoruba aesthetics elements often created on the costumes. 

Lamidi has equally made justice to that in the sculptures which mirror the traditional perspective 

to the masquerading culture of the Yoruba. The Western approach, however, could be deduced in 

the composition of the figurative elegant elongated forms, the principle and elements of 

composition could also be said to be adequate evidence. The philosophy of the Natural Synthesis 

and Negritude characterised the interpretation of the sculptures, the materiality and the 

composition of the sculptures are an embodiment of a dual hybrid of concepts- traditional and 

Western. The sculptures in terms of materiality answered to the 21st-century trends of waste to 

wealth where discarded objects are being used in sculpture, thereby encouraging the re-use 

philosophy in contemporary art.  

This paper established that; 

1. Lasisi Lamidi’s “Angere” Yoruba masquerade sculptures promote the African beliefs and 

values, which ascertains an authentic synergy of hybrid. 

2. a novel creative dual consciousness of marrying indigenous and Western concepts. For 

example, the dual influence of Ben Enwonwu and Alberto Giacometti’s sculpture gives a 

dual understanding of influence. This point to a mutual enlightenment which Leopold 

Sander Senghor corroborated in his philosophy of Negritude. 
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3. the indigenous uniqueness of these sculptures and the philosophical imbibed in them dispel 

the stereotype and has also created a new African awareness, identity and innovation in 

Nigeria contemporary welded mixed media sculpture practice. 

4.  the materiality, vitality, content, and context that embodies spirituality in the "Angere" as 

a masquerade and the interpretation into sculpture, communicates African intensity as 

portrayed by the Negritude philosophies. 

5.  Lamidi's sculptures transcend the past and reflect modernity while combining indigenous 

and Western concepts as a principle in articulating ideas and developing a Personal style 

in sculpture practice in Nigeria. 

 

Recommendations: 

1. This paper recommences that Nigerian artists should as much as possible explore 

indigenous traditional dance forms, cultural activities and indigenous heritage using 

contemporary materials as conceptual approaches in projecting its Arts. This will show the 

versatilities of Nigerian artists in their quest to be creative and also move with 

contemporary artistic trends using its indigenous concepts.  

2. Like the Angere masquerade exploration, artists can incorporate other materials without 

using the ones explored in this study. The approach could be modelling and casting 

methods. For example, the elegant headgear in the exploration of the “Ijele” masquerade, 

hence, these symbols can further inspire the execution of both male and female forms using 

the Angere masquerade forms, since they could be created in stylization.  

3. Visual artists should look into the possibilities of exploring Nigerian indigenous folklore 

in sculpture creating a novel direction as a way of documenting its rich traditions. 

 

Conclusion 

 This paper interrogates the philosophy of Negritude in the "Angere" Masquerade sculptures of 

Lasisi Lamidi. The content and context of the philosophy and some compositional principles based 

on the subject matter, the inspiration of the artist, and materiality are viewed in the analysis using 

content analysis as a methodology. The conceptual framework relies on the philosophy of both 

Negritude and Natural Synthesis in discussing the sculptures for a deeper understanding of both 

the content and context of exploration of the sculptures. The concepts of Negritude and Natural 

Synthesis are parallel; therefore, they are sometimes interchangeably used, though Negritude 

becomes the foundation of Hybridisation in Africa because it preceded the concept of National 
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Synthesis. Again, Negritude is wider in scope as it includes all ramifications of the arts, while the 

Natural Synthesis only addressed the issue of visual arts.   

 The authors have enumerated some characteristics of Negritude in the "Angere" sculptures of 

Lamidi. For instance, the sculptures are a derivation of the Yoruba cultural ambience as a subject 

matter which is African in spirit. Also, the combination of traditional materials and that of the 

West allures to the philosophy of Negritude. In another perspective, acculturation or cross-culture 

as the spirit of Negritude has naturally permeated the Africa societies in that most if not all cultures 

have imbibed certain elements of Western influence and aspiration.   
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Abstract 

 

Mounting of public sculptures such as realistic human representational form has been a major 

contentious issue to contemporary sculptors in Northern Nigeria especially North Eastern region. 

The restriction to Practice and mount realistic human representational sculptures in major 

roundabouts and strategic places such as the campus of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria have 

created a serious challenge to sculptors. The challenge is attributed to Islamic Religion which 

prohibits reproduction of human representation in sculpture which cast image. The situation is 

so worrisome that at some points the final year students who normally mount their final 

year sculpture projects outdoors attempted to mount their projects in some major sites 

(roundabouts, frontage of other Departments, and some large greenish areas of the 

campus), were vehemently rejected and ordered to be removed and took them back to the 

sculpture garden which is already congested; simply because they were human sculptures. 

Some of these restrictions have led to poor production and non-teaching of sculpture generally 

in most of the higher institutions in North East Nigeria. The mounting and practice of human 

sculpture are completely cold due to their non acceptability. Available research has shown that, 

environmental art has positive impact on humanity socially, politically, economically and 

otherwise. The matter arising is that, Islamic religion forbids realistic human representational 

sculpture. The environment cannot successfully appear beautiful without some artworks 

mounted to blend with the natural landscape such as the environmental structures and major 

roundabouts by, sculptors. The paper aims that, sculptors should study the environment (Ahmadu 

Bello University, Zaria campus roundabouts) and produce sculptures that the Muslims could 

accept and mount them to avoid their negative reaction so that; the exploration of sculpture can 

prosper for the practice, development and growth of human representational forms and for the 
enhancement of the environmental beautification, relaxation, cultural identity and as sources of 

educational advocacy in Northern Nigeria and Africa at large. 

 

Keywords: Religion, Representational, Public Sculpture, Mounting, Figurative, Campus 
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Introduction 

 

Generally, in Northern Nigeria, North Eastern region, to be specific, because of Islamic religion, 

there has been a clear none acceptance of figurative sculpture forms (full figure or bust) which 

cast images to be mounted anywhere in either of the campuses of higher institutions (Colleges of 

Education, Polytechnics and Universities) and other places like homes, gardens, strategic places, 

major roundabouts of the campuses. In all the higher institutions that are offering Fine and 

Applied Arts which is an academic environment, it is expected that, under normal circumstances, 

students specializing in sculpture supposed to have every freedom to explore among others full 

human representational figures or busts and mount them in roundabouts and strategic places in 

the campuses, Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), Zaria, to be specific. It happened that, in most 

cases, the reverse is the case in Northern Nigeria especially the campuses in higher institutions of 

the region. This mixed reaction by some fanatics has created a great setback in the production of 

realistic human representational figures to be mounted in major roundabouts and strategic places 

(Sadiq, 2019). The author further states that, some said if one did not attach meaning to it, it is 

not a problem. Some considered it as a way of beautification of the environment; while other 

fundamentalists considered it unacceptable because it is against their religion. These among other 

reasons why they cannot commission sculptors to produce and mount human representational 

sculpture in the campus of ABU which is the case study. 

 

The Establishment of sculpture as a Course in Higher Institutions of Northern Nigeria 

Sculpture is a course in the Department of Fine Art; and is found in higher institutions of 

academia. In Northern Nigeria, the higher institutions that established the Department are 

experiencing opposition especially the human representational sculpture due to the negative 

reaction by some Islamic religious fundamentalists. Some of the higher institutions where there 

is Fine and Applied Arts Departments like University of Maiduguri where the Department of Fine 

and Applied Arts was established in 1983/1984 session; all the courses were established with 

sculpture inclusive (Mbahi, 2019). The author further states that, sculpture did not take off very 

well. It therefore means that, the aim for which the sculpture was established for, was not given 

attention like other courses in the Department. According to Asachiya, she was the first sculptor 

to be employed in 2011. These hindrances have frustrated or thwarted the practice, development, 
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growth and mounting of human representational sculpture of any style on the campus. As such, 

the teaching of sculpture only started as the Department progresses and that is how sculpture staff 

was employed to teach the course (Mbahi, 2019). This implies that, there was negligence for the 

course due to sculpture miss interpretation by Islamic fanatics. This is to say, the sculpture garden 

is yet to be established. Komo (2019) states that, College of Education, Sokoto which was 

established alongside the Department of Fine and Applied Arts started in 1977. From the onset, 

Fine Art was taught as a single course and not as a double course. It was later upgraded to the 

Department of Fine and Applied Arts. The Islamic fanatics also have a strong opposition 

regarding sculpture generally there. According to the author, there is strong restriction for human 

representational sculpture in the college.  

 

The sculptors are allowed to abstract sculpture only or produce Arabic letters or objects only. 

College of Education, Gasua, Yobe state, was established in 1987 alongside the Department of 

Fine and Applied Arts with Sculpture among the courses (Asogwa, 2019). According to the 

author, as other art courses were being taught, sculpture was conspicuously excluded and the 

reason was because of no Lecturer to teach it. It was when a National Youth Service Corp (NYSC) 

member came in 1989, that Ceramics and Sculpture were taught. Again, another NYSC member 

came in 1991 and taught Ceramics and Sculpture and left. Until 1994, another NYSC member in 

the person of Fidelis Ifeanyi Chukwu Asogwa who came as the first major sculptor who after his 

service, was retained as academic staff to teach the course up to February, 2019 before leaving 

the College to join University of Maiduguri (Asogwa, 2019). According to the author, the College 

has Sculpture Garden but only abstract and Arabic forms are allowed to be produced and mounted 

there. As usual, human realistic representational forms are frowned at and restricted. The author 

added that, real life figure is not allowed, only susu (birds) were allowed to be taught. In Federal 

College of Education, Yola was established in 1972 with Department of Fine and Applied Arts 

inclusive and all the courses were established alongside sculpture from the onset (Goroh, 2019). 

The author further states that, however, sculpture was not given full attention. With the non-

acceptance of figurative sculpture forms by Islamic fanatics, there was a complete dislike for 

sculptures especially the human representational form. According to the author, at present, the 

Department do not have a sculpture garden.     

In College of Education, Azare, Bauchi, Bauchi state, sculpture was established but was ironically 
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destroyed. According to Adeyemo (2011): 

In 1977, the College of Education, Azare…, was founded by the Bauchi State Government, 

shortly after the state was carved out of the then North Eastern State in 1976 with the Department 

of Fine and Applied Arts as one of its pioneer Departments. The academic activities in the 

Department started 1978 with all the sections (Painting, Sculpture, Graphics, Textiles, and 

Ceramics) in full operation. Ironically, in 1992, the sculpture garden of the Department of Fine 

and Applied Arts was pulled down by some aggrieved Muslim students on the ground that the 

Department was turning the school to be the abode of idols which is considered as a sin against 

Allah. Up to the present, no sculpture of any form can be found in the entire college campus 

because of this position.  

 

Brief History of the Department of Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria 

The establishment of the Department which is popularly called the Zaria Art School. According to 

Duniya (2009), it first started from the Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology, Ibadan 

in 1953. The Department was later moved to Nigerian College of Art, Science and Technology, 

Zaria in 1955 as the first formal art school in the country. By 1961, Ahmadu Bello University, 

Zaria was established in Zaria and thus, led to taking over of the art Department from the College 

of Art, Science Technology. Again, by 1977, the Department was divided into two (Departments 

of Fine Art and Industrial Design). In 2017, Glass Design silicate and Technology was later 

carved out from Industrial Design and Technology to become a Department. The sculpture garden 

of the Department of Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria has been in existence for quite 

some time. It was also established just a few years younger than the Department itself (Duniya, 

2009). Jari in Damden (2017) states that, the sculpture garden as it is simply called was established 

in 1969 by Professor Saliu Suleiman when he was the head of sculpture section.  

Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, where sculpture is still practiced in full force has sculpture 

garden which appeared to be the largest in Northern Nigeria is already congested and is still in 

existence. It was known to be the largest sculpture garden and the largest University in Nigeria 

which is located in Northern Nigeria. It is the only University in the north that the Department of 

Fine Art was first established in 1955. Northern region is also known to be dominated by Muslims 

and majority of them practice Islamic religion. Islamic religion frowned at sculpture forms such 

as human representational sculpture – a three dimensional sculpture that cast shadow. Hence, 

such sculptures are not allowed to be mounted any how within the campus of Ahmadu Bello 

University, Zaria campus which is in the North Eastern region. According to Damden (2016),  

In Northern Nigeria, artists particularly sculptors residing around that axis have been experiencing 
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some challenges. There a r e  so many i ns t an ces    that i n  their e f f o r t s  t o  exhibit a n d  

mount their  artworks, h a v e  encountered    sad experiences.   The environment   such as 

the campus of Ahmadu B e l l o  University, Zaria, where quite a number of  Nigerian   artists 

graduated f r o m  has been so hostile for  mounting   sculptures and   even exhibiting   some 

painting c e r t a i n  works.  In the north g e n e r a l l y , the environment    has always  b e e n  

a  challenged   to artists   when t h e y  want t o  express themselves    freely.  Some part icular    

form of artworks a re  not allowed t o  be mounted   or exhibited   such as nude human f o r m s , 

r ea l i s t i c  f i g u r a t i v e    images… 

 

The prohibition of mounting human representational sculptures in major roundabouts and in 

strategic public places has been a major contentious issue to sculptors in Northern Nigeria. Islam 

is often considered an iconoclastic religion in which the representation of living things, especially 

the human body is prohibited. The situation is to the extent that, it has discouraged sculptors’ 

spirit from practising and producing full human representational sculpture to be mounted in major 

roundabouts of the campus of the Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. The Islam’s prohibition 

against imagery and idols has hitherto been a controversial matter, and it has been cited by art 

historians and musicologists to strengthen discussions of the negative nature of the religion with 

respect to traditional arts in West Africa. Typical of the commentaries are the statements of 

several noted writers on human representational of sub-Sahara Africa. Bravmann (1974) opines 

that, “many cultures that had artistic traditions in the past no longer retain them because of the 

encroachments of Islam and its uncompromising iconoclastic stance.” In order to ascertain 

whether Islam genuinely forbids representational arts; or that, the rejection is stimulated 

by other reasons (Adeyemo,2011). In his Survey research, the respondents were asked on 

the true position of Islam over representational arts. The author further states that, the 

majority of the respondents claimed that, Islam Prohibits figurative sculptures that may 

display the representations of human beings in three dimensional form.   

 

If one takes a look at some Art Schools in other Universities, it will tell more of what 

the paper is trying to portray, that is, it is quite different. The negative situation is so 

worrisome that at some points, the final year students of the Ahmadu Bello University, 

Zaria, who normally mount their final year sculpture projects outdoors encountered 

rejection often times. Several attempts to mount their human representational sculpture 

projects in some major sites such as the roundabouts in the campus, the frontage of the 
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Departments, and some large greenish areas of the campus, they were vehemently 

rejected. In some cases, they were asked to remove and take it back to the sculpture 

garden. The sculpture garden is already congested simply because they were human 

representational sculptures.  Today, some of these factors time and again have made some 

sculptors in the north not to express themselves freely. Specifically, the Ahmadu Bello 

University, Zaria campus, the strategic public places and major the r o u n d a b o u t s . 

Following the genealogical line, some available literature on the subject matter have shown that, 

Islam has greatly disrupted negatively the practice and mounting of human representational 

sculpture directly or indirectly especially in ABU, Zaria campus. The significance of the paper is 

due to the fact that, it will enhance a better understanding of the essence of human representational 

sculpture mounted in public places; which can correct the misinterpretations or negation of the 

impressions of the three-dimensional sculpture held by many Muslims in Northern Nigeria. 

 

The paper desires to create awareness that, the restrictions have created sad experience to 

sculptors in the north, as a result, the sculptors’ enthusiasms have been thwarted and weakened 

from exploring the environment for beautification and for other functions that the public 

sculptures could contribute and have resort to other options that the sculptures are acceptable in 

the campus. This paper is justified because; environmental art has a positive impact on humanity 

socially, politically, economically and otherwise.  

 

The worst is the far North Eastern region which the challenge has made the Mounting and 

practice of human figurative sculpture completely cold due to the non acceptability of sculpture 

generally. The huge challenge is that, Islamic religion forbids it and the university is in their land. 

The paper aims at creating awareness that , sculptors should produce sculptures that the 

Islamic religion accepts to be mounted on the campus. Following the fact that, the roundabouts 

cannot successfully appear beautiful without some artworks mounted to blend with the natural 

landscape. With this, the practice of sculpture can prosper for the development of visual arts. 

The human representational sculpture can be abstracted. The Practice in this direction will 

enhance environmental beautification and also for educational advocacy as a whole in Northern 

Nigeria. The challenge is stems from the belief within Islam cycles that, human representational 

sculptures are forbidden by Allah and hence, its impact consequently, has greatly affected the 
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practice, development, and appreciation of the mounting of human representational sculpture as 

other public sculptures (functional and aesthetical objects, geometrical shapes) found around in 

major roundabouts and strategic places of ABU, Zaria campus; which also justifies the paper. 

       

What is Religion? 

Religion is a person’s sacred belief in the life of the spirit which has to do with one or more gods. 

Gadsby (1995) and Butler (2003) in Adeyemo (2011) at some points define religion as people’s 

belief in the life of the spirit and usually in one or several gods. Mohammad (2008) sees religion 

as a sacred engagement, with what is viewed to be a spiritual reality which made it possible to be 

considered as the importance of religion in human life without making claims about what it really 

is. Adeyemo (2011) quotes Idowu saying: 

Religion results from man’s spontaneous awareness of, and spontaneous reaction to his immediate 

awareness of Living Power, ‘Wholly Other’ and infinitely greater than himself; a power of 

mysterious because unseen, yet a present and urgent Reality, seeking to bring man into 

communion with Himself… 

 

From the above, the recap implies that, religion could mean a fundamental set of beliefs and 

practices generally agreed upon by persons or group of people. These sets of belief concerned 

itself with the cause, nature and purpose of the universe which involve devotional and constant 

ritual observances. It often contains moral codes governing the conduct of human affairs 

(Adeyemo, 2011). The religions that exist in Nigeria include Christianity, Islam, Judaism, 

Hinduism, Buddhism, Traditional religion, to mention but a few. For the purpose of this paper, 

Islamic religion is what it will ponder on. This is because of the negative effect on sculpture 

practice. It is also the religion that is practiced by Muslims in Northern Nigeria. 

 

There are s ev e r a l  instances   that the sculptors, in their efforts to mount their works, have 

encountered s e r i o u s  neglect. The environment of the campuses, such as the campus of 

Ahmadu B e l l o  University, Zaria, where quite a number of  Nigerian   sculptors graduated 

f r o m , has rejected t h em  s p aces  t o  mount; despite that, some are not human representational 

sculptures. Often, the reasons usually are that, the students are trying to litter the campus with 

sculptures; even as the sculptures are already saturated and congested in the sculpture garden of 

the Department of Fine Art (the only space that any kind of sculpture can be allowed to mount).   
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Similarly, there are several instances that students are facing a serious challenge of 

mounting their sculptures in the campuses, examples are: College of Education, Azare, 

Bauchi state, where the sculpture garden is even destroyed permanently. The situation is even 

more critical and disturbing than ABU, Zaria; because in ABU, there is a sculpture garden and at 

the frontage of the Annex which mainly for Postgraduate students only. It is on this sat note that, 

a student (Adeyemo, Adewale Peter) from History Section, College of Education, Azare, Bauchi 

- Bauchi state, conducted a survey research for his Master of Art (M.A), History, to find out what 

is really the cause of all these. According to Adeyemo (2011): 

 

However, there   are   lots   of justifications     why   representational     sculptures    are   either 

removed or totally   destroyed, and most times; this act is motivated    by pol i t i ca l    and 

religious   factors ...  Nevertheless, it was learnt that, early Islam had f igurative arts ...  and 

one wonders, the cause of the   opposition. Hence, the   aesthetic   relevance    and   other functions 

of sculptures are disregarded. 

 
 

According to the author, the results by the respondents showed that, the impacts of Islam and 

attitudes of Muslims towards human representational sculpture in the College of Education, Azare 

are in no doubt hostile. This hostility is stemmed out of the presumed religious belief that, human 

representational sculpture signifies idolatry; and consequently upon this, majority of respondents 

held the views that, such works of art cannot be entertained and kept within the College campus 

so as not to attract the wrath of Allah (God) upon the community. The author further states that, 

it was disclosed that, such sculptures that are representational in nature are only kept by infidels 

who are idol worshippers. According to the author: 

 

It is believed that sculpting of creations of Allah in three dimensional forms which are considered 

idols, prevent divine vitiation of the supernatural beings as angels. The research established that, 

these beliefs therefore, reflected the negative attitudes of almost all the Muslims of the College 

towards representational arts; and the behaviour equally revealed the reasons behind the mass 

destruction of the former sculpture garden in the College in 1992… It was disclosed that, the then 

Dean of the School of Art and Social Science (SASS), who later became a magistrate in one of 

the Sharia Courts in Bauchi state, engineered the destruction of the artworks. It was established 

that, almost all the sculptures in the garden were figurative in nature, which was considered as a 

threat to the wellbeing of the Muslims in the College community; and grievous disrespect for 

Islamic religion… The Department of Fine and Applied Arts was incapacitated to avert this 

destruction of her sculptures which happened to be her only resort for many years for art lovers 

both within and outside the College, and since then, no sculpture of any kind is allowed to stand 
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till date. 

                 

          

The Value and Purpose for Mounting Human Representational Sculpture in Public Places 

The reasons for mounting of Human busts or full figures in public places are enormous. Some of 

the reasons for mounting in roundabouts, strategic positions, schools, market place, to mention 

just but a few, are to showcase several values and purposes both socially, politically and 

economically. Also, some are for identity of culture, popular personalities (subjects) such as in 

discovery, setting a pace or originate a mark of, may be peace action, either in the military, police, 

politics, first to accept a defeat, first missionary, educational achievement in a community, even 

being first in doing a criminal act or may be due to the person’s contributions to his/her 

community. These among other qualities or positive characteristics that instigate students or 

clients to wish to produce human representational sculpture in form of a bust or full figure and 

mount in central public places as a mark of recognition or memorial or for the positive or 

outstanding performance- a good example, or to disagree, discourage, or encourage the posterity 

to emulate or not the behaviour of this person.  

 

In a wider perspective, Carter (2012) states that, operating in Utopian mode, public sculptures 

especially human representational sculpture aims at fostering unity, peace and prosperity among 

people by idealizing the sentiment of the community, by focusing on areas of common interest to 

curtail the aspects of disunity, peace and progress. Due to the immeasurable importance of public 

human figures placed in places, according to Damden and Lamidi (2012), many people who are 

financially buoyant commissioned and are still commissioning sculptors to produce public 

monuments to serve certain purposes in the society. Throughout the ages, public sculptures have 

served as didactic tools for propaganda, offering morals, patriotic, symbol of pride, taste masters 

in civil and aesthetic matters such as social art commentary.      

 

World over, there is a global recognition of the importance of arts for the cultural, scientific and 

technological development of any nation. Sculpture happens to be one aspect of the arts. This is 

because of the huge value, purpose/role attached to this aspect of the arts. According to Asogwa 

in Damden and Lamidi (2012), opinions are similar among educators and artists that continuous 
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development of sculpture especially human representational sculpture could lead to cultural 

evolutions in quick succession as what is and what will be appealing of being mounted at strategic 

positions. 

 

 Mounting of Public Sculpture   and   landscaping 

Public sculpture   and   built Environment     are   inseparable    in   national    development 

particularly in the areas of functionality and beautification. A successful landscaping cannot be 

c o m p l e t e d  o r  achieved without sculptures  and artists. Artists and sculptors to be specific 

a r e  known t o  have the knowledge   of principles   and elements   of design t h a t  can  set the 

environment   to look beautiful and attractive t o  viewers.   Such places usually become a  

tourist c e n t r e  an d  also for advocacy. 

 

They use of the environment (natural and artificial media) for example, by conceiving forms   and 

concepts   derived from the events and experiences in the society. The e s s e n c e    of the a r t i s t s  

reflecting o n  the happenings (positive o r  negative) seen in the society a n d  create forms 

s u c h  as sculpture and p l ace  t h e m  i n  public places, is for the s o c i e t y    to see  s o m e  

o f  the advocacy an d  pathos d o n e  and also for culprits t o  have a rethink o n  seeing them. 

This is what is often done in other developed   nations. In some places, v i s u a l  artists are 

usually invited to mount some artworks in strategic places. In all these, land and space 

environment are required to establish these facts and it has been working well in countries such as 

Japan, China, United State of America (USA), France, and other countries of the world. The 

reasons are not farfetched. Following the significance of public sculptures mounted around the 

world especially Africa, even in this 21st Century, it appears that, in Northern Nigeria, mounting 

of sculptures in roundabouts and strategic places especially human representational forms are 

hardly found or seen; which partly is due to the challenge of misinterpretation or negative reactions 

and perceptions of the iconoclasm religion that frowns at. 

 

Challenges of Mounting Human Representational Sculptures in the Campus of Ahmadu 

Bello University, Zaria 

 

Although, some sculptures have been in existence in the campus for quite some time. This clearly 
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shows that; it is not everybody that is against some forms of art sculptures. One wonders why at 

present, some forms of sculptures (human representational) are not allowed to be mounted in the 

roundabouts and strategic places again. From the review above, this issue of dislike for some 

sculptures is based on religious iconoclasm. This is due to religious connotation by some fanatics. 

 

In Northern. Nigeria, particularly Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, campus, the scenario is quite 

different. There has been under used of built environment by s culptors in Northern N i g e r i a . 

This is due to some factors which are summarized as religious fundamentalism. Fundamentalism 

which has to do with the movement of strict view of doctrine; religiously or politically and is 

usually based on a literal interpretation of strict adherence to the doctrine. The fundamentalism 

may be based on individual, group, or organization. If a particular work (sculpture) catches 

someone eyes and feel otherwise about it (have dislike or have religious connotation, 

interpretation or misinterpretation about the work), such a fundamentalist can find a way of 

rejecting or disagreeing for the work not to be mounted.  

   

In 2010, an undergraduate student’s project supervised by the author of this paper presented 

an application requesting for a space from the Head of Department (HOD) of Medicine to 

mount his final year research project work titled: “Philosopher”. The student attempted to 

explore human skeleton (male form), which we thought the work is related to the 

Department of Human Anatomy. To collect his data, the student was advised to go to the 

same departmental library to gather his sketches on human skeleton form and literature in. 

The Head of Department showed the space to us and the student started to set the base up. 

Immediately as the student started to raise the pedestal, the staff started to confront the 

student that, what is he doing and who granted him the permission? Before we could know, 

the department was challenged by the University management and the student was asked 

to stop the work. The student came and met me (his supervisor) and said this was what 

happened. I quickly ordered the student to immediately go and dismantle the base, come 

and mount it in the sculpture garden before another issue comes up. The HOD of Medicine 

told the student to tell me to allow him to come and continue, my Head of Department and 

I said no to it and the student should not go there again. (See figure I). 
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              Figure. I, “The philosopher”, Raheem Gafar, Mixed-Media, 78cm H, 2011, Location: 

                     Sculpture Garden, Department of Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria 

 

In 2011, the fig. 2 work lying on the ground was produced by a final year student in sculpture. The 

work was mounted in one of the strategic locations in the Samaru main campus of the University. 

The work was immediately removed by the University security and dumped it in the sculpture 

garden of the Department of Fine Art. The security said they were asked by the University 

authority to remove the work there because it is a threat to security. The security stated that, the 

work is exposing students to explosive bomb machinery. This is because the sculptor tried to 

creatively express himself with the current happenings by exploring the equipment used to make 

bomb explosion and the way the bomber fixed the explosive equipment round his body ready to 

go and attack as his final year studio project. The intention of the student is to advocate that; youth 

should not engage in negative things like this. Instead, they should channel their time, energy and 

scientific technological knowledge to producing positive things that will advance Nigeria 

politically, socially, economically and other things that are beneficial.  This is few of the many 

situations artists in northern Nigeria are facing and all these are forms of built environmental art. 

These and many other related issues are the kinds of challenges sculptors in northern Nigeria are 

experiencing from time to time. As such religion has its sight effect on, exploring environmental 

art especially human representational sculpture in this part of the country will not be easy, except 

alternative majors taken as the way forward.  
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Figure. 3, “Bomber”, Charles S. Ezeh, Found Object, 78cm H, 2012,  

Location: Sculpture Garden, Department of Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria 
 

that was produced by a final a year student in Sculpture Section which depicted an aspect of the 

fig. 2 work, by interpretations, it is a social commentary using human representational sculpture 

security challenges (Boko Haram) in Nigeria with Northern Nigeria as having the more vulnerable 

and most affected region. This among the challenges which include: Fulani Herdsmen, Gun Men, 

Kidnappers, Banditries, and several others that are eating deeply into the nerves of Nigerians 

especially the Northern region as the victims of circumstance. The artist employed found object as 

the materials to creatively explored the full figure composition as the bomber who had concocted 

or indoctrinated the bomb, planned and ready to go and attack. The bomber tied the bomb around 

his waist. According to the artist, the aim of producing the bomber was to caution the University 

community to be cautious and stay clear from those that assume to shield themselves with some 

covered things. For the fact that, it was a full figure and without minding what the work meant to 

interpret, the University management ordered the University securities to remove the work and 

take and drop it in the sculpture garden. The reason was that; it will engineer or expose students to 

want to explore it; despite that, the purpose of the work was to draw students’ attention to be 

careful but was missed understood because of religious fundamentalism.                           

The Way Forward 

Islam’s prohibition against imagery and idols has hitherto been a controversial issue. It has been 

cited by several art historians and musicologists have strengthened discussions on the negative 

nature of the religion with respect to traditional arts (mounting of human representational public 
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sculptures) in the roundabouts and strategic places in Northern Nigeria especially the campus of 

ABU, Zaria. To avoid controversy, for example, Ayedemo (2011), during his research, states, 

A close look at the reactions and opinions of the Muslims about sculpture, especially figurative 

arts in three- dimensions, the researcher sensed a high degree of resentment for this form of artistic 

expression. Some vowed to ruthlessly deal with anyone who tries to erect any form of 

representational arts in the College. This was even clearly said to the hearing of the researcher 

being a sculptor and a prime suspect of initiating the notion as a kind of verbal warning. However, 

looking beyond the shore of Africa as a whole, for example, the Taliban regime of Afganistan in 

the Southwest Asia, which proclaims itself as the champion of Islam, had at one time proposed 

and indeed, went ahead to destroy the historical statues and monuments of Afganistan in 2000. 

 

From the above, it means that, Sculptures (human figures) generally have been widely accepted as 

part of the total decorative scheme most especially for gardens, parks, homes, roundabouts, 

strategic places, offices and many more for enjoyment, helping or create the right and conducive 

kind of atmospheric environment for meditation, relaxation, signpost, meeting point, and for 

educational visit or tourism and delight. Among the numerous functions of public sculptures are 

its apparent aesthetical values in any environment. It appears, apart from human representational 

sculptures, the preferred or encouraged sculptures that cannot cause negative reaction or 

iconoclasm religion, it should be sculptures that are more of abstraction (not human 

representation), objects of various forms (stones, flower trees, Logos, calabashes (ludes), and other 

non-living things like geometrical shapes, (See fig. 1). If roundabouts and strategic places should 

be anything to come by in Nigeria’s environmental development, human figurative sculptures 

should have been given attention, knowing the importance of keeping the visual history of 

prominent Nigerians for social, educational, political awareness such as identity, culture and events 

to be kept for posterity. With all these, the value of mounting human representational sculpture in 

the roundabouts in the campus has not been attested or given consideration due to religion 

fundamentalism which made the practice of human figurative exploration to suffer a great setback 

in Northern Nigeria. Among other issues, the students and sculpture practitioners should sort for 

an alternative when mounting a sculpture in public places. Abstract or stylized animals, containers 

and so on should be explored and mounted. For the sake of peace and religious tolerance, the 

sculptors could also ask them the kind of sculptures that if mounted, they will not have frowned at 

such as conceptualized human representational sculpture could be delved into and see if it will be 

accepted by them. These forms of sculpture expressions appear to be acceptable and can be 
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mounted in roundabouts and Strategic Places. 

 

Types of Sculptures that are Acceptable to Mounted in Strategic areas or Roundabouts in 

the ABU Campus 

  

As Human representational sculptures are prohibited, below are some of the sculptures that are 

acceptable by Islam and can be allowed to be mounted in Strategic areas or Roundabouts in the 

ABU Campus (see figures (See figs 3, 4A & B, 5A & B, 6 and 7).  

     

 

     

       A-Close View              B-Distant View 

Figure 3, Concrete and Tiles, 246 cm x 91cm, 2017 Location: Sculpture Garden, Department of 

Fine Art, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria 

 

In fig 3, the sculpture is located at the ABU senate, immediately after one passes the roundabout 

water fountain sculpture from the Main Gate. It is purely slab concrete covered with tiles as 

medium. It is at the main entrance of the senate gate. Three relief sculptures of ABU Logo and a 

very tall rectangular geometrical shape are created to creatively form the composition. On the logo 

that faced the Senate gate entrance directly are inscriptions of the names of the Vice- Chancellors 

(VCs) since from the first Nigerian VC (Professor Ishaya Audu) to the present VC (Prof. Ibrahim 

Garba). 
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                            A - Distant View      B-Close View 

Fig. 4, Water Fountain, Wesley Emmanuel Okachi, metal, 58cm High, 2002 

Fig. 4 work is mounted at the roundabout, which is close to ABU Senate, Convocation Square, 

and former ABU Bookshop. It is at the main entrance of the ABU Main Gate. As one comes 

straight from the Main Gate of the University, the roundabout is among the major roundabouts in 

the campus, there is a water fountain sculpture with ABU logo on top of the pedestal. The base 

serves as a reservoir where the water is recycling on and on. The wall of the reservoir is created in 

such a way that viewers can comfortably sit on it for photograph or for discussions.   

    

  A: Close View     B: Distant View 

Fig. 5 A&B, Department of Fine Art, ABU, Zaria, Close View, Mixed-Media, 2017 

                         

              A - Close View        B - Distant View 
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Fig. 6 A&B, Close View, Department of Fine Art, ABU, Zaria, Mixed-Media, 2017 

 

In figures 5 and 6 are Mixed-Media sculpture compositions in the roundabout of the Departments 

of Engineering and Medicine for fig. 4, and Pharmaceutical, Community Market, Sick-Bay and 

North Gate for fig. 6. The sculptures are aesthetically and creatively composed with varying sizes 

of stones, found objects, flowers and the surrounding environment.  

 

The three roundabouts (figs. 4, 5 and 6) are among the major roundabouts in the main campus of 

ABU, Zaria. Among others, these are the kind of sculptures that are mounted in major view-points 

for viewers to appreciate. This is what sculptors in Northern Nigeria should delve into by 

producing creative sculptures that are very much accepted; and not having any inclination with 

religion iconoclasm. These works, to make it funny, they were given by the management of the 

University as commissions to the Department of Fine Art, ABU Zaria to do and mount them there. 

The Department in its wisdom produces these works this way and is quite accepted by the 

community. The Department again, in its wisdom, tried as much as possible to avoid anything to 

do with human representational sculpture which would have possibly called for the termination 

and destruction of the commission given.              
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   A – Left Side View            B – Right Side View  

Fig. 6, Aspiration, Ken Okoli, Concrete, 75cm H, 1993, Location: Main Entrance of the 

ABU Senate Building, 

    

 

Fig. 7 “ABU Crest”, Murphy Ajayi, Concrete, 198cm x 98cm, Location: Main Gate of ABU, Zaria, 

1988, 

 

This concrete sculpture composition in fig. 6 is a Crest of the Ahmadu Bello University (ABU), 

Zaria popularly called ‘ABU Crest.’ The other two angles of the triangle (the positive triangular 

shape) placed downward, probably to create balance and stability of the triangular form. Down to 

the positive triangular form, it is in curved form while the top centre of the upward angle of the 

triangular form, is an inscription of a word called “dagi” meaning logo of the Ahmadu Bello 

University, Zaria. Under the logo, is an Arabic inscription written “Jami’ar Ahmadu Bello”, 

meaning University of Ahmadu Bello. Coming to the negative triangular form which the two walls 

(angles) of both left and right hand sides go down to the ground which is meant to possibly serve 

as the base. Perhaps it is to suspend or to hold the positive triangular sculpture form up as it is 

placed on the rectangular slab which sets the whole work in position. Technically, the artist was 

able to creatively and judiciously use the negative triangular shape to serve as channel to look 

through and view what is going on at the other side. 
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  A – Close View                      B – Distant View 

Fig. 7 A: Hunting, Y. R. Ande, Concrete, 38x46cm, 2016, Survival of the Fittest, Concrete, 68cm H, 

Tapnan T Johnson, 2018 and The Great King, Ameh T. Godstime, concrete, 73cm H, 2018 

 Fig. 7 A&B is a composition of Animal projects by the Final Year Sculpture Students in sculpture. They 

are Y. R. Ande (2016), T. T. Johnson (2018) and T. G. Ameh (2018), all in the Department of Fine Art, 

ABU, Zaria. They are mounted at the Department of Zoology, Botany and the side views of the 

Senate Building, Ribadu hostel, Social Centre and Assembly Hall creating a large space; all in 

ABU, Zaria campus. They all used concrete to creatively explore their animal forms in sculpture. 

They have varying titles that portray their artistic concepts.  

Fig. 7 sculpture projects mounted at the two Departments (Depts.) speak volumes. In recent time, 

graduating students have started reading the hand writing on the wall by resolving to produce 

sculpture projects that will be acceptable by the campus community and mounted in public places 

such as the Departments that the work is relevant to them. This is because by the left hand side, is 

major road linking from the community market straight to the Ribadu hostel, part of Social Centre, 

Assembly Hall and the Senate Building which comprise of a very large open space. The main 

purpose for allowing the animal sculptures to be mounted there is because they are relevant to the 

two Departments of Botany and Zoology, if not, and if they were human figurative composition, 

it would have been difficult for them to be mounted there. This is to say, as the human 

representational sculpture continues to suffer restriction, animal forms in sculpture are gaining 

acceptance. For that, animal forms are being given more attention by the students which are to the 

detriment of the human forms; and this among others that the paper is trying to draw the attention 

of sculptors to be cautioned.             
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Conclusion and Recommendations 

Following the general assessment on the challenges human representational sculpture is facing in 

Northern Nigeria especially ABU Campus; the paper found that, the restriction is not by all 

Muslims even as before and now. This means that, there were and there are still some extreme 

Islamic fanatics and those that do not worry about the sculpture whether it is abstract, animal, 

human representational forms and geometrical shapes. There are some who even touch, feel, 

photograph, with the human representational sculpture. On the other hand, some have absolute 

dislike for the sculpture generally and such are considered as religious iconoclasts. 

As such, for practice and expression of human representational form to excel among other 

sculpture expressions in Northern region especially ABU Campus, there is the need for sculptors 

to make alternatives that will be acceptable for peace to reign. This will avoid restriction or 

religious iconoclasm. Alongside, there should be awareness on the purpose of representational 

sculpture through: career talk, workshop, seminar and symposium in schools (secondary and 

tertiary institutions). Embarking on this will gradually make them understand the relevance as well 

as the value and purpose of representational sculptures without having religious misinterpretations 

thereby attaching wrong meanings to it especially the human representational forms.       
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